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Hardin! UnIversIty lPrmding 'L, University 
BULLETIN 
VOLUMES8 APRIL 1983 NUMBERS 
Con~truction to Begi.n on $1.1 Million Sci~nce Addition 
Harding University has entered the 'BO's • liiil5tiH.#A· , ,....~ ........-= ·,=:P .... ¥&44LM. 
with ambitious plans and clear commitment 
to main~ain and strengthen its traditional 
role of academic excellence. The Board of 
Trustees, the administrators, and 'the 
faculty members have been involved in 
developing the objectives and goals which 
will assure that the institution's com-
mitment is maintained. There is a definite 
vision 'for the future. 
One of the major objectives adopted by 
the University, Board of Trustees is the 
construction of a $1.1 million addition to 
, the school's Science Building. Ground-
breaking ceremonies for this addition are 
anticipated during the 1983 spring 
semester. 
The proposed 14,600 square-foot addition 
to the Science Building will allow Harding 
to maintain its academically excellent 
science program. Included in the proposed 
addition are two biology labot:atories, two 
lecture classrooms, one large lecture hall, a 
curriculum laboratory and learning center 
for mathematics education, a computer 
science laboratory and four faculty offices. 
The classrooms in the proposed addition 
will replace classrooms that are being 
converted into laboratories. By converting 
some classrooms into laboratories the 
overcrowded laboratories can be alleviated, 
thus enhancing the learning process. The 
room designated for computer terminal use 
will provide almost three times more space 
available for instruction in computer ap-
plications and computer science. 
The two curriculum learning centers will 
be extremely important additions for 
training those certifying to teach science 
and mathematics in, public schools. The 
four new offices will provide facilities that 
are much more conducive to effective 
teaching and class preparation. The ad-
dition will add approximately 33 percent to 
the teaching area of the current Science 
Building. 
Harding's Science Building was con-
structed in 1967 when the school's 
enrvlIment was 1,741. The building was 
designed for a projected enrollment of 
approximately 2,200. The present 
enrollment of approximately 3,000 indicates 
that there are some imperative needs being 
experienced by the Division of Natural and 
Physical Sciences. The increase in the 
enrollment plus the addition of the nursing 
program has created an almost impossible 
strain on the facilities currently being used. 
The Science Building contains modern 
laboratories for both physical and biological 
sciences. 
The original design of the Science 
Building included three more laboratories, a 
curriculum laboratory and learning center, 
a herbarium, and an additional large lecture 
classroom. It was not feasible to include 
these facilities at the time of construction: 
therefore, a large area at the front of the 
building was left open for future expansion. 
The plan was to build additional classrooms 
and offices at the front of the building and 
to convert previous classrooms into 
laboratories. Harding'S Board of Trustees 
have not assigned this construction project a 
top priority. 
Groundbrea1cing ceremonies for the $1.1 million addition to the Science Building are tentatively scheduledfor May 1. 
Neale Pryor Appointed Vice President 
Neale T. Pryor, professor of Bible and a 
21-year member of ' the faculty, has been 
named vice president for academic affairs at 
Harding University, according to President 
Clifton L. Ganus. 
Pryor will succeed Joseph E. Pryor (no 
relation) who has directed academic affairs 
since 1969 and who will retire as vice 
president at the close of the summer term. 
Neale Pryor's appointment will be effective 
at the beginning of the fall semester. 
A 1958 graduate of Harding, the 47-year-
old Pryor has been a member of the faculty 
since 1962. 
"I'm very happy that Dr. Neale Pryor has 
accepted the 'position of vice president for 
academic affairs at Harding. He knows 
Harding, its traditions, its purpose and its 
work. He is an outstanding scholar and 
teacher and I confidently expect him to 
serve in a very effective way in his new 
responsibility," Ganus said. 
Dr. Joseph Pryor has served as academic 
dean for 23 years and was appointed vice 
president for academics in 1973. He has 
been involved at Harding as a student and 
Neale Pryor 
teacher for more than SO years. - "Dr. Joe 
has done a tremendous job serving in a very 
selfless and dedicated way," Ganus said. 
"He is respected and loved by all who 
appreciate the very fine way he has served. 
We will miss him and are happy that he~. 
continue to teach and serve at . . Harding." 
Neale Pryor attended Freed·Hardem 
College before coming to Haiding in 19 
He earned a bachelor's and master's de ' 
by 1958 and advanced to the Harding 
Graduate School of Religiolt- in Memphis 
where he completed an MTh degree in 1960. 
In 1969 he completed his doctoral degree at 
the New Orleans Baptist Theological 
Seminary on the topic, "The Knowledge of 
God in Hosea." 
A native of Mayfield, Ky., Neale Pryor 
received the Outstanding Young Teacher 
A ward in 1966, the Distinguished Teacher-
Award in 1970, 75 and the 1982 Alumnus of 
the 'Year Award from the Harding Graduate 
School of Religion. In addition to his 
teaching activities, he is an active evangelist 
and is a much sought after speaker for 
lectureships and workshops. 
He is married to the former Treva Terrell 
of Fulton, Ky. and the couple has two 
children. Alan, 21, who is attending Har-
ding University in Florence this semester 
and Lori. 18, who is enro\1ed as a freshman. 
Diffine Honored by Freedom-s Foundation 
Don Diffine 
Dr. Don Diffine, professor of economics 
and Director of the Belden Center for 
Private Enterprise Education at Harding 
University, has been named the recipient of 
two Freedoms Foundation awards, ac-
cording to the Independent 1982 National 
Awards Jury. 
, Dr; Diffine's awards were announced 
recently at the Valley Forge National 
Headquarters of the Freedoms Foundation. 
In an Apfil awards ceremony in Dallas, 
Texas, Dr. Diffine will receive the Valley 
Forge Honor Certificate for Excellence in 
the Category of Economic Education and 
the George Washington Honor Medal for 
"an outstanding accomplishment in helping 
to better understand the American way of 
life," in the Category of Letter to the Editor. 
"Free Enterprise - It Works When We 
Do," a report that chronicles a variery of 
economic enlightenment projects and 
programs which have been presented 
through the Belden Center to civic, 
professional and educational groups in the 
Mid-South. was the basis for the Economic 
Education award. "The Economic Policy 
'Debate-Trickle Down Vs. Siphon Off," a 
lengthy letter printed in the Arkansas 
Gazette. the Daily Citizen, and the United· 
Employers Exchange newsletter, the X-
Changer, was an Awards Jury's selection in 
Letter to the Editor category. 
A graduate of the University of 
Mississippi, St. Mary's University, and 
California State University at Long Beach, 
Dr. Diffine has ' taught at Harding 
Univ:ersity for 12 years, and edits a quarterly 
newsletter, The Entrepreneur. 
Since 1976 Diffine and members of his 
Students in Free Enterprise teams have won 
11 other awards from the Freedoms 
Foundation. 
Alumni Associa.tion Garners": 
CASE Award-of Excellence 
The Council for the Advancement and 
Support of Education (CASE) has given the 
Harding University Alumni Association its 
Award' of Excellence in Honors Competition 
among Southwest District IV member 
institutions. 
The award was presented recently at a 
CASE regional meeting in New Orleans, La. 
. Sixty schools entered the competition, ' 
representing the five-state district of 
Arkallsas, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma and Texas. 
"This is an honor for every member ofthe 
Harding Alumni Association," said David 
Crouch, director of alumni .relations. 
"It represents the work of more than 150 
volunteers on our campus, and more than 
4,000 donors who contributed to the 
project," he added. 
Tit!'ed "Harding's 53 Million Alumni 
Challenge," the entry will be sent to 
national judging competition, according to 
Crouch, which will be held later this spring, 
with awards to be presented June 20-23 in 
San Diego, Calif. 
Confronted in 1982 with the task of 
raising 52 million from alumni in order to 
qualify to receiveSl million in a challenge 
grant, Harding's faculty, staff, ad-
ministrators and student~ launched a 21-
day national alumni phonothon Sept. 12-
Oct. 18. 
The phonothon, considered by the 
Council for Institutional Development in 
Glenwood, N.J. to be the largest such single 
effort ever by any American college or 
university in a comparable amount of time, 
raised 52,135,068 in pledges, one-time gifts 
and matching gifts from employers of 
alumni. 
The phonothon was the result of a 
challenge made by a member of Harding's 
Board of Trustees and a member of the 
President's Development Council. As an 
incentive to increase alumni giving and to 
help Harding combat spiraling costs, the 
two agreed to contribute 51 million if 
alumni would contribute 52 million from 
1983-87. 
One of the conditions of the challenge 
specified that pledges toward the challenge 
total be made before Dec. 31, 1982. The 
decision was made that the only feasible way 
to contact the more than 14,000 alumni 
families was through a nationwide 
phonothon seeking five-year pledges. 
During the phonothon 8,459 calls were 
completed, consuming more than 2,360 
man hours. Forty-five percent of all those 
contacted responded positively. 
The phonothon was coordinated by 
Crouch' and Al Fowler, special represen-
tative for the Development office. 
College Bowl Team Takes Third 
Harding University's five-member 
College Bowl team defeated teams from the 
University of Texas, Baylor University, Rice 
University and StephenF. Austin University 
Feb. 25-26 before losing twice to Texas 
A&M in the Region 12 tournam~nt in 
Houston, Texas. 
Harding finished third in the IS-team 
field behind runner-up A&M and champion 
Tulane University. A double-elimination 
format was used. 
"Our players are champions," said Dr. 
Dennis Organ, one of three team sponsors. 
"We are proud of the way they played as 
well as the way they represented Harding 
University in general." 
Co-sponsors Dr. Fred Jewell and Dr. 
Larry Long also made the trip to Houston. 
"We were a little down-hearted when we 
drew Rice for the first match," said Organ, 
"since Rice was last year's national runner-
up. 
"But the team surprised everyone but 
themselves," he added, winning 235-175. 
"It was a great confidence-builder for us." 
In the second match Harding beat 
Stephen F. Austin 285-90, but lost the next 
one to A&M 210-165 in a close contest. 
Baylor was Harding's next victim, by a score 
of 285-150, and in the semi-finals, the 
University of Texas, whose team included 
two -doctoral students, lost a thriller to 
Harding, 285-200. 
"It was the most exciting victory in our 
three years of regional tournament com-
petition, in my opinion," said Organ. "To 
beat Rice and Texas (last year's regional 
champion) in the same year, exceeded my 
fondest hopes." . 
In a rematch with A&M, the Aggies 
prevailed 285-145. "We were confident, but 
the questions went their way," Organ said. 
Harding's team was composed of Greg 
York, captain, a student at Harding 
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis; 
Joel Ragland, a senior at Harding 
University; senior' Frank Weaver; senior 
Bo~bie Friend, and senior Mark White. 
York, captain of the two previous Har-
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ding teams, and Ragland both are College 
Bowl veterans, with three years' experience. 
York is from Louisville, Ky., and Ragland is 
a native of Cookeville, Tenn. York is a 
Biblical Languages major, while R!lgland is 
a vocal/choral major. 
Weaver i~ from Newton, Miss., and is 
majoring in management. A Nashville, 
Tenn. native, Miss -Friend is an English 
major. Both Weaver and Friend par-
ticipated in three matches each at the 
regional tournament. 
The fifth member, Mark White, is a 
Searcy native and the son of Dr. and Mrs. 
Bill White. He and Friend were members of 
the winning campus team, the Blundering 
Herd, along with Britt Burcham of Kennett, 
Mo., and David Wright of Searcy. 
Only five members were allowed for each 
team in the tournament. 
This was Wright's first year of College 
Bowl competition, and he is a premedical 
student majoring in biology. 
Other schools who participated in the 
Region 12 meet included Austin College, the 
University of Arkansas, Louisiana State 
University, Texas Christian University, 
Arkansas College, Trinity UniversIty, Sam 
Houston State University, and the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. 
Benson-O'Banion Wed 
Harding University's President Emeritus, 
Dr. George S. Benso~, and Miss Marguerite 
O'Banion were married February 22 at the 
College Church of Christ in Searcy where 
the bridegroom serves as an elder. 
Dr. Raymond Muncy, chairman of 
Harding's department of history, performed 
the ceremony before several hundred 
witnesses. A reception followed in the 
Fellowship Room of the church. 
After a 10-day honeymoon in Hawaii, the 
couple now resides in Searcy and Edmond, 
Okla., where Dr. Benson will continue to 
serve as president of the National Education 
Program. 
Dr. David Smith, a Little Rock cardiologist and president of the Harding Alumni 
Association, is pictured with the CASE A ward of Excellence. 
Dinner Theatre Workshop' Planned 
, A Dinner Theatre Workshop, with four 
plays being presented, will be held at 
Harding University this summer in two five-
week sessions, June 6-July 8 and July 11-
August 12. Participants may earn three ot 
six hours of credit while working with the 
dinner theatre, and guests will have the 
benefit of the performances. 
The first session, directed by Morris Ellis, 
assistant professor of speech. at Harding, 
will feature "Bell, Book and Candle" on 
June 23, 24 and 25; and "Star Spangled 
Business Team Takes 
Second in Industry 
The Harding University Business Team, 
after playing a simulated 10 quarters of 
competition, captured second place in their 
industry at Emory University in Atlanta, 
Ga. March 4-5 during final competition in 
the 1983 Intercollegiate Business Games. 
Harding's group competed with 27 other 
universities such as Clemson, Marquette, 
Southern Methodist, Wake Forest and the 
University of Denver. 
The competition involved two and a half 
years of computer simulated business in the 
calculator industry. Final presentations of 
strategy, defense of decisions and case 
analysis were made at the Emory campus. 
Jim Henderson, facuIty sponsor, said, "I 
am very proud of this year's team. Although 
the national championship just eluded us, I 
felt that the team members performed as 
champions." 
This year's competition was a simuilltion 
Cif the calculator industry and team 
members made management decisions 
about business variables such as price, 
production and advertising. 
At Emory, the competition included a 
presentation to a corporate Board of 
Directors made up of businessmen and 
faculty members· from Emory University. 
Team members are Lynn Wright of 
Judsonia, Mike Brown of St. Louis, Ben 
Waites of Atlanta, Tonya Newell of Oak 
Grove, La., Jena Conrad of Paul's Valley, 
Okla " and Blair Bryan of Birmingham. 
Accompanying the group were sponsors 
Dr. Jim Henderson and David Tucker of the 
Harding business faculty. 
Girl" on June 30, July 1 and 2. 
In the second session, directed by Robin 
Miller, instructor in speech, the presen-
tations will be "Story Theatre" on July 28, 
,29 and 30; and "The Apple Tree," a 
musical, on August 4, 5 and 6. 
The performances will be held in the 
University Student Center; where the guests 
will be served a catered dinner. 
"Participants will work in difierent 
aspects of two different plays," Ellis said. 
"It will be ,a great opportunity for students 
to earn credit and enjoy doing it." 
Early auditions for the summer sessions 
have been set for April 2 during the annual 
Youth Forum. The auditions will be from 
9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Little 
Theatre. Another is set for April 30 from 
2:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the Little Theatre. 
Other auditions will 'be held on the first 
day of each session, June 6 and July 11. 
The courses included are Speech 121, 
Acting; Speech 131, Drama Lab; and 
Speech 310, Play Production, including 
stage management, ligliting, costume and 
makeup, and properties. 
Costs for each session will be 588.50 per 
tuition hour; 524 for registration; 5120 for a 
room and 5181 for board. Further in-
formation may be obtained from Ellis at 
268-6161, ext. 445. 
ON THE COVER: Chi Sigma Alpha and 
Regina social clubs claim a third con-
secutive Spring Sing sweepstakes victory 
with "A Sandwich Is A Sandwich. But A 
Man Is A Meal." 
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HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Paul Pollard 
Two Receive Doctoral Degrees 
Two Harding University faculty mem-
bers, Paul Pollard and Tom Statom, were 
awarded doctoral degrees in December after 
successfuliy defending their ' dissertations. 
'Pollard, who began teaching at Harding 
in i 974, is assistant professor of Bible and a 
graduate of David Lipscomb College in 
Nashville, Tenn. and Harding Graduate 
Schoo( of Religion in Memphis. 
A nat'ive of Atlanta, Ga., he completed 
the doctorate at Baylor University in Waco, 
Texas. Title of his dissertation was "The 
Problem of the Faith of Christ in the New 
Testament." 
Pollard, 40, served as a missionary in 
Oxford, England from 1971-74 and is 
married to the former Sherry Kent of 
Amory, Miss., who is a staff member at the 
Harding Counseling Center. 
The Pollards have two children, Paul, 12, 
and Sherry 8. 
Statom is an assistant professor of history 
and a 1965 Harding graduate. He com-
pleted a master's degree in 19~6 at Harding 
and joined -the faculty in 1967. 
Title of his dissertation was "Negro 
Slavery in Eighteenth Century Georgia," 
which he completed at the University of 
Alabama. 
He ,is a native of Gadsden, Ala. 
StatOm. 39, is married : to ' the former 
Barbara Karaffa, a 1971 Harding alumnus 
from Geneva, Ohio, who is assistant 
professor of business education. 
Summer Programs Offer Variety 
A busy schedule of activities is planned 
this summer on the Harding campus. In-
tersession, summer school, Youth 
Citizenship Seminar. early orientation 
sessions. high school sports camps and 
programs for advanced studies and 
academic enrichment will be included 
among the many events. 
Intersession will be offered May 16-June 
1. Students may choose from 30 classes, 
with three hours credit available for most, 
and a maximum load of six hours. Sum-
mersEnd will offer one English class July 27-
Aug. 12 for three credits. 
Summer sessions will be offered June 6-
July 8 and July ll-Aug. 12. Nearly 100 
classes are scheduled. with each session 
lasting five weeks. Classes from accounting 
to zoology are planned, with almost 
everything in between. 
The annual Youth Citizenship Seminar 
will be held June 5-10. Speakers will include 
Lori Cox, Walter Judd, Duc Van Tho, 
Joseph Hickox and Harding President 
Clifton L. Ganus. Nearly 400 high school 
students are expected from the 
Southeastern United States for the 27th 
Annual Seminar, which stresses American 
citizenship, and is sponsored by Civitan 
IJ)ternational, and the Harding American 
Studies Program. 
Early orientation for incoming freshmen 
wifi be Jun~ 16-18 and July 17-19. CLEP 
(College Level Examination Program) tests 
will be given, academic advisors will help 
students plan a schedule of cla$ses for the 
fall, guided campus tourS will be conducted, 
aod a special. orientation for parents is 
scheduled. 
Summer sports camps will be offered July 
10-15 and July 17-22. During the first one, 
junior high school basketball and 
junior/senior high distance running and 
cross country camps will be conducted. 
Every phase of the sports is studied and 
each boy receives individual attention. 
The senior high school basketball camp 
will be held during the second week. 
Campers study video tapes and films and 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
work on skills. Students have access to the 
Athletic-Physical Education Complex, with 
a pro-turf floor for two''('egulation size-craos 
courts , an indoor track, swimming pool, 
gymnastiCS area, handball courts and 
weight room. ' 
Advanced studies and academic enrich-
ment programs will be conducted for high 
school juniors and seniors or entering fresh-
men, during the regular summer school 
sessions. A,cademic enrichment students will 
be 'enrolled in English and mathematics, as 
well as Bible. Those who successfully 
complete the program may enroll for 
regular academic courses in the fall 
semester. 
The advanced studies program provides 
'college-level work for outstanding high 
school students. They will be enrolled in the 
s,ame classes with Harding freshmen. Credit 
earned may be used toward a degree at 




Harding's student newspaper, The Bison, 
has received an All "American rating for the· 
1982 spring semester editions from the 
Associated Collegiate Press, scoring marks 
of distinction in four of five categories. 
Jay Perdue of Memphis served as editor 
and Miss Terry White of Nashville, Tenn., 
was business manager for the year. 
Favorable reports were made by the 
judges of the paper, including "The Har-' 
ding University Bison is an excellent student 
paper that shows the spirit, the fun and the 
seriousness oftoday's college student. It also 
shows plenty of talent in journalism from 
responsible and energetic young people." 
Marks of distinction were given for 
coverage and content, writing and editing, 
opinion content and design. 
Dr. Dennis Organ, Dr. Heber Taylor and 
David Tucker serve as faculty advisors for 
the publication. 
McKelvain Assumes New Duties 
Dr. W. Robert McKelvain, a member of 
the Harding University psychology faculty 
since 1975, has been named Associate 
Director of Counseling for the University, 
according to an announcement by President 
Clifton L. Ganus Jr. 
With the appointment, McKelvain will be 
responsible for research, program 
development and training in the Counseling 
Center and for consultation to other units of 
the University, Ganus said. 
Together with Dr. Lew Moore, Coun-
seling Director, McKelvain will plan toward 
the expansion of the career development 
and academic counseling programs and to 
present Career Development Workshops 
and Academic Skills Workshops. 
Harding's Counseling Center is open to 
all students for assistance in matters from 
choosing a field of study or curriculum 
opportunities to consultation for problems 
of stress or emotional ne'eds, or to help 
students in making the most of their time of 
preparation at Harding. 
McKelvain will assist current non-
declared majors in finding a field of interest, 
will work with faculty In the counseling of 
students and will provide material to 
students which will aid in choosing a career. 
McKelvain has also been involved in 
developing special academic advisor 
programs for students experiencing ad-
Robert McKelvain 
justment difficulties. He serves on the 
University's Student Retention Committee 
and recently has assisted with the athletic, 
program and addressed the dormitory 
resident assistants. 
McKelvain attended Abilene Christian 
University from 1967-71, where he received 
a degree in political science. He holds both 
the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Texas 
A&M University. He is certified, as a 
licensed psychologist in Arkansas by the 
Arkansas Board of Examiners in 
Psychology. 
Enroll 'Now for, Elderhostel1983 
Harding's initial participaJion last 
summer.in'Elderhostel, :, international 
educational p~ogr~m for persons over 60, 
was so successful that the program for 1983 
has been extended to five weeks, Dr. Jimmy 
Carr, cam-pus director of the program, has 
announced. 
In 1982, a total of 97, persons from 18 
states enrolled in the sessions, for what Dr. 
Carr termed " ene of the mosf rewarding 
experiences I've ever been ass.ociated with." 
Participants enroll for the week-long 
series of cl!\$ses through the national office 
in Boston. Guests are housed in the 
A.merican Heritage Center and meals are 
served in the Heritage cafeteria. 
Reoreational and social activities are 
planned for the enrollees. 
The 1983 sessions are soheduled from 
June 12 through July 23 and inolude !5 
classes. Included are: Juoe 12-18, Birds of 
Central Arkansas; Philosophy: Once Over 
Lightly; and Desperadoes of the Old West. 
June 25-July 2: Thru the Looking Glass 
-.:. With an Eye to Nature; The Life of Jesus; 
and Drawing for Everyone. 
July ,3-9: Desperadoes of the Old West; 
Thru the Looking Glass - With an Eye to 
Nature; and Raku Pottery. 
,July 10-16: Philosophy: Once Over 
Lightly; Folk Stories: Please Tell Me More; 
and The Life of Jesus. 
July 17-23: Spinning and Weaving; 
Cultural Anthropology: Life in an African 
Village; and World War II; The Continuing 
Controversies. 
Further information may be obtained 
through Dr. Carr or by writing Elderhostel, 
100 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02116. 
Nominations Needed 
Nominations for the 1983 Distinguished 
Alumnus Award have been requested by the 
Harding Alumni Association Executive 
Committee. Nominations must be sub-
mitted by September I , 1983. -
The Distinguished Alumpus will be 
honored during Homecomjng '83 festivities 
in October. The Executive Committee of the 
Association will select the honoree from 
submitted nominations. 
Candidates must meet the following 
qualifications. (1) Must be an active sup-
porter of Harding (2) Life must be consistent 
with the ideals of Harding (3) Must have 
achieved a degree of excellence and 
recognition in his or her chosen field of 
activity and (4) Must strive to advance 
academically and spiritually to serve God. 
Nominations should include as much 
information as possible about the nominee 
and should be mailed' to the Harding 
Alumni Association, Box 768, Station A, 
Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
M'lSic C;;roups~Plan May CO'ncerts 
for Dallas, Memphis Churches 
Harding's two veteran singing groups, the 
Chorale and the A Cappella Chorus, will be 
presented 'in concert in Memphis and 
Dallas. respectively, on May 1. 
,The Chorale, under the direction of Dr. 
Cliff Ganus III, has been invited for a 
special return engagement at Holmes Road 
Church of Christ, 1187 E. Homes Rd. The 
program is set for 1:00 p.m. in the Family 
Life Center. 
Dr. Kenneth Davis Jr. and the A Cappella 
Chorus will be a part of the "Great Day In 
May" celebration as the Garland Road 
Church of Christ is officially moved to new 
quarters and which will now be known as 
the Highland Oak Church of Christ as 
10805 j(ingsley Road, off LBJ Freeway, in 
Dallas. The A Cappella will be a part of the 
1:00 p.m. Sunday concert which will inclUde 
numbers by choruses from other Christian 
schools. 
A "Singing Festival" with congregational 
singing will be held at the Highland Oaks 
building at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday, April JO, 
"We invite all of our friends and alumni 
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CA,MPUS N;'OT,'ES 
Winnie Bell (library) attended a workshop for members of the Dialog Information Service in 
Little·Rock Feb. 17-18. Features of the Dialog Data Bases information retrieval system were 
discussed, and Harding librarians wpl receive training and practice with the system ... Ken-
neth Davis Jr., CUff Ganus HI and Arthur Shearin (music) attended the national convention 
of the American Choral Directors Association in Nashville, Tenn. March '10-12. Davis took 
the A Cappella Chorus on a spring tour of the Northeastern United States March 12-23 ... 
Bobby Coker (education) was co-chairman of an accreditation team of the National Council 
for Accreditation/Teacher Education (NCATE) at Delta State University, Cleveland, Miss. 
March 6-9 and will attend the National Christian School Conference April 13-16 in Atlanta, 
Ga. and serve on a panel. Coker and David Burks (business) conducted a church leadership 
enrichment seminar at the University church of Christ in Monroe, La. Feb. 18-19 ... Virgil 
Lawyer (history) took students to Monticello March 28 and will take them to Shiloh-
Vicksburg sites April 18-19 in their study of the Civil War ... Duane McCampbell 
(Philosophy) was elected president of the Arkansas Philosophical Association for 1983, and 
will speak to a philosophy class this semester at the University of Central Arkansas on 
reasons for believing in God ... Delln Priest (mathematics) will conclude his three year term 
on the Education Materials Committee of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
April 13-16 in Detroit. Priest has served as chairman of the committee during 1982-83 ... 
NIIMY Clark and Jerry Myhan (nursing) traveled to Wichub Hula and Carti, San BIas, 
Panama April 1-10 as part of a medical missions team. Six senior nursing students are also 
accompanying the team, which makes the trip twice a year and is sponsored by the Forest 
Park church in Valdosta, Ga .... Richard Duke (education) spoke on behalf of Christian ed-
ucation Feb. 27 at the Hillcrest church in Paragould, and (:onducted a workshop for Bible 
school teachers in Greenville, Miss. March 5. He will teach a graduate workshop this sum-
mer on Christian Scho,?l Administration ... Ann Sewell (music) attended the State Music 
Teachers Association convention March 3-5 at Arkadelphia, and the Music Teachers Na-
tional Association convention March 20-25 in Houston ... Van Tate (sociology) delivered a 
lecture at the annual Mission Teachers Workshop in Dallas, Texas in February entitled "He 
Who Provides Not For His Own." ... Earl Cobill (political science) attended the Arkansas 
Political Science Association's annual meeting in Arkadelphia Feb. 25-26. Students attend-
ing the meeting were Kyle Beaty, Tammy Heinold, Robin Hutchison, Leon Johnson, Tim 
Johnson, Jody Yee and David Smith. Smith presented a paper for the student panel ... Bar-
bara Barnes (physical education) attended a workshop in elementary physical education at 
Georgia State University in Atlanta in February. Marjorie Ryan, Jack Boustead and KIIryl 
CD , 4. 1 .. O.,=-
Tate Sewell Walters Barnes 
Bailey also attended ... Ed Sewell (education) attended the regional meeting of Kappa Delta 
Pi March 11-13 in Asheville, N.C .... Mike James and Stan Green (public relations) attend-
ed the Southwest Regional convention of the Council for the Advancement and Support of 
Education Feb. 21-23 in New Orleans. James and Heber Taylor Gournalism) ~ttended a 
noon meeting of the Public Relations Society of American (PRSA) in Little Rock Feb. 18 .. 
. Bruce Cook (public relations) attended the winter meeting and trade show of the Arkansas 
Press Association in Little Rock Feb. 18 ... James Walters (Bible) preached on Christian 
education Feb. 20 in Hot Springs at two different congregations, and in Atlanta March 19 at 
a Youth Rally. He spoke AprilS at the Harding Academy Lectureship and is leading an In-
ternational Campaign iroup to England this summer ... Avon Malone (Bible) taught three 
sessions on "Studies in I John" at the Abilene Christian University Lectures Feb. 2~23, and 
spoke at the Brown Trail Lectures in Ft. Worth Jan. 9 on "The Blood That Was Shed For 
Me" ... Patricia Woods (nursing) spoke to students at David Lipscomb College Feb. 3 on 
m&lical missions, and spoke to a women's Bible class March 9 about her experiences as a 
medical missionary in Nigeria ... Lew Moore (counseling) taught a course Jan. 3-7 at Ohio 
Valley College, "Psychology of Human Relationships," and conducted a workshop Jan. 7-8 
on "Diagnostic Skills in Counseling." Moore spoke March 3-4 in Memphis' at the Tennessee 
Association of Marriage and Family Therapists convention on the topiC, "Strategic Family 
Therapy," and at a workshop March 18 in Searcy on "Hypnosis and Sex Therapy" ... 
Warren Casey (band) attended the Arkansas Music Education Association convent.ion Feb. 
2S in Pine Bluff, along with George Baggett (ret.). ~y was nominated for 1983 Outstand-
ing Young Men of America, conducted band clinics March '1 at Oak Grove HighSchool, 
March 2S at Lonoke Junior High and worked with the bands at Searcy Junior/Stlnior High 
in March. He also took 10 music students to Heber Springs Feb. 5 to visit an instrument 
repair shop and toured with the band Feb. 17-22 ... Ray Muncy (history) read a paper entitl-
~ "Keeping The Prisons In the Black: The Convict Lease System, A Historical Perspective" 
at a meeting of the Southwest Historical Association March 17 in Houston . . . Robert Mc-
Kelvllin (psychology) spoke at a sports psychology clinic for the U.S. Junior Men's National 
Gymnastics Team in Colorado Springs during March and attended a workshop in Baltimore, 
Md. March 2-5 of ttie Society of Bebavioral Medicine. Topic of discussion was psychological 
aspects of heart disease prevention ano rehabilitation. McKelvain also spoke at a one-day 
workshop for resident advisors and supervisors March 26 in 'Fayetteville, on "Fired Up or 
Burned Out: Stress Management for University Housing Staff" . . . Don England 
(chemistry) spoke at the York College Lectureship April iI-13. and attended the national 
meeting of Alpha Chi Honor Society April 7-9 in San Antonio. England recently had a book 
published' by the Gospel Light Publishing Co. entitled A Scientist Examines Faith and 
Evidence. The introduction is by Jack Wood Sears (biology). The~book is divided into 13 
chapters, is 218 pages long, and available at the Harding Bookstore ... Winnie Bell and 
Suzanne Spurrier (library) attended a meeting in Little Rock March 10 on BRS Informa-
tional Retrieval Service. 
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Donor tncreaseRecorded for'82 
An increase of more than 400 donors was 
recorded in 1982 as 5,181 individuals, 
corporations or organizations made con- , 
tributions to. Harding, according to Ftoyd 
Daniel, Vice President for Development. 
Donations to Harding in 1982 reached 
52,579,652. 
There were 3.081 of these 1982 con-
tributors who qualified for membership in 
the University's donor recognition program. 
Participation in the gift clubs accounted for 
52,536,152. 
The donor recognition program was 
expanded in 1981 to include seven different 
levels of participation. Those levels include 
the Founders' Fund, Trustees' Circle, 
President's Forum, Heritage Fund, 
University Fund. Century Club and Harding 
Friends. 
Forty-two donors were members of the 
Founders' Fund in 1982. Their con-
tributions totaled 51,316,978. Membership 
at this level is for individuals or 
organizations contributing 510,000 or more 
during a calendar y~ar. 
The Trustees' Circle enrolled 37 donors 
during the year. This group contributed 
5239,891. Membership in the Trustees' 
Circle requires gifts between 55,000 and 
59,999 annually. 
The largest increase in total dollars 
contributed came in the President's Forum 
category . . In 1982 donors at this level 
contributed $486,877 or more than 517,000 
above the previous year. Membership in the 
President's Forum reached 274 in 1982. 
Donors in this group contributed betWeen 
51,000 and $4,999. 
Members of the Heritage Fund gave 
$140,277 during, 1982. There were 219 
donors at this level, giving between $500 and 
$999. 
Donors giving betwee~ $200 and $499 
were designated as members of the 
University Fund. Those in this gift club gave 
5188,408. There were 694 members in this 
club. 
The two largest gift Clubs in terms of 
membership were the Century Club and 
Harding Friends designations. The Century 
Club had 898 participants, and the Harding 
Friends had 917. There was an increase of 
104 in this latter category over the 1981 
total. 
Those giving between 5100 and 5199 are 
members of the Century Club. In 1982 this 
group contributed 5108,714. Harding 
Friends is the designation for those giving 
550 to 599 annually. This group gave 
555,007. 
In addition to the gift club members there 
'rere another 2,100 in 1982 who contributed 
$43,500 in gifts between 51 and $49. 
"It is obvious from these statistics aEout 
our donor recognition program that it, took 
the financial support of more than 5,100 
individuals, corporations or other 
organizations to assure that Harding would 
meet its goals in 1982," commented Daniel. 
"We can't rely on just anyone group for 
our financial support. Harding must have a 
broad base of support to meet the 
challenges of the '80s," he added. 
Another statistic that Daniel pointed out 
was the significant increase in the number 
of "young alumni" recognized in the gift 
club program. He noted the increases in 
contributions from alumni in classes bet-
ween 1970 and 1981. 
The purposes of the expanded donor 
recognition program are to encourage aQ 
active interest in the University by alumni 
and friends, to increase Harding's 
recognition of devoted financial supporters, 
and to maintain and to increase sub-
stantially the level of giving by alumni' and 
friends .. 
Campus Calendar 
Annual Faculty-Staff Dinner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April15 
Third World Missions Fellowship. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. April15 
Baseball: University of Central Arkansas, Searcy ..................... April16 
Music Department Combined Concert. ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April17 
Baseball: LeMoyne Owen College, Searcy ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April 18 
Tennis: UA-Monticello, Searcy .................................... April18 
American Studies: Secretary of the Interior James Watt. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April 18 
Tennis: Christian Brothers College, Searcy ... ........ ............... April 19 
Civil War Trip to Vicksburg-Shiloh .................... .. .. .. . ~ ... April18-19 
Dinner for Graduating Seniors ............. '.' .................. , " April19 
Student Association Elections. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April20 
Play: "The Greatest American Heroes" .......................... April21-23 
President's Development Council Meeting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April22-23 
AIC Warm-up Track Meet ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April22 
Third World Missions Fellowship .................................. April22 
Speech Awards Banquet. ......................................... April26 
Baseball: Christian Brothers College, Searcy "',~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. April26 
SA Representatives Election . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. April27 
Baseball: Arkansas State University, Searcy ......................... April28 
Third World Missions Fellowships ............. , ................... April29 
AIC Track Preliminaries. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... April30 
Petit Jean dedication .•......•................................. ~ . .. May 2 
AIC Track Finals; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. May 3 
Dead Week .................................................... May 4-7 
Final Exams. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... May 9-13 
Nursing Pinning Ceremony ....... : .... ~ ........................... May 14 
Graduation .......................... : .... · ....................... May 15 
Intersession ......................•.. .' . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. May 16-June 1 
First Session Summer School ..........•..........•........... June 6-July 8 
New England Study·Tour. .................... . ................. May 16-26 
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading Difficulties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. June 6-22 
Seminar in American Poetry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. June 7-22 
Christian School Administration ......... ,' • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. June 20-July 1 
Kindergarten Curriculum ....................... , ............ June 23-July 8 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
"ALUMNOTES 
__ W, HAT'S NEW 
CLASS OF 1949 
Freeman Thomas (BA) is teaching biology 
at Jacksonville Senior High School in 
Jacksonville, Ark. He holds the M.A. degree 
in zoology from the University of Arkansas 
and the M.A. degree in botany from the 
University of Oklahoma; he is also working 
toward the doctorate degree. 
Thomas received the Science Teacher 
of the Year Award which is given by the 
National Biology Teachers Association. It is 
the outstanding biology award in the state. 
Thomas works with and also lectures 
for the Audubon Society. He leads field trips 
for the Museum of Science History and is 
serving as president of the Arkansas Nature 
Plant Society. 
Thomas is a folk musician and wrote 
the song, "Searcy, Arkansas." He resides at 
7018 South Highway L-11, Jacksonville 
72076. 
CLASS OF 1951 
Joe Grisson (8A) is teaching in the Texas 
Department of C0trections. He and his wife, 
Barbara, live at 3340 Bent Bough, Pine 
Shadows Estates, Huntsville, Texas 77340. 
CLASS O'F 1958 
Alfred Couch (BS) has recently been 
promoted to vice president and cashier with 
the First State Bank of Newport. He joined 
the bank in 1958 arid has worked in all areas 
of operations. He is a graduate of the South-
western Graduate School of Banking at 
Southern Methodist University. 
Couch resides with wife, Peggy Lou, at 
2805 Robinson Dr., Newport, Ark. 72112. 
CLASS OF 1959 
Don J. Helms (BS, BA) holds the doc-
torate in management from the University 
of Arkansas and is professor with Arkansas 
Tech University in Russellville, Ark. He is 
also a certified public accountant. 
Dr. Helms is married to the · former 
Margaret Ann Hicks (BA'63), and they have 
three children: Donna, William John and 
Cheryl Leigh. Their address is Box 1397, 
Russellville 72801. 
••• 
Peul J. Evins (BA) is minister for the 
Holden A venue church of Christ in 
Newport. He is married to the former Judy 
Allison ('64) and they have two children, 
Shawn and Charlotte. They reside at 615 
Mclain, Newport, Ark. 72112. 
CLASS OF 1960 
Howard Claude (BA) was recently a 
national fmalist in the Toastmasters 
Humorous Speaking Contest in New 
Orleans. He also appeared as a contestant 
on the Nashville (Tennessee) Network Cable 
TV game show, "Fandango," to be 
broadcast about April 1. 
He owns a mobile home park and a carpet 
store. He and his wife, Patti, and three 
daughters reside at 5812 Nolensville Road, 
Nashville, Tenn. 37211. 
••• 
Ms. Janie Coil Elkins holds the Master's 
degree from Central State University and is 
currently teaching in the public school 
system in Midwest City, Okla. She has three 
children: James Jr., Mary and Martha, and 




(BS) holds the M.S.E. 
degree in counseling 
from the University of 
Central Arkansas. He 
serves as superinten-
dent of Harding 
Academy in Searcy. 
His wife, the former 
Loleta Meredith 
(8S'64), is an instruc-
tor in the Home Economics Department of 
Harding University. The couple has two 
children, John Ed and Amy Louise. They 
reside at 39 Harding Dr., Searcy 72143. 
-
CLASS OF 1961 
Ron Butterfield (BA) is principal of 
Pulaski High School, Pulaski, New York, 
and recently spoke to a standing-room-only 
audience at the annual conference of the 
New York State School Boards Association 
on the topic "Discipline: Key to Maximized 
Student Productivity." Ron is completing 
his doctorate in school administration and 
curriculum at Syracuse University. He is 
included in the 1983 Who's Who in the 
East. 
Ron is married to the former Edna Dorris 
(BA'63), who directs the Altmar Head Start 
Early Education Center, Altmar, New York. 
Edna has completed the master's degree in 
pre-school and elementary education at the 
State University of New York at Oswego. 
She is teaching "parenting skills" to parents 
designated as disadvantaged. 
The couple's address is 7250 Salina St., 
Pulaski, N.Y. 13142. 
CLASS OF 1963 
Jewel Goodman Warfield (BA) received 
the M~ster's Degree in Education with a 
special emphasis in reading from the 
University of LaVerne, LaVerne, Calif., in 
August, 1982. She is employed as a first 
grade teacher in Rosamond, Calif. 
Jewel recently received a scholarship from 
the California PTA for furthering 
education. This scholarship is for teachers 
who plan to stay in the classroom. She is 
also secretary of the Rosamond Teachers 
Association for the school year 1982-83. 
Jewel and her husband, Edward, reside 
with their three sons: James, 14, John, 12, 
and Paul, 10, at 1368 Indian Sage Road, 
Lancaster, Calif. 93534. 
••• 
William H. Barnes (BA) received the 
M.A. degree from Kansas State Teachers 
College. He is vice-president and co-owner 
of R & B Funland (family amusements) in 
Lewisburg, Tenn. He resides at 133 Islandia 
Dr., Nashville, Tenn. 37217. 
••• 
C.L. Fugit Jr. (BA) is a partner in the 
amusement machines business. He has been 
listed in Outstanding Young Men of 
America. He is married to the former Greta 
Champney ('64) who is secretary for the 
church of Christ in El Paso, Texas. The 
couple has a daughter, Cessy. Their address 
is P.O. Box 13781, EI Paso 79913. 
••• • 
Joseph L. Pate (BS) is product 
development chemist with _ General Tire & 
Rubber Co., Columbus, Miss. He is married 
to the former Judy Epperson (BA'64). who is 
assistant professor of mathematics at 
Mississippi University for Women. 
The couple resides with their two 
children, Brent and Angela, at 912 Tuckaho 
Dr., Columbus 39701. 
••• 
Wilma Barber McAlister (8A) is working 
as secretary with the church of Christ in 
Elizabethtown, Ky. Her husband, Henry 
Harding President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. chats with a prospective student during Youth Forum 
registratian in the lobby of the American Heritage Center. 
(BA'69), is vice-president in charge of 
manufacturing at Continental Air Filter in 
Louisville, Ky. They have three children: 
Rusty, Monica and Eric Scot. The family 
resides at 310 Estate Dr., Elizabethtown, 
Ky. 42701. 
••• 
James C. Willis (BA) is owner of an in-
surance company in Tucker, Ga. He holds 
the Juris Doctor degree from the Atlanta 
School of Law. He and his wife, Harriott, 
have three children: Christopher, Michael 
and Robin Diane. The family resides at 
3028 Wind field Circle, Tucker 30084. 
••• 
Edward R. Ruffin is employed with Sieg 
Company of Davenport, Iowa as an in-
dustrial sales representative. He and his 
wife, Alice, have a son, R.D., and reside at 
826 15th St., Bettendorf, Iowa 52722. 
••• 
Richard Covalinski (BA) holds the M.A. 
degree from Appalachian State University, 
Boone, N.C., and will receive the Ed.S. 
degree in 1983. He teaches in the Gifted and 
Talented Enrichment Program in the public 
schools in Morganton, N.C. He is a lifetime 
member of the Jaycees. 
Covalinski and his wife, Mary Nell, have 
two sons, Rikerd and John, and reside at 
Route 3, Box 46, Morganton 28655. 
••• 
Sharon Rose Scott (BA) holds the M.Ed. 
degree from the University of Missouri and 
is teaching kindergarten in the public 
schools in Eldon, Mo. She is a member of 
Delta Kappa Gamma (honor society for 
women teachers). She resides at 1014 Larkin 
Dr., Eldon 65026. 
••• 
Lester L. Risner (BS) is division controller 
with W.A. Krueger of Jonesboro, Ark. His 
wife, the former Peggy Middleton ('68), is an 
R.N. and is the school nurse for Crowley'S 
Ridge Academy at Paragould. The couple 
has two children, Cheryl and Melinda, and 
resides at 4311 McPhil, Paragould, Ark. 
72450. 
• •• 
Mary Helen Haley Stoddart is a 
homemaker w):tile husband, David, is a 
technical sales representative with Catawba-
Charlab Chemical Company. They have two 
children, Lisa Ann and Amy Beth. The 
family resides at Route 2, Box 119-C, 
Ringgold, Va. 24586. 
Walter F. Mays (BA) is employed with the 
City of Aurora, Col., Division of Parks & 
Recreation. His wife, the former Martha 
Doak, is adolescent diet specialist with the 
public schools there. They have three 
children: Jeffery, Janet and Joni. The family 
lives at 11617 Hot Springs Dr., Parker, Col. 
80134, a suburb of Denver. 
Jo Holt Brodnax (BA) is elementary 
teacher and vice-principal of instruction 
with Sonrise Christian School in Covina, 
Calif. Her husband, James, is senior tax 
agent with A.T. & S.Fe Railway. They have 
two children,' James Robert Jr. and 
Catherine Josephine. The family lives at 
1148 E. Merced Ave., West Covina 91790. 
••• • 
Dr. Sidney W. Tate (BS) is a physician in 
family practice with the Searcy Medical 
Center. He and his wife, the former Naita 
Jean Berryhill (BS'64), have four children: 
Allen, Steve, John and Carol Ann. The 
family resides at If Magnolia Dr., Searcy 
72143. 
CLASS OF 1964 
Jewell Anderson Williard is enrolled in 
Harding University. She will graduate after 
the summer session of 1984. Jewell has three 
children - Laura, leRoy and Jeffrey - and 
gets her mail at Box 1477, Station A, Searcy 
72143. 
••• 
June Wyatt (BA) is employed with 
Harding University as manager of Stephens 
Women's Dormitory. While she was a 
teacher she wrote an article about business 
education for an Arkansas AEA magaZine. 
She is also past president of Mu Chapter of 
ADK, a teacher's sorority. June's address ,is 
Box 854, Station A, Searcy 72143. . 
••• 
Judy Johnston Manley and husband, 
Jerry, are owners of the Frozen Delite, an 
established fast-foods place in Searcy. They 
have four children - Alan, Theresa, 
Suzanne and Troy - and reside at 22 
Dalewood Dr., Searcy 12143. 
••• 
Donald L. Btiwman (BS) holds the 
M.B.A. in marketing from the University of 
Arkansas. He is manager of Bowman Farms 
in Newport. His wife, the former Patricia 
, (continued on page 6) 
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(continued from page 5) 
Barnes (BA), teaches fifth grade in the 
public schools there. The couple has two 
sons, Kirk and Brent, and live at Route 3, 
Box 714, Newport, Ark. 72112 . 
••• 
James D. Carter (BA) is minister of the 
Central church of Christ in Irving, Texas. 
He and his wife, the former Polly Ann Brock 
('66), have three children: Timothy, Tamara 
and Christopher. The family lives at 1805 
Oakhurst, Irving 75061. 
••• 
Iris Douglas Johnson (BA) teaches math 
at Torah High School in Dallas, Texas. Her 
husband, Charles (MA'61), is high school 
counselor in Mesquite. The couple has two 
daughters, Melanie and Tammy, and reside 
at 2417 Catalina Dr., Mesquite, Texas 
75150. 
••• 
Tamara Tanner (BA) received the M.A. 
degree in 1976 in English and the M.A. 
degree in 1981 in journalism from the 
University of Missouri. She was elected to 
Kappa Tau Alpha, which is a journalism 
honor society. She is employed with the First 
National Bank of Pennsylvania as Director 
of Corporate Communications, Erie, Pa. 
Tanner resides at 1031 Amber Court, 
Apt. 18, Erie, Pa. 16502. 
••• 
Dan Loudermilk is field representative 
with Riceland Foods in Stuttgart, Ark. He 
has served seven years as a board member of 
the American Cancer Society, Arkansas 
Division. He is president of the local Band 
Parents Club. Dan and his wife, Wanda, 
have a son, lody, and live at 610 S. Leslie, 
Stuttgart 72160. 
••• 
Dr. Joel E. Anderson Jr. (BA) holds the 
M.A. degree in International Relations from 
American University and the Ph.D. degree 
in Political Science from the University of 
Michigan. He serves as Dean of the 
Graduate School of the University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock. 
Anderson is married to the former Ann 
Gaskill (BA'67), and they have three 
children: Lincoln, Deverick and Mitchell. 
The family resides at 1816 Alberta Dr., 
Little Rock, Ark. 72207. 
CLASS OF 1966 
The American College of Physicians 
(ACP) announced that James E. Gray, MD 
(BS), of Waco, Texas, has been elected to 
Fellowship in the 54,OOO-member national 
medical specialty society. Dr. Gray, a 
specialist in Gastroenterology, will be 
honored during the Convocation ceremony 
at the College's annual session in San 
Francisco, Calif., April 11-14, 1983. 
A 1971 graduate of the University of 
Missouri School of Medicine, Dr. Gray has 
been a resident of Waco for one year and is 
on the staff of the Providence Hospital and 
Hillcrest Baptist Hospital. 
CLASS OF 1967 
Donald R. House is minister for the Main 
Street church of Christ in Walnut Ridge, 
Ark. His wife, the former Mary Jane Busby 
(BA'82), teaches the three and four-year-
olds at Crowley's Ridge Academy in 
Paragould. 
The couple are at home at 324 E. Main 
St., Walnut Ridge 72476. 
CLASS OF 1968 
Will W. Howard (BS) has received the 
M.A. degree from Harding Graduate School 
of Religion in Memphis and the M.A.T. 
degree from Memphis State University. He 
is employed with South Central Bell 
Telephone Company in Birmingham, Ala. 
as supervisor of information systems. His 
wife, the former Judy Giddens (BA'70), 
teaches the four-year-olds·at the Homewood 
church day school. The couple has three 
children: Mary Anna, Lucy Katherine and 
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Chemistry Professor Presents Faith in God 
As Basis for Book on Christian Evidences 
Don England, professor of chemistry 
at Harding University, is the author of a 
book published earlier this month, 
entitled A Scientist Examines Faith and 
Evidence . 
The 218 page softbound book sells for 
$5 and is available through the Harding 
Bookstore of the Gospel Light 
Publishing Company in Delight, Ark. 
England said he feels the book is 
unique because the emphasis is placed 
on . faith, whereas scientists usually 
emphasize proofs or evidence. "I've 
always had a very strong identity with 
Christian young people," he said, "and 
with their struggle of allowing faith to 
come to maturity. 
"I would hope the book finds its 
greatest usefulness to those who are 
struggling with faith, in the sense of 
searching relentlessly for the truth," he 
added . 
England said the book resulted from 
lectures and other material that he has 
gradually developed over a period of 20 
years, during which he has taught classes 
on Christian evidences to groups ranging 
from junior high to adult at the College 
church of Christ. 
England has also been team teaching a 
class at Harding - Physical Science 410, 
"Christian View of Science" - with Dr. 
Jack Wood Sears, Dr. Harmon Brown, 
and Dr. James Mackey for the past five 
years. 
The course is required of all science 
majors, and is designed to help students 
in relating their faith to their profession, 
England said. He will be using the book 
as a text for the class beginning this fall. 
Wallace Alexander, editor of The 
Gospel Light magazine, describes · the 
work as a "vital new book on Christian 
evidences," and further states, "The 
author is living proof that genuine faith 
and the scientific method are not 
mutually exclusive." 
Alexander adds, " We believe this 
book will challenge the thinking of 
anyone interested in the relationship of 
science and the Bible and will be a means 
of helping one develop a faith that stands 
against the arrows of Satan." 
Jack Wood Sears penned the in-
troduction, and Dr. Dennis Organ edited 
the manuscript. 
Will Walker III. The family resides at 4211 
Plantation Place, Helena, Ala. 35080. 
CLASS OF 1969 
Randall L. Bostic (BA) holds the M.A. 
degree from Harding Graduate School in 
Memphis and the M.Ed. degree from Delta 
State University. He is employed as Bible 
teacher and basketball coach with Ouachita 
Christian School in Monroe, La. He is 
married to the former Deanna Lawyer·nO) 
who is librarian with Ouachita Christian 
School. 
The couple has two children, Randy Jr. 
and Joshua. The family resides at 55 Quail 
Ridge, Monroe 71203. 
••• 
Larry F. McKenzie (BS), a Henderson, 
Tenn. lawyer, has been named county at-
torney. 
McKenzie has been associated with 
attorney Willard Smith in the practice of 
~ . 
A .... 
Don England, professor of chemistry and author of a new book on Christian faith and 
evidence. discusses the book with a fellow faculty member. 
Sears comments, "It is my conviction 
that the cause of Christ in this generation 
would be greatly advanced if all teachers, 
preachers, personal workers, and 
students ofthe Bible in the Lord's Body 
would study A Scientist Examines Faith 
and Evidence." 
England is also the author of another 
book. A Christian View of Origins. 
published in 1972. 
He serves as vice president of Alpha 
law since January 1981. From 1973 to 1979, 
he served as legal counsel and as an in-
structor in the Department of Business and 
Department of Political Science at Freed-
Hardeman College. He was a practicing 
attorney in Dayton, Texas from 1979 to 
1981. 
McKenzie received the Juris Doctor 
degree from Bates College of Law, 
University of Houston, Houston, Texas. He 
also studied business administration as a 
graduate student at Memphis State 
University and the University of Houston. 
He is a member of the Tennessee Bar 
Association, American Bar Association, 
State Bar of Texas and the National Guard 
Association of the United States. 
McKenzie and his wife, the former Judy 
Miller (BA'68), are the parents of three 
children. The family resides at 412 North 
Ave., Henderson 38340. 
••• 
David Elliott (BA) holds the M.A. degree 
from Harding University and serves on the 
Chi national honor society Region II, 
and will assume the presidency next year. 
He is one of three sponsors of the 
Harding chapter, along with Drs. Neale 
Pryor and Joseph E. Pryor. 
England joined the Harding faculty in 
1960 and has twice received the 
Distinguished Teacher of the Year 
award. He and his wife, Lynn, have two 
children, Donna Cheryl, 15, and Mark, 
13. 
faculty at Harding as assistant professor in 
the Physical Education Department. He is 
also tennis coach. He and his wife, the 
former Leny Newberry (BA'72), have three 
children: Rebecca, Patricia and Amy. The 
family is at home at 800 N. Holly, Searcy 
72143. 
••• 
Dr. Earl Cobill (BA) holds the M.A. 
degree and the Ph.D. degree from the 
University of Mississippi. He is assistant 
professor of political science at Harding 
University. Dr. Cobill is a member of the 
Searcy Breakfast Optimist Club. He is 
married to the former Nancy Campbell ('83) 
and they have a son, Robert Michael. The 
family resides at 110 Apache Dr., Searcy 
72143. 
• •• 
Mrs. Lamar Penn, the former Janet 
Anthony (BS), is teaching art and special 
education in the Luverne High School, 
Luverne, Ala. She holds a master's degree 
(continued on page 7) 
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from Troy State Graduate School. She and 
her husband, Lamar, have three children: 
Alina Dawn, Thomas Shawn and Jonathan 
Lance. The family resides at Route 2, Box 
111, Luverne 36049 . 
... * ... 
Charles E. Coombs (BA) received the 
M.A. degree in Theology from the Harding 
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis, 
and is minister for the church in Cabot. He 
and his wife have two children, David Jason 
and Jonathan Scott. They live at 509 N. 3rd, 
Cabot, Ark. 72023. 
*** 
R. Kieth Williams (BA) sells insurance 
and farms. His wife, the former Janet Spice 
(BA'71), teaches in the Bald Knob Public 
Schools. Kieth is president of the School 
Board of Bald Knob Public Schools; ne is 
also regional vice-president of the Arkansas 
State School Board Association. 
He and Janet have two children, Jerrod 
and Janalyn. Their address is Box 797, Bald 
Knob, Ark. 72010. 
*** 
Eddie Lewis (BA) received the M.A. 
degree from the Harding Graduate School 
of Religion in Memphis, and is minister for 
the Central-church of Christ in Ft. Smith. 
He is also a sales representative with In-
ternational Diversified Marketing. 
Lewis has been listed in Outstanding 
Young Men of America and holds the 
Christian Counselors Certificate of 
Achievement award. He is founder and 
advisor to the board of Metro Christian 
School in Ft. Smith. He is also a board 
member of the Crossover School. 
Lewis is married to the former Judy Smart 
(BA'71) and they have two daughters, 
Angelia and Christiana. They live at 3112 S. 
58th, Ft. Smith, Ark. 72903. 
CLASS OF 1970 
Barbara Johnson Pearce received the 
A.A. degree in nursing from Blackhawk 
Community College and is a registered 
nurse at Broadlawns Medical Center in Des 
Moines, Iowa. Her husband, Robert ('68), is 
branch manager with ABF freight systems. 
They have three children: Robert Justin, 
Jennifer Colleen and Jessica Lea. They 
reside at 4127 27th St., Des Moines 50310. 
*** 
Richard D. Walker Jr. (BA) is supervisor 
of child welfare services with the Lawrence 
County Dept. of Pensions & Security in 
Moulton, Ala. His wife, the former Helen 
Howell (BA'68), is first grade teacher. They 
have two children, Cara Jean and Charis 
Rochelle. They reside at Route 5, Box 237, 
Moulton 35650. 
.... * 
Billie Wilson Barnes (BS) is a homemaker 
while husband, Johnny, is lab technician 
with Buckeye Cellulose Corp. The couple 
has two children, Tonie and Christopher, 
and reside at 7070 Tree Line Cove, 
Memphis, Tenn. 38134. 
*** 
Carol Ann Brown Daniel received the 
B.S.N. in nursing in 1971 from the 
University of Central Arkansas and the 
M.S.N. in 1982 from California State 
University at Fresno. She is a homemaker 
while husband, Robert, is employed with the 
U.S. Dept. ofJustice as an investigator. The 
couple has two children, Alisha Cay and 
Robert Christian. Their address is P.O. Box 
72328, ,Roselle, Ill. 60172. 
.*., 
Sharon Anders Terry (BA) is a 
homemaker while husband, Roy (BA'69), is 
a teacher. They have two children, 
Nathaniel and Joanna, and reside at Route 
3, Box 133A, Mexico, N.Y. 13114. 
*** 
Mickey O. Evans is district con-
servationist with the U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture. He and his wife, the fonner 
Barbara Smith, have two children, Vance 
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The BoazJamily. from left. includes Bobby. Sandra. Ned and Becky. 
Basketball and Boaz'cAre Synon,ymous 
by Bruce Cook 
Forty is supposed to be a traumatic 
time in a man's life, when he reaches 
middle age and realizes that some of his 
dreams may not come true, that he is not 
getting any younger and that life is not 
an indefinite state. 
But for Ned Boaz of Beebe, it meant 
basketball as usual. He turned 40 in 
March, and rather than hang up the new 
pair of tennis shoes that he got for 
Christmas, Boaz continued to turn in his 
usual outstanding performances on the 
court as a member of the Centre Couit 
team in the Searcy City League. 
Boaz, a former basketball star for the 
Bisons and high school basketball coach 
for seven years, makes up for his 5-6 size 
with hustle, scoring and rebounding .. As 
a senior at Harding in 1965, Boaz led the 
team in rebounding with seven per game, 
and was seconq in scoring with an 18.9 
average. 
That year he became the first Bison 
roundballer to achieve NAIA All-
America status as an Honorable Mention 
selection, and was also All-AIC. 
"I've played basketball so long that I 
don't know how it would feel not to 
play," he said. "It's my way of having 
fun and keeping in shape at the same 
time/' 
Ned was still in college when he was 
approached about playing AAU ball, 
and he hesitated at first. He said he 
didn't think he would like the rules 
(international) or the refereeing, but 
eventually tried it and he's been with it 
ever since. 
He played his first AA U game for 
Carder Buick of Searcy while still a 
junior in 1964, and in 1965 he and his 
teammates won the AAU State Tour-
nament. 
Other members of the team included 
Harding alumni Gary Goss ('65), Brian 
Jacobs ('64), Wilt Martin ('64), Sam 
Casey ('64) and Alvis Brown ('64). 
At age 30, Boaz was honored with the 
Neil Gibson Martin victory award, given 
annually by the AA U board to the top 
amateur athlete in Arkansas. "That 
award encompasses football, basketball, 
golf, swimming ... you name it and Ned 
won it at age 30," said Frank Carder, 
sponsor and recruiter for the Carder 
Buick Motormen for the last 25 years. 
The Motormen are unique in that they 
are scattered throughout Arkansas and 
do not get to practice with each other. 
They see each other once a week, on 
Sunday for the league games, and still 
have dominated state action, winning 15 
of 25 state championships. 
Ned Boaz in 1965 
Ned has been with the Motormen 
longer than any other player (this year 
marks his 20th season). 
"AAU is more of an individual thing," 
Ned said. "In college, it's all team work, 
but in AAU there's very little because 
you just don't have that much time to 
work together. 
"Since we don't have much practice 
time," he continued, "we have to go with 
the simple type defenses, which makes 
AAU basketball exciting. We score a lot 
of points, and that's what people like to 
see." 
The entire Boaz family gets involved in 
basketball. Ned plays and coaches for 
Carder Buick. wife Sandra keeps the 
official scorebook, 12-year-old Bobby 
has been the official "ball boy" for 
several years, and 15-year-old Becky is 
one of their top cheerleaders. 
Boaz met his wife, the former Sandra 
Ha'rris ('69), when he was a senior at the 
University and she was a senior at 
Harding Academy. They met on a blind 
date set up by Danny Crow ('66), now 
head basketball coach for the Searcy 
High Lady Lions. and celebrated their 
17th wedding anniversary in December. 
"I married him for his car," joked 
Sandra, who is secretary in the Harding 
Public Relations Office. She said 
everyone admired the 1965 red Pontiac 
LeMans Ned drove, but she didn't know 
who it belonged to until he picked her up 
for their first date. 
Ned has had the opportunity of 
playing in tournaments with such greats 
as Bill Walton, Cazzie Russell and 
Lucius Allen, and has played in Denver, 
Colo.; Macon, Ga.; Columbia, S.c.; St. 
Augustine, Fla.; and London, Ky., 
among other places. 
"London, Kentucky is a town that has 
a population of 400 and their high school 
gym seats 6,000 people. They just go 
bananas over basketball," Boaz said. 
"We've played in gyms where there 
was no running water and in some that 
had wood heat," added coacn and co-
sponsor George Carder. 
Bobby is following in his father's 
footsteps, as a member of the Celtics. 
seventh grade basketball team in Searcy. 
Last year he played with the Pee Wees. 
Of course, guard is 'his natural position. 
Ned now works in Little Rock for 
Campbell 66 Express, a trucking 
company, but basketball and other 
sports are in his blood. Sandra assists the 
Sports Infonnation Director, ' Stanley 
Green, and is an avid fan of athletics. 
For the Boaz family, basketball seems 
to be the middle name. 
Paae7 
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and Barry. The family resides at 121 W. 
Sypert St., Nashville, Ark. 71852 . 
••• 
William H. Lamb is a personnel 
management specialist with the V.A. 
Medical Center in Fort Lyon, Col. Bill serves 
as secretary of the Lion's Club and Director 
of the Boggsville Players, the community 
theater in Las Animas. This year they will 
present "Fiddler on the Roof." 
He and his wife, the former Nancy Ashley 
(BS'69), have two children, Jonathan and 
Angela, and reside at 829 6th, Las Animas, 
Col. 81054. 
*** 
George M. Robinson (BA) received the 
M.P.A. degree in Political Science from the 
University of North Dakota. He is minister 
for the church of Christ in Torrance, Calif., 
and is also a part-time consultant in public 
administration. 
He and his wife, Betty, have three 
children - Gretchen, Charles and Michae! 
- and reside at 3525 West Maricopa, 
Torrance 90503. 
..** 
Cheri Sherer Dunlap (BA) is a 
homemaker while husband, Lyle (BS'74), 
works with Archer Drug Co. as controller. 
They have two children, Hilari and Blake. 
The family resides at No.9 Cardinal Valley 
Dr., North Little Rock, Ark. 72116. 
*** 
Tammy Matthews is owner of Ouachita 
Art Services in West Monroe, La. He is a 
commercial artist/illustrator. He served five 
years as Secretary and Board Member for 
Ouachita Christian School in Monroe. He 
and his wife, Romona, have two children, 
Erin and Ryan, and reside at 114 DuPont 
Dr., West Monroe 71291. 
*** 
Alane Sawyer Cardinal is a homemaker 
while husband, Donald, is a chemical 
technician with Texas Utilities Generating 
Co. They reside with daughter, Katie Dee, 
at 802 Gerald St., Henderson, Texas 75652. 
**. 
Gary E. McDonald (BS) received the 
Master's degree in 1980 from Central State 
University and is employed with Standard 
' Textile Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, - as sales 
consultant. He and his wife, the former 
Carol Prucha (BS'67), have two children, 
Gary-Edward Jr. and Ashley Lynn. The 
family resides at 1741 Oak Creek Terrace, 
Edmond, Okla. 73034. 
*** 
Alvin T. Hicks (BA) is a teacher in the 
Middle School at Alabaster, Ala. a'nd is also 
a self-employed artist. He has won 
numerous art awards at various shows 
throughout the Southeast and is a member 
of Vestavia Hills Art Association. He is also 
a member of PACE (Patron's Artists 
Council East) and the Alabaster 
Beautification Board. 
Hicks is married to the former Nancy 
Johnson who also teaches at the Middle 
School. The couple has two children, Abbe 
Dawn and Mitchell Lee, and reside at 200 
Meadowlark Dr., Montevallo, Ala. 35115. 
*** 
Larry D. Owen (BA) is minister for the 
Palm Springs church of Christ, Palm 
Springs, Calif. He is a speaker and teacher 
for L.I.F.T. (program for prisoner 
rehabilitation) and a member of the 
Chancellor's Council of Pepperdine 
University. 
He and his wife, Ann, have two children, 
Sheila Ann and Julie Elaine, and reside at 
1450 N. Avenida Caballeros, Palm Springs 
92262. 
*** 
_ Marianne Bishop Hamilton (BA) is 
bookkeeper for her husband, Wesley, who is 
a dentist. The couple have a son, Wesley 
Alexander, and reside at 9924 Wilderness 
Rd., Little Rock, Ark. 72209. 
*** 
Joyce Matthews Pennington is teaching at 
the Sunshine School in Overland Park, Kan. 
Her husband, Jerry, is a CPA and auditor in 
the U.S. General Accounting Office. They 
have four children - Jon, Jan, Jay and Jill 
PageS 
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- and reside at 9924 Wedd, Overland Park 
66212. 
••• 
Stephen J. Bramstedt (BA) is a bus driver 
with the Greyhound Company in San Diego, ' 
Calif. His wife, Leona, is payroll specialist 
with Scripps Research Clinic. The family 
resides at 15030 Luis St., Poway, Calif. 
92064. 
*** 
Karen Lee 'Allen is Associate Direct~r of 
Admissions with Michigan Christian 
College. Her address is 800 West Avon Rd., 
Rochester, Mich. 48063. 
*.* 
Deborah Lee Plum (BA) holds the M.A. 
degree from Southeast Missouri State 
University and is a high school teacher in 
Ellington, Mo. Her address is P.O. Box 97, 
Ellington 63638. 
*** 
James T. Norville (BA) is minister for the 
Carmi church of Christ in Carmi, III. He has 
certified to teach and does elementary 
substitute teaching and tutoring. He and his 
wife, LaVonne, have two children, Carla 
and Jeffrey, and reside at 203 Fairview Dr., 
Carmi 62821. 
•• * 
John W. Clayton Jr. (BA) is audit 
manager with Arthur Young & Co. of Little 
Rock. He serves as treasurer of the board of 
directors of Pulaski Academy, is a member 
of the Community Council, Little Rock Air 
Force Base, and is chairman, Ambassadors 
Committee, Greater Little Rock Chamber of 
Commerce. 
He and his wife, the former Patricia 
Scroggs, reside with their two sons, John III 
- and Jason, at 94 Pebble Beach Dr., Little 
Rock, Ark. 72212. -
. ..* 
Jimmy Medlock (BA) has returned to the 
work of the church in West Point, Miss. For 
the past five and a half years he has been in 
Dubuque, Iowa with the church there. He 
and his wife, the former Diane Medley (BA), 
have three childr.en: Julie, 10, Marshall, 
eight, and Jamie, four. They reside at 506 
Belvedere, West Point 39773. 
••• 
Pat Ethridge Ratledge is a homemaker 
while h~r husband, Rodney, is an electronic 
engineer with the U.S. Army Missile 
Command in lIuntsville, Ala. The couple 
have two children, Kristin and Amy, and 
reside -at 238 Millstream Dr., Huntsville 
35806. 
.*. 
Duane McKinney (BA) is teaching fifth 
grade in the public schools in Osceola and 
his wife, the former Diana Harris (BA) 
teaches the sixth grade and is the remedial 
reading teacher. They have two sons, 
Matthew and Seth, and live at 114 Diane 
Dr., Osceola, Ark. 72370. 
••• 
Kay Word Mills (BA) is a homemaker 
while husband, Kenneth ('67), serves as 
minister for the Southwest church of Christ 
in Little Rock. They reside at 17939 Colonel 
Glenn Rd., Little Rock, Ark. 72210. 
* •• 
Howard Pruitt Jr. (BA) is a science 
teacher at the high school in Violet Hill, 
Ark. He received the Audobon Society 
Award in 1982 for an outdoor classroom 
project. His wife, the former Priscilla 
Sauder (BA'72), teaches third grade at 
Violet Hill Elementary School. The couple 
has two sons, Philip and Jeffrey. The 
family's address is Box 101, Franklin, Ark. 
72536. 
••• 
Dr. Robert W. Wallace (BA) holds the 
Ph.D. degree from Texas A & M and is head 
of the research laboratory at the University 
of Alabama Medical, Center in Birmingham. 
He is married to the former Lana Mimms 
(BA), who is assistant personnel manager of 
St. Vincent's Hospital in Birmingham, Ala. 
They reside at 916 Indian Hill Rd., Bir-
mingham 35216. 
.*. 
Judy Erwin Kocman (BA) is a homemaker 
while husband, F.W., is a manufacturing 
supervisor with Texas Instruments in 
Lubbock, Texas. They have a son, -Kyle 
Christopher, and live at 3410 Evanston, 
Lubbock 79407. 
••• 
David Litzkow (BS) 
has recently been 
elected a regional op-
erations officer with 
St. Paul Fire and Ma-
rine Insurance Com-
pany of St. Paul, 
Minn. He joined the 
Company as a bond 
underwriting trainee 
in 1970. He held a 
succession of bond underwriting assign-
ments at the Orlando, Fla., Bloomington, 
111. a~d Denver, Col. Service Centers before 
moving to the Home Office in 1980 as a 
regional bond underwriting manager. 
Litzkow resides with his wife, the former 
Kathryn Goad ('72), at 4356 Kaufmanis 
Way, Eagan, Minn. 55121. 
Arlin Hendrix (BA) received the M.A. 
degree in Christian Doctrine from Harding 
Graduate School of Religion and is a 
missionary in Lyons, France. He and his 
wife, the former Judy Ann Richards (BA'71) 
have two daughters, Jana Carol and Karen 
Danae. The family lives at Impasse du Petit 
Montout - 69330 Meyzieu, France. 
••• 
Peggie Byram Fryer (BS) works for the 
State of Alabama, Department of Labor. 
Her husband, James, is with the State of 
Alabama, Industrial Relations Department 
as programmer analyst. They reside with 
their daughter, Laura Ann, at 521 Lark-
wood Dr., Montgomery, Ala. 36109. 
CLASS OF 1971 
Wanda Fletcher Reves (BA) received the 
M.A. degree in mathematics from Fort Hays 
State University and is employed with 
Chevron Geosciences in Houston, Texas as a 
systems analyst, teleprocessing project. She 
holds membership in Phi Kappa ,Phi 
(academic honor society), Kappa Mu 
Epsilon (math honor society) and Sigma Pi 
Sigma (physics honor society). 
Her husband, Teddy ('70), is a 
professional artist and holds the M.F.A. 
degree in p,ainting and sculpture from Fort 
Hays State University. They reside at 4234 
Boone Rd., Houston 77072. 
••• 
W. Dennis Tucker is employed with Kraft 
Foods in Springfield, Mo. He is married to 
the former Elaine Samuel ('70), who was a 
medical techpologist until she became a 
homemaker. The couple has three children 
- Delpha, Julie and Dolly - and reside at 
Route 1, Box 153, Rogersville, Mo. 65742. 
CLASS OF 1973 
Thomas E. Cook (BA) is a U.S. Army 
Chaplain who has served in Karlsruhe, West 
Germany for the past three years. He 
recently returned to the United States. 
Tom was willing to risk his entire future 
career in the Army to come to the aid of 
brethren anywhere in Europe. When there 
was a problem concerning our American 
brethren who serve in the U.S. Forces, he 
saw that they were provided with a place to 
meet, and helped them maintain control of 
their own contribution, even when pressured 
to turn it over to the General Fund. 
(continued on p(,Jge, 9) 
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Captain Cook has been a credit to the 
U.S. Army and of great help to the brethren 
in Europe. Never willing to sacrifice the 
principles of the restoration plea, Tom was 
honored by his superiors for a job well done. 
He is married to the former Nallcy 
McCluggage (BA'72). 
"' ... '" 
Lloyd Champion (BS), vice president and 
division manager of the consumer loan 
division at First National Bank in Hot 
Springs, has been appointed to the' advisory 
board of the installment lending division of 
the American Bankers Association for a 
three-year term, beginning in January of 
1983. 
Champion, a banker since 1972, manages 
all areas of installment lending for the bank 
as division manager of the consumer loan 
division, a position he has held since 
January of 1980. 
Prior to that, Champion worked in 
various bank positions. He was branch 
officer and manager ofthe Southern Branch 
from 1978 to 1980 and from 1975 to 1978 
was a mortgage loan officer. Early in his 
career, he gained experience as teller, 
procedural planning analyst, and com-
merciai loan _ interviewer. 
He is a graduate of the Arkansas Bankers 
Basic Lending School and the Nation~1 
School of Real Estate Finance, sponsored by 
the ABA 'in Columbus, Ohio. He currently 
attends the SMU Graduate School of 
Banking in Dallas, where he is a candidate 
for graduation in July of 1983. 
Champion is active in numerous com-
munity programs. He is vice president elect 
of the Chamber of Commerce, serves as 
chairman of the Oktoberfest, and is a 
member of the board of directors of the 
Miss Arkansas Pageant. He is past county 
chairman of the March of Dimes and has 
served as a Loan Executive for United Way. 
He is married to the former Cynthia 
Goodrich ('74) and they reside at 203 
Sheppard Dr., Hot Springs, Ark. 71901. 
CLASS OF 1974 
Dennis A. Swayne (BA) is minister for the 
Austin Avenue church of Christ. He is 
married to the former Linda Sue Clanton 
('76) and they reside at 601 Grape, Truth or 
Consequences, N.M. 87901. 
*** Steve Clary (BA) has recently joined 
Brittenum Investment Bankers of Little 
Rock as Vice President, Tax Sheltered 
Investments. He is a Certified Public Ac-
countant. While working for two in-
ternational accounting firms, Steve worked 
extensively with investment banking firms 
in the tax shelter area. 
He is married to the former Cynthia 
Cannon (BA), and they reside at 12509 
Pleasant Forest Dr., Little Rock, Ark. 
72212. 
*** 
Joel Lewis (BA) is preaching for the 
Lonoke church of Christ, Lonoke, Ark. He 
has served in that capacity for three years. 
Joel received the M.A.R. degree from the 
Harding Graduate School of Religion in 
Memphis. 
He and his wife, the former Emma 
Bryant, have three sons: Timothy Eric, 
Jeremy Claude and Joshua Joseph. The 
family resides at 306 N. Center St., Lonoke 
72086. 
" CLASS OF 1976 
Dr. Steven K. Younger (BS) began his 
medical practice in July 1982 in Tahlequah, 
Okla. Steven completed a three-year 
residency program in Family Practice at 
Southern Illinois University School of 
Medicine in Springfield, Ill. Dr. Younger is 
practicing with three 'other Christian 
physicians of the Tahlequah Medical 
Associates. He and his wife, the former 
Vicki Markley (BS): and two daughters live 
at 705 Victor, Tahlequah 74464. 
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CLASS OF 1979 
Joseph M. Walton (BA) is working in 
sales with Haverty's Furniture Co. in Pine 
Bluff and was named to the 1982 Out-
s~anding Young Men of America. His wife, 
the former Terri Nanette Futrell (BA'80), is 
Director of Immanuel Baptist Kindergarten 
in Pine Bluff. The couple resides at 4321 
Olive, Apt. 51, Pine Bluff, Ark. 71603. 
••• • 
Dr. Deirdre Gardner D'Antonio (BS) has 
recently joined Baines Chiropractic Clinic in 
Searcy as Associate Doctor. She received the 
Doctorate of Chiropractic in December, 
1982 from Palmer College of Chiropractic, 
Davenport, Iowa. She has been named to 
Outstanding Young Women of America. 
Dr. D'Antonio resides with her husband. 
Frank, at 708 1-2 E. Center Ave., Searcy 
72143. 
••• 
Becky Mitchell Horn (BA) is an 
ele~entary teacher in Wedowee, Ala. She 
received the M.S. degr~e in 1982 from 
Jacksonville State University. Her husband, 
Robert, is warehouse manager for K & I 
Bargain Barn in Lineville, Ala. Their ad-
dress is P.O. Box 893; Ashland, Ala. 36251. 
••• 
Youth Forum speaker leff Walling of California presented three gospel lessons, served as a 
Spring Sing judge, and sang with the Time of Day during his weekend on campus. 
Dennis R. McCraw is employed with the 
U.S.D.A. Soil Cons-ervation Service as 
Cartographer. He received an A.A. degree 
in 1981 from the University of D.C. He and 
his wife, Sylvia, reside at 9001 Patterson 
Ave., No. 133, Richmond, Va. 23229. 
•••• 
Jeff Broadwater (BA) is an attorney with 
the Public Service Commission in Little 
Rock. He received the J.D. degree in 1979 
from the University· of Arkansas at 
Fayetteville and was an honor graduate. 
While there, he was a member of The Law 
Review. One must be in the top percentile of 
the class in order to be itwned for mem-
bership. 
Broadwater resides at 301 Kings' Row 
206, Little Rock, Ark. 72207. 
"'*'" Mrs. Sherry Balcom Palmer has been 
selected for inclusion in the 1982 edition of 
Outstanding Young Women Of America. 
She is married to Jerry Palmer (BS'78), who 
is employed with Finest Foods, Inc. The 
couple has two children, Jeremiah and Jason 
Eli, and reside at 4519 Coronado Dr., New 
Orleans, La. 70127. 
CLASS OF 1977 
Dr. Phillip T. Goad (BS) is associated 
with Intox Laboratories in Little Rock as 
staff toxicologist/teratologist arid serves as 
head of Developmental Teratology. Goad 
received the Ph.D. in May, 1982 from the 
University of Arkansas School of Medical 
Sciences in Little Rock. 
He and his wife, the former Starla Jarrell 
(BA'76), reside at 21 Applegate Circle, Little 
Rock, Ark. 72209. 
..... 
Ward T. Wilson (BBA) is employed with 
Ernst & Whinney in Oklahoma City. He 
and his wife, the former Karen Pirtle ('79) 
reside at 905 Countrywood Lane, Edmond, 
Okla. 73034. 
..... 
Michael 1. O'Keefe (BA), assistant 
professor of art at Oklahoma Christian 
College. Edmond, Okla., recently won two 
Merit Award medals in the 1983 Oklahoma 
City Addy Awards Competition. 
O'Keefe received a medallion in the 
category of Print Materials, under the 
subheading of '~go, Letterhead, or 
Trademark Design" for the new Oklahoma 
Christian College Bands logo. Also, through 
Holderby Associates, O'Keefe helped to 
develop a campaign for . the Special 
Olympics, receiving a medal in the category 
of Public Service, under the subheading of 
"Campaign, Two or More Media." 
The Addy Awards Competition occurs 
once a year' and is the most prestigious 
juried show in the Oklahoma City market. 
Nearly all of the local advertising agencies 
submit pieces. This year there were 23 
categories and 694 entries. 
O'Keefe is married to the former 
Kathleen Reagan (BA'78) and they reside at 
2409 Cyprus Ct., Edmond 73034. 
CLASS OF 1978 
Kregg Hood (BA) is now the minister of 
education for the Broadway church of 
Christ in Lubbock, Texas. He received the 
M.A. degree in Religious Communication 
and the Master of Missiology from Abilene 
Christian University in August, 1982. 
His wife, the former Karen Hahn, is 
teaching at Ella lIes Elementary School in 
Lubbock. The couple resides at 3403 36th 
St., Lubbock 79413. 
••• 
lohn B~ta (BS) of Harrisburg passed the 
Uniform Certified Public Accountant 
examination administered by the Arkansas 
Board of Public Accountancy in November. 
Mrs. David Burt, the former Jeanie Ezell 
(BSN), joined the faculty of the Baptist 
System School of Nursing in Little Rock in 
August. She is an instructor in the freshman 
level of the nursing program (a diploma 
program). She is attending the University of 
Arkansas School of Medical Sciences and 
working toward a master's degree in 
nursing. 
She and her husband reside at 622 
Newcastle, Sherwood, Ark. 72116. 
• •• 
Bruce Vantine (BS) passed the Uniform 
Certified Public Accountant examination 
administered by the Arkansas BOard of 
Public Accountancy in November. He is 
married to the former Julie Pearson (BS'82). 
• •• 
Glenn Miller (BS) is employed with Mid 
America Petroleum as administrative 
manager. He resides at 1801 N. Midland 
Dr., No. 230, Midland, Texas 79703. 
• •• 
Mrs. Robert Cairns, the former Wenona 
Alice Gray, is now living in Texas. She and 
her husband reside at 1700 Bob Smith 
Road, No. 104, Baytown, Texas 775~1. 
WANTED: 
PROSPECTIVE 
• j • I I 
STUDE,NTS' 
If you know of high school stu~ents in your area 
that you think would be interested i~ attending Har-
ding University, the Admissions Office would like to 
hear from you. Our efficient, energetic, and courte-
ous staff will follow up your lead and provide students 
with up-to-date information about financial aid, 
classes, housing and the application process. Help us 
continue to tell students why "It's Great To Be At 
Harding!" Write to: Admissions Office, Harding 





CLASS OF 1980 
Michael Roden (BA) received the Juris 
Doctorate degree December 19, 1982, from 
Memphis State University School of Law. 
While at Memphis State, Mike served on 
the law review staff and as a research 
assistant to one of the professors. He also 
served a term as president of the Memphis 
State University Young Democrats, and 
received the American Jurisprudence Award 
for Conflicts. He has accepted a position as 
Judicial Clerk to United States Magistrate J. 
-David Orlonsky of GreenvilJe, Miss. The 
clerkship wiU last until May of 1984. 
Mike is married to the former Laura 
Payne ('81) and their address is P.O. Box 
221. Greenville 38701. 
*** 
John H. Foust (BA) received the M.Ed. 
from Harding in August, 1982. and is 
teaching fifth grade at Sharpstown 
Christian School in Houston, Texas. He and 
wife. Laura. live at 8t85 Sands' Point. 
Hou~ton 77036. 
*** 
Alan Gentry is employed with Goodyear 
Tire arid Rubber Company in Gadsden, 
Ala. His wife, Ann, is a registered nurse. 
They reside with their daughter, Erin 
Denise, at 102 Cordell St., Gadsden 35901. 
- *** 
Ron McFarland (BA) is minister for the 
church of Christ in Dover, Del. I His 
wife, the former Evelyn Rucker ('67), is a 
. fourth-grade teacher in the public schools. 
They have three children - Tammy, Janette 
and Laura - and reside at 1156 South 
Governors Ave., Dover 19901. 
*** 
David K. Camp (BS) is attending op-
tometry school in Memphis, Tenn. He and 
his wife, the former Cheryl Priest ('84), 
reside at 1898 York St., Memphis 38104. 
*** 
Thomas G. Jones (BS) is an accountant 
with Engineered Components. Inc. in 
Stafford, Texas. He resides at 5SO Stafford 
Run Rd., Apt. 1211, Stafford 77477. 
*** 
Jeffrey Gamer (BS) has been awarded 
first place in table clinic competition at the 
University of Tennessee College of Den-
tistry's 1983 dental seminar, for his 
presentation: ·"A Treatment for Myofasicial 
Pain Dysfunction Syndrome and Other 
Occlusal Disorders." He is a second year 
dental student and resides at 642 S. Avant 
Lafil~, ~emphis, Tenn. 38105. 
CLASS OF 1981 
Michael Penrod (BBA) is employed with 
Arkansas Power and Light Co. as staff 
accountant. He holds the M.B.A. degree in 
Business. Administration from the 
University of Arkansas. His wife, the former 
Jan Fieldor (BA'79), is Service Specialist 
with Arkansas Social Services. The couple 
are at home at 431 McCain Blvd., Highcliff 
E-12, North Little Rock, Ark. 72701. 
• ** 
Betsy Stanfill Burden (BA) has been 
selected for inclusimi in the 1982 edition of 
Outstanding Young Women Of America. 
She and her husband, Dan (BS'78), live at 
5SO Lee Dr., No. 263, Baton Rouge, La. 
70808. 
*** 
Pamela Perkins Ross (BA) has been 
selected to appear in the 1982 edition of 
Outstanding Young Women Of America. 
She and her husband, Sam (8S'79), reside at 
Route 12, Shipley Ferry Rd., Kingsport, 
Tenn. 37663. 
CLASS OF 1982 
Jeffrey A. Perry (BBA) is employed with 
Beal's Department Stores as management 
traine~. He r~ides at 2980 Lake St., Apt. 
273A. Lake Charles, La. 70601. 
*** 
Cheri Smith (BBA) has recently been 
promoted to Assistant Buyer for the Junior 
PqclO . 
Stained glass work by senior Debbie Hooten is displllyed for sale by the Associated Women for Harding recently . 
Department at Sanger Harris in Dallas. She 
resides at 14500 Dallas Parkway, No. 173, 
Dallas, Texas 75240. 
*** 
Susan Pryor (BA) is employed with 
American Equity Press in Dallas. She is 
involved with production-paste-up and is 
learning all about the other areas of the 
company. AEP is a legal and financial 
printer which handles work for many large 
companies. printing proxys, prospectuses, 
and other docuinents tliat are sent to the. 
Securities ' and Exchange Commission. 
Susan resides at. 9551 Wickersham, No. 
2098, Dallas, Texas 75238. 
*** 
Karla D. Kell (HA) accepted a teaching 
assistantship and is in her first year in the 
Counseling Psychology doctoral program at 
Texas Tech University in Lubbock. She 
resides at 7906 Indiana Dr., No. 217, 
Lubbock, Texas 79423. 
"** 
Brian K. Hooker (BA) is teaching seventh 
grade in the Roanoke (Va.) County Schools. 
He also coaches football and track. Hooker 
resides at 2745 Jackson Dr., Salem, ·Va. 
24153. 
*** 
Leslie J. Buckland (BS) is minister for the 
church of Christ in Jamaica. He resides at 
15 Gardenia Ave., Kingston 6, Jamaica, 
W.I. 
*** 
Jerry L. Sumney (MA) is attending 
Southern MethodiSt University and working 
toward the Ph.D. degree iIi New Testament . 
His wife, Diane, is a teacher in the Dallas 
Public School System. They reside at 5313 
Miller Ave., Dallas, Texas 75206. 
*,,* 
Robert Dingler (BBA) is working in sales 
with Hollis & Company in Jackson, Miss. 
Hollis is an industrial supplies company. 
Dingler lives at 987 E. Northside Dr., Apt. 
4-2C, Jackson 39206. 
*** 
Janice Holst Voorhees (BA) is employed 
with the River Hills School for the Han-
dicapped in Cedar Falls, Iowa as an aid to 
the speech pathologist clinician. Her 
husband, Joel ('84), is employed with Hy-
Vee Grocery. The couple are at home at 406 
G. St.. Hillside Ct., Cedar Falls 50613. 
*** 
Amy Bennett Merritt is employed with 
Harding University as secretary in the 
Registrar's Office. Her husband, David, is 
assistant manager of Merritt Equipment 
Company. The couple resides at Route 2, 
Box 106, Searcy 72143. 
Cynthia Shay Jones is a registered. nurse 
working at St. Mary's Hospital in 
Russellyille. Her husband, Rocky ('81) is a 
draftsman with Arkansas Power & Light 
Co. They live at 612 West "J", Apt. D, 
Russellville, Ark. 72801. 
*** 
Mark M. Ruff finished his pre-
professional work at the University of 
Arkansas in Fayetteville, and is working 
toward the doctorate in Optometric 
Medicine at Southern College of Optometry 
in Memphis. Recently he made the Dean's 
List. He lives at 1236 Madison Ave., No.9, 
Memphis, renn. 38104. 
*** 
Gary L. Frazier (CCP'82) is evangelist for 
the church in Pocahontas. He and his wife, 
Merilyn,. have a son, Adam Blake. Their 
address is P.O. Box 71, Pocahontas, Ark. 
72455. 
*** 
John J. Simpson (BBA) is a sales 
representative with AISI American Bell. He 
resides at 1015 Maplehurst Lane, Nashville, 
Tenn. 37204. 
*** 
Maryann Diehl Kemp is an Avon 
representative while she attends the 
Commercial Trades Institute in Junction 
Cit1', Kan. She is majoring in accounting. 
Her husband, Paul, is in the U.S. Army. The 
Kemps reside with their two children, David 
and Kristin, at 906 W. 11th 3A, Junction 
City 66441. . 
*** 
Stephen B. Cothren is employed with the 
New Iberia National Bank in consumer 
relations in the Installment & Commercial 
Loan Collections Dept: He and his wife, 
Rhonda Lynn, reside at 502 W. Admiral 
Doyle Dr., Apt. C-8, New Iberia, La. 
*-*. 
Guerry W. Watson Jr. is service 
technician with Braur Material & Handling 
Systems in Goodlettsville, Tenn. He and his 
wife, Diane, live at 1120B Woodvale Dr., 
Nashville, Tenn. 37204. 
.** 
Pat Stewart Ferren (M.Ed.) is telU:hing 
second grade at Pleasant Plains · Public 
Schools. Her husband, Alvin, is a self-
employed electrician. They reside with their 
son, Preston, at 13 Dalewood Rd., Searcy 
72143. 
**-
Bill Anthony (BA) is director of music and 
band director at Eustace (Texas) public 
schools. The band he directs received 
second place in entry competition of the 
Centennial Parade at Duncanville, Texas. 
His wife, the former Kerri Bloom (BA'80), is 
an elementary teacher in the same school. 
They live . at Route 7, Lifescape Con-
dominium, No. SA, Mabank, Texas 75147. 
*** 
James R. Bell (BBA) is dorm manager of 
American Heritage and security guard at 
Harding while he attends the University of 
Central Arkansas and works toward the 
M.B.A. degree. He was elected to Out-
standing Young Men Of America for 1982. 
His wife, the former Lois Ann Smith (BA), is 
secretary for Primm Medical Service. Their 
address is Box 613. Station A, Searcy 72143. 
.** 
Lora Fleener (BBA) is employed with 
Harding University as secretary in the 
Placement Office. She helps graduating 
seniors find jobs: Lora is a member of 
Harding Business Women. She' resides at 
211 S. Oak, Searcy 72143. 
*** 
Connie Corbin White (BA) is a basic skills 
teacher at Des Arc Elementary School while 
husband, Mark, is attending Harding. Their 
address is Box 1065, Station A, Searcy 
72143. 
**-
Alan Pearson (BA) is working toward the 
M.Ed. degree at Harding while his wife, the 
former Brenda Hounsel (BS'8O), teaches 
home economics at McCrory High School. 
Their address is Box 1671, Station A, Searcy 
72143. 
*** 
Michael H. Spurlock (BBA) is an auditor 
for the Union National Bank in Little Rock. 
He resides at 4932D Augusta Circle, North 
Little Rock, Ark. 72118. 
**-
Donna Lafferty Davenport is working in 
the office of the registrar at Harding as 
transcript clerk while husband, Jim, attends 
the University. Their address is Box 621, 
Station A, Searcy 72143: 
*** 
..nill Jackson (BBA) is farming Jackson 
Farms in McCrory, Ark. His address is P.O. 
Box 33, McCrory 72101. 
*--Mary Busby House (BA) is a preschool 
teacher with Crowley's Ridge Academy at 
Paragould. Her husband, Don ('67), is 
minister for the Main Street church of 
Christ in Walnut Ridge. They reside with 
their two children, Kerri and James, at 324 
E. Main St., Walnut Ridge, Ark. 72476. 
*-* David Woodroof (BA) is assistant director 
ofthe Educational Media Center at Harding 
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University. He is married to the former 
Debbie Ann Heffington (BA) and they have 
a daughter, Elizabeth Ann. The family lives 
at 20 Hartwell Place, Searcy 72143. 
OIl •• 
Roy A. Barnes (BA) is employed as coach 
and teacher with Harding Academy in 
Searcy. He is married to the former Barbara 
Jones (BA) and they reside at 22 Hartwell, 
Searcy 72143. 
OIl •• 
Jane Green (BA) is sixth grade teacher 
with the Fourche Valley School District in 
Briggsville, Ark. She lives at Box 224, Ola, 
Ark. 72853. 
OIl •• 
Rick Shores (BA) is raising beef cattle at 
Hidden Acres in Sidon, Ark. His wife, 
Kathi, is a respiratory therapist at Central 
Arkansas General Hospital in Searcy. They 
live with their three children - Kami, 
Samuel and Ioel- at Route I, Box 62, Rose 
Bud, Ark. 72137 . . 
OIl •• 
Tine Jo Letcher (BA) is an elementary 
teacher in Little Rock. She resides at 2000 
Reservoir Rd., No. 20, Little Rock, Ark. 
72207. 
OIl •• 
Loy Nathan Moore ' (BA) is girls 
basketball coach at the Blevins High School, 
Blevins, Ar~. His address is Box 51, Blevins 
71825. 
OIl •• 
Tammy Hafner Dawson (BA) is a 
housewife and mother while husband, 
Daniel (BS'8!), is assistant ·manager and 
chemist of Richardson Testing Laboratories 
in. Searcy. They reside with son, Timothy 
Paul, at 1410 E. -Moore Ave., Searcy 72143. 
OIl •• 
Randall Crow (~BA) is attending the 
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville and 
will receive the M.B.A. degree in May. He 
will then begin work with Standard Oil of 
Indiana in Tulsa, Okla. as assistant ac-
countant. He is married to the former Rene 
Honoway ('83) who is also a student. They 
live at V-lOS Carlson Terrace, Fayetteville, 
Ark. 72701. 
_____ . _MARRIAGES 
Theresa Annette Brewer (BA'82) to 
Edward Hale (BA'81) December 30 in Foley, 
Ala. 
Rhonda Dell Branyan (BBA'82)' to James 
. Randall Stuart (BBA'82) August 7, 1982 in 
Camden, Ark. 
Pattie Annice Bible (BA '82) to Matthew 
Todd Blake (BBA'81) December 30. Matt is 
assistant manager for Wyatt's Cafeterias 
and Pattie teaches second' grade. The couple 
resides at 1007 Ashland, Channelview, 
Texas 77530. 
Jennifer Ann Boustead (BSN'81) to James 
Barry Bristol ('SO) September 4. They reside 
at Maple Wood Apts. 29D, OakwoOd Dr., 
Maple Shade, N.J. 08052. 
Lynnette Forbes (BA'82) to Ricky 
Bankston (BBA'81) September 11 in EI 
Dorado, Ark. Ricky is a salesman with 
- Paper Products Company in Memphis and 
Lynnette is special education teacher. She 
started the special education program at 
Edmundson Elementary School, West 
Memphis School District. The couple lives 
at 2416 E. Barton, No. 537, West Memphis, 
Ark. 72301. 
Duane Cams ('80) to Kimla Anne Kanady 
March 6, 1982. Duane is a pilot with 
Christiansen Aviation in Tulsa, Okla. The 
couple resides at 4959 S. 76th E Ave., Apt. 
A, Tulsa 74145. 
Madonna Pratt (BSW'82) to Mark 
Sampson January 15 in JUdsonia, Ark. The 
couple lives at 2886 Curtis St., Memphis, 
Tenn. 38118. 
Lisa McLean ('84) to Jonathan Niestadt 
December 30 in Middletown, Ky. 
Ruthann Hudson (BSN'82) to Mark A. 
Smith (BBA'82) November 27 in Coatesville, 
Pa. Mark is employed with the State of 
Illinois, State Scholarship Commission as 
Claims Investigator. Ruthann is staff nurse 
with Lake Forest Hospital. They live at 512 
Lakehurst Road, Apt. 2-L, Waukegan, Ill. 
60085. 
'HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Tamara June Ratliff (BA'80) to Danny 
Eugene Cox ('82) July, 1982 in Wynne, Ark. 
Tammy is special education teacher at 
Wynne Intermediate School. Danny is a rice 
and soybean farmer. Their address is P.O. 
Box 246, Fair Oaks, Ark. 72397. 
Rebecca Ann Sweeney (BS'77) to Robert 
Craig McClung January I, 1983. They reside 
at 2501 Myers Court, No.6, Champaign, III. 
61820. 
Michael L. Spillman (BA'82) to Jeanne 
Janan Darrow (BS'78) May 28, 1982 in 
Judsonia. Mike is youth minister for the 
Holden Avenue church of Christ in 
Newport. The couple resides at Route 4,_Box 
42, Newport, Ark. 72112. 
Lori JeneU Wells (BA'SO) to David Ed-
ward Dean ('84) January 7, 1983 in East 
Detroit, Mich. Lori is Assistant P-roduction 
Control Manager of Monahan Steel 
Company in Detroit. David attends the 
National Institute of Technology and works 
at Radio Shack in sales. The couple resides 
at 14392 E. 9 Mi., No. 202, Warren, Mich. 
48089. 
Lisa L. Lane ('84) to Matthew G. Ellis 
(BA'82) June 4, 1982 in Warner Robins, Ga. 
Lisa attends the University of Tennessee in 
the nursing program while Matthew teaches 
at Holy Rosary School in Memphis. They 
live at 658 N. Graham, Memphis, Tenn. 
38122. 
Joann Elaine Jameson (BBA'82) to John 
Gann July 17, 1982 in Ft. Worth, Texas. 
Joann is bookkeeper for Jameson Paint 
Company while husband, John, is manager. 
They reside at 6242 Jacksboro Hwy., Ft. 
Worth 76135. 
Charles H. Paine IV (Buz) ('74) to Ruth 
Ann Debuty November 12 in Cullman, Ala. 
He works with South Central Bell 
Telephone Co. in the computer software 
division. His wife is also with South Centrai 
as a service representative. They live at 3302 
Ridge Manor Dr., No.2, Birmingham, Ala. 
35216. 
Donald C. Mansfield (BA'82) to Sandra 
Burn November 13 in Benbrook, Texas. 
Don is with the Crowley Police Department 
in Crowley, Texas. The couple' resi.des at 
6871 Chickering Rd., No. 238, Ft. Worth , 
Texas 76116. 
Kerry Lyle Thompson (BS'82) to Rhonda 
Davis June 11, 1982 in Searcy at Camp 
Wyldewood. Kerry is an insurance agent 
with Jim Taylor, Inc. of Bald Knob while 
Rhonda is receptionist/bookkeeper with an 
optometrist. The couple lives at 605 N. 
Cross St., Searcy 72143. 
Stephen B. Peeples (BS'82) to Janis Susie 
Owens March 27, 1982 in North Little Rock. 
Steve is a civil engineer with the Arkansas 
Highway & Transportation Dept. His wife is 
a make-up consultant with Merle Norman 
Cosmetics. The couple lives at 905 Trammel 
Rd., North Little Rock, Ark. 72117. 
Melva Lynn Watson (BA'81) t9 James 
Richard McMinn December 18, 1982. 
Melva is a teacher and coach. Rick is a 
Certified Public Accountant. They live at 
2507 Valerie, Marshall, Texas 75670. 
Cynthia Marie Harvey (BA'79) to Gary 
Lynn Porter December 17, 1982. Cindy is a 
resource room teacher. They live at Route 2, 
Box 1-A, Porterfield Estates, Norfork, Ark. 
72658. 
Denise Dorine Warren ('81) to Kenneth 
Kelley (BS'79) December 3. The couple 
resides at 11600 Audelia Rd., No. 121, 
Dallas, Texas 75243. 
Jana-Lynn Smith (BA'80) to Joe N. 
Skelley October 16, 1982. Jana-Lynn is 
working in the Memphis Sales Office for the 
Holiday Inn Grand Cayman, British West 
Indies as hotel group coordinator. The 
couple is at home at 2439 Union, No.2, 
Memphis, Tenn. 38112. 
Karla Kaye Fuller (BS'74) to Thomas L. 
Beckwith May 29, 1982 in Paducah, Ky. 
Karla is a registered dietitian at King's 
Daughter's Hospital in Brookhaven, Miss. 
Tom is a management consultant with 
Crothall-American in McComb, Miss. The 
couple resides at Route 2, Box 239, Smith-
dale, Miss. 39664. 
Randall A. Crow (BBA'82) to Rene 
JIolloway ('83) August 14, 1982 in Griffith 
Sprin'gs, Ark. 
Winter Festival Royalty included (t. to r.) nominee Beverly Hounsel of Shreveport, La., queen 
Cindy Whitfield of Jacksonville, A rk. and nominee Jill Shipman of Frierson, La. 
____ BIRTHS 
Son, Wesley Alexander, to Wesley and 
Marianne Bishop (BA'70) Hamilton 
December 22. 
Son, Blake Landon, to Lyle (BS'74) and 
Cheri Sherer (BA'70) Dunlap November 23. 
Daughter, Kristen Lynette, to Jimmie and 
Sharen Deacon (BS'67) Crockett August 18, 
1982 in Searcy. They reside at Route I, Rose 
Bud, Ark. 72137. 
Daughter, Jill Michelle, to Jerry and Joyce 
Matthews ('70) Pennington August 8" 1982. 
She joins Jon, Jan and Jay. Son, Jeremy 
Scott, to Larry (BS'74) and Susan Deacon 
(BS'75) Mitchell January 10, 1982 in 
Lexington, Ky. The family now resides at 
2S08 LaMarche, Phoenix, Arl. 85032 . 
Daughter, Mary Ellen, to Morris and 
Meredeth Bobbitt (BA'72) Legg November 
18, 1982, in Miami, Fla. 
Son, Wesley Brant, tq Curtis (BS'76) and 
Carol Campbell (BA'76) Parker May 25. He 
joins brother, Scott, three years old. 
Daughter, Jennifer Lauren, to Jimmy and 
Brenda Smithey (BS'74) Garritson Sep-
tember 15 in Dallas, Texas. She joins Lucas, 
four and Joel, two. 
Son, Phillip Ross, to Danny and Cathy 
Langford (BS'77) Wood July 17 in Fort 
Smith, Ark: 
Son, Michael Ryan, to Mike (BA'73) and 
Janice Betts ('78) Musick January 11 in ' 
~emphis, Tenn. 
Son, Aaron Weldon, to Gary (BA'61) and 
Sylvia Aday December ~ in Abingdon, Va. 
Daughter, Tava Blaine, to Ed and Tava 
Robinette ('SO) Willis July 31 in Chanute; 
Kan. 
Daughter, Erika Jean, to Samuel (BS'79) 
and Pamela Perkins (BA'80 Ross 
December 11 in Kingsport, Tenn. Sam is 
employed with Metropolitan Insurance 
Company in the MBA program as a sales 
representative. The family resides at 409 
Fondulac, Kingsport 37663. 
Son, Samuel Loren, to Stacy (BS'75) and 
Kathy McKinney (BA'75) Peters March 19, 
1982 in Little Rock, Ark. The family has 
moved to Dallas, where Stacy is with 
Wyndham Hotel Company as controller at 
the North Park Inn. 
Son, Jeffrey Todd, to Bob and Teresa 
French ('79) Murrell December 1, 1982 in 
Lakeland, Fla .. They have a daughter, Kelly, 
one. -
Son, Ryan Michael, to Michael Alan 
(BA'77) and Marcia JohnsQn (BSN'77) 
Murphy December 23. He joins Monica, age 
two. The family lives at 2525 W. Ardmore, 
Peoria, Ill. 61604. 
Son, Joshua Laban, to Paul (BA'76) and 
Debbie Brown ('74) Woodhouse January 24 
in Jonesporo. He joins Nathan, five, and Jill, 
four. Paul serves as minister for the church 
of Christ in Black Rock, Ark. The family's 
address is P.O. Box 237, Black Rock 72415. 
Son, Jonathan Lance, to Lamar and Janet 
Anthony (BS'69) Penn October 21, 1982 in 
Luverne, Ala. 
Son, Michael Scott, to Larry D. and Kelly 
Price (BA'82) Walters February 5. 
Son, Eric David Jr. to Eric and Ines 
Heeter (CCP'82) September 13 in Searcy. 
Son, Kyle Matthew, to Stan (CCP'80) and 
Debbie Webb November 11 in Malden, Mo. 
Stan is associate minister of the church 
there. 
Daughter, Laura Ann, to Bud and Linda 
Boyd (BSN'79) Dorris February 20 in 
Searcy. 
Son, Austin Andrew, to Campbell An-
drew (BS'7S) and Andrea Mannen (BA'76) 
Henderson January 30 in Portland, Ore:-
Son, James Clifton, to Cliff (BA'66)' and 
Debbie 'Lynn (BA'76) Ganus, III February 
19 in Searcy. 
Son, Nathan Daniel, to Doug (,79) and 
Donna Estes ('78) Griffith February 4 in 
Phoenix, Ari. 
Daughter, Natalie Anne, to Wayue 
(BBA'74) and Luanne. Carrell (BA'74) 
Shdton January 7 in Paducah, Ky. 
Son, Joshua Seth, to Steve and Becky 
Roberts (BA'79) Brown October 7 in 
Memphis, Tenn. He joins big brother, 
Jeremiah, three. Steve is dealing with 
copiers as a customer service representative 
for IBM. Becky stays at home with the boYs. 
The family resides at 4370 Knight Arnold 
Rd., Memphis 38118. 
Son, Daniel Tyler, to Charles (BA '80) and . 
Karla Rogers ('SO) Hester January 5 in 
Memphis, Tenn. The family has recently 
moved to Searcy where Charlie is youth 
minister for the Downtown church of Christ. 
They live at S05 N. Oak, Searcy 72143. 
Daughter, Karen. MIchelle, to Tim 
(BA'77) and Ann Tabor (BA'77) Baur 
February 27, 1983 in Austin, Texas. They 
reside at 9906 Dorset Dr., Austin 78753. 
Daughter, Serena Annette, to Steve 
(BS'78) and Sherri Scott (BA'78) Barber 
September 17, 1982. Steve is a board 
member an4 the accounting manager of 
<Contin.ued. on page 12) 
p.u. 
(co"tillu{,d from page 1 J) 
Georgia Home Rehabilitation Services, a 
home health agency. Sherri is finishing her 
fifth year ofteaching and looking forward to 
being home with Serena next year. The 
family is at home at Route I, Box 4OAA, 
Lake Park, Ga. 31636. 
Daughter. Angela Ruth, to David (BS'7'1) 
and Amy Anderson ('71) Baldridge May 2, 
1982 - by adoption. She joins brothers, 
Andy. nine. Daniel. six, and sister, Sarah, 
four. The family resides at 5421 28th, 
Lubbock, Texas 79407. 
Daughter. Bonnie , Alison, to Layton 
UiA '71) and Teresa Mooneyham (BA'74) 
McCown April 26. 1982 in Dallas, Texas. 
She joins brother, Wes, five. The family lives 
at 6916 Allview. Dallas 75227, 
Son. Justin Michael, to Mike (BS'76) and 
Evelyn Sain January 16 in Knoxville, Tenn. 
Daughter. Natalie Nicole. to R. Glenn 
(BS'78) and Regina Cassels ('79) Graham 
October 19, 1982 in Little Rock. 
Son, Joseph Allen, to Don and Kathleen 
Drews (BS'76) Wray January 10 in Traverse 
City. Mich. He joins Caroline, age four. Don 
is the music teacher for Bear Lake School 
and preaches for the church in Bear Lake. 
Kathy is at home with the family and 
continues to work from the home as a 
seamstress. The family's address is Box 31, 
Bear Lake. Mich. 49614. 
Daughter,' Andrea Megan, to Steve 
(BS'76) and Vicki Markley (BS'76) Younger 
January 11. Andrea joins her older sister, 
Rachel Erin, who was born March 29, 1980. 
Son, Timothy Paul, to Daniel (BS'81) and 
Tammy Hafner (BA'82) August 29, 1982. 
Son, Clint Ellis, to Clint and Starr Pruett 
('82) Owens July 13, 1982. 
Daughter. Elizabeth Ann, to David 
(BA '82) and Debbie Ann Heffington 
(BA'82) Woodroof September 23, 1982. 
Son, Ryan David, to David ('79) and Joyce 
Wolverton (BS'75) Newhouse born January 
27 in Houston, Texas. 
Son, Christopher Taft, to Phillip Taft 
(BS'77) and Starla Jarrell (BA'76) Goad 
January 30 in Little Rock. 
, Son, Hunter Lee, to Doug (BS'79) and 
Joyce Richardson (BA'76) Wilson March 11 
in Little Rock. 
___ SYMPATHY 
Our Sympathy To 
Robert E. Daniel (MA'69) in the recent 
death of his mother, Mrs. W.E. Daniel. 
Mrs. Inez Hall Watts ('47) whose 
husband, Hope, passed away December, 
1982 in Luling, La. He is the father of Bill 
Watts, (BA'72) of Columbia, Tenn. and 
Susan Watts Lockhart ('74) of Ama, La. 
Dottie Goodwin Wright ('59) in the death 
of her stepmother, Mrs. Bernice Goodwin, 
who died January 12 fn Vicksburg, Miss. 
Mary Haley Stoddart ('63), whose father, 
Forrest Haley, died of cancer May 24. He 
served as an elder for the Harriston Street 
church in Batesville for more than 20 years. 
The family of M.T. Bishop (BA'SO), who 
died January 30, 1983 in Phoenix, Ari.' of 
congestive, heart disease. 
The family of Miss Barbara Rae ('52), 
who died of cancer November 10, 1982 in 
. Akron, Mich. 
Fred (BA'57) and Marilyn Noble ('56) 
Riemer in the death of their son, Stephen, 
who was killed recently in Fresno, Calif. 
Herman and Claudette Grable (BA'82) 
Smith and family in the death of their son, 
Kim, on February 27 in Searcy. He is the 
brother of Lynette ('86), Hermette (BA'82) 
and Kerwin ('85). 
The family of Kandy Muncy ('83), who 
died March 7 'in a Little Rock hospital. Her 
brother, Zac, is currently a student at 
Harding and she had two other brothers 
who attended Harding, David (BA'71) of 
Norfolk, Va. and Dr. Marc (BS'75) of 
Clarksville, Ark. Her father, Dr. Ray 
Muncy, is chairman of the Department of 
History and Social Science at Harding 
University. 
The church of the 20th Century lost one 
of its most able thinkers and writers Dec. 9, 
1982, with the death of John A. Copeland of 
309 Mardi Gras, El Paso, Texas. 
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Weekly Column by Philosophy 'Tea,cher 
Provides Forum for Discussing Issues 
by Bruce Coole 
Being a Democrat in a RepUblican 
stronghold is not always an easy task, but 
neither is writing a weekly thought 
column for a newspaper. 
Duane McCampbell manages 'to do 
both without offending either his fellow 
faculty members or the readers of the 
Daily Citizen. in which his column, ", 
"Society and Ideas," appears. 
McCampbell began writing for 
publication about four years ago, he 
said, for Christian magazines such as the 
Firm Foundation. 20th Century 
Christian and more recently Preacher's 
Periodical. 
His newspaper writing began by 
accident, he said, because of a con-
versation he and his wife had during the 
1980 presidential elections. "My wife was 
concerned about one of the candidate's 
qualifications," he said, "and I-told her 
it didn't matter who was elected since 
presidents always do the opposite of what 
they say, anyway." 
McCampbell said he wrote an article 
reviewing former presidents Truman 
through Nixon and sent it to the 
Arkansas Gazette. which published the 
piece. In all, he wrote some 25 articles 
published by the Gazette during a 12-
month period, before Perrin Jones, editor 
ofthe Citizen. suggested writing a weekly 
column locally. 
McCampbell has since written about 
SO articles for the Citizen. on topics 
ranging from human rights to religion to 
politics. Historical figures and current 
political leaders are also frequent 
subjects. 
Responses from readers include 
favorable letters from U.S. Senator Dale 
Bumpers, former State Senator Bill 
Walmsley, Attorney General Steve Clark 
and Governor Bill Clinton. "If readers 
don't agree, they usually write to the 
editor instead of me," he said. 
"Duane has a marvelous insight that is 
strangely moderate," said editor Jones;' 
"He is very balanced, and can choose to 
be technically liberal with a conservative 
approach or vice versa. 
"On every subject he's gone into, we 
haven't found anybody who disrespects 
his reasoning, but occasionally his 
conclusions. Balance and logic are hard 
to come by in a writer. He expresses 
himself very well," said Jones. 
McCampbell and his wife, Naomi, a 
public school teacher, are th6 parents of 
two adopted daughters, both married, 
I'll the comfort of his ojJice. Duane McCampbell. tusociate professor of English, prepares 
another article for publication. 
and have several grandchildren. 
"Reading and grandchildren are my 
hobbies," said McCampbell. 
, His weekly articles are between 800-
1,000 words in length and may take 
several hours or several weeks to com-
plete, depending on the topic and the 
amount of research involved. 
McCampbell has written on 
Menachem Begin, Mahatma Ghandi, 
Ayatollah Khomeini and Arthur 
Koestler, among others. Ideas come from 
current events but McCampbell uses his 
academic background to get behind the 
news itself and expose a philosophy or 
attitude. 
His personal library contains some 3-
4,000 books collected over a period of 30 
years, and he uses the Beaumont 
Memorial Library and the UALR library 
for additional reference work. 
"I think of my writing as a form of 
teaching and/or preaching," he said. 
McCampbell began teaching at Harding 
in 1969 and preached at Kensett for five 
years. He preached during the 1960's itt 
Lancaster, Calif. and has a broad 
academic background, with a bachelor's 
degree in speech, master's degree in 
Bible, and a doctorate in philosop~y. 
Publications N'amed All-American 
He teaches English and philosophy at 
Harding, and has completed the 
equivalent amount of course work for a 
masters in English. Philosophy includes 
thre,e b~anches - epistomology, 
metaphysics and values - he said. 
Two Harding University pUblications 
have been recognized with All-American 
awards by the National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics. 
The 1982 football media guide, "Harding 
'82," was selected as the number one 
brochure in the NAIA competition and the 
basketball media guide, "Harding '82-83," 
was named third place in the NAIA, 
reproduced category. 
The announcement was made by Charles 
Eppler, director of communications of the 
NAIA. 
Harding's brochure entries covered the 
intercollegiate football and basketball 
programs of the University. The materials 
were designed and edited by Stan Green, 
director of publications, and statistical data 
was prepared by Sandra Boaz, Bruce Cook 
and Ken Bissell. 
Other schools receiving awards in the 
football category were Liberty Baptist (Va.), 
Lenoir-Rhyne (N.C.), Hampton Institute 
(Va.). Saginaw Valley (Mich.), Moorhead 
State (Minn.), Wofford (S.C.), Central 
Oklahoma. Hillsdale (Mich.) and Carson-
Newman (Tenn.). 
In the basketball category, Southwest 
State (Minn.), St. Thomas (Minn.~, 
S .. 'mherd (W.Va.) and Western Washington 
were also award winners. 
Courses McCampbell teaches include 
Introduction to Philosophy, Ethics, 
Philosophy of Religion, Special Studies 
in Literature, Modem Drama, freshman 
and sophomore literature, and grammar. 
A series of articles he is writing ort 
Christian evidences will be published in 
book form later this year, McCampbell 
said, and he has plans for a book on 
human rights from a Christian per-
spective, which could be included in a 
larger book on Christian Social Ethics. 
But for now he keeps turning out 
articles. And people keep reading them. 
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Record·~NumberY. of AILJ-rn,n'r Do~n<ate in 1'982 
A record number of alumni donors and a 
near record total in gifts from alumni were 
two of the highlights in the ,1982 annual 
report released by David Crouch, Director 
of' Alumni Relations. 
During 1982, 4,588 alumni made a 
contribution to the University. It was only 
the third time in the school's history that the 
number of donors had ,passed the 4,000 
mark. In 1974 there were 4,191 donors, and 
the previous high was 4,357 in 1980. The 
1982 total was a 25 percent increase over the 
3,668 donors in 1981. 
The record number of donors also had a 
marked effect on the percentage of alumni 
contributors. For the year, 26.6 percent of 
the University's active alumni made a gift to 
their alma mater. The 1982 percentage was 
4.9 percent above the 1981 figure of 21.7 
percent. 
The annual report also broke down the 
percentage of alumni donations into 
graduate and non-graduate categories. 
During 1982, 32.1 percent of all graduates 
Founder's Fund 
A F A C 
H~.&HRS. JOHN D. BALDWIN 
DR.&HRS. RICHARD EARL BURT 
HR.&HRS. D P BURTON 
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and 17.4 percent of non-graduates con-
tributed. 
In his report Crouch announced gifts 
from alumni totaling S835,303. The average 
gift was S182. Although the total does not 
equal a record, it does mark the sixth 
consecutive year that total contributions 
have topped S500,OOO, and it is the second 
largest contribution made by alumni. The 
record was establised in 1979 when 
SI,196.754 was contributed by alumni. The 
1982 total of S835,303 was a 37 percent 
increase over the S609,762 contributed in 
1981. 
"TheJ;'esponse of alumni in 1982 to 
Harding's financial needs was truly 
phenomenal," said Floyd Daniel, Vice 
President for Development. "As everyone, 
knows 1982 was a weak year for the national 
economy, and many colleges and univer-
sities experienced significant decreases in 
both the total dollars received and the total 
number of alumni' providing financial 
assistilnce. While otliers were experiencing 
decreases or barely managing to stay at the 
1981 lev~ls, Harding had significant in-
creases in both categories." 
Daniel cited at least four reasons for the 
1982 results. Alumni responded over-
whelmingly to a phonathon, The senior class 
project continued to add donors, and there 
was a greater awareness and response by 
alumni to matching gift programs by their 
employers. Alumni also responded 
favorably to direct mail appeals. 
"Undoubtedly the phonathon provided 
the impetus for the 1982 results. When 
alumni were called in September and 
October they pledged S2.1 million, helping 
Harding become the recipient of a S1 
million challenge grant. Many, many 
alumni began sending their gifts in 
November and December," noted Daniel. 
"The impact of the phonathon was quite 
apparent. Before the phonathon only 21 
percent of our active alumni had made a' 
1982 contribution. After the phonathon the -
percentage had jumped to 26.6 percent." 
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The national statistics for alumni giving 
for 1982 have not been calculated, but he 
said the national average should be between 
18 and 19 percent. Only once in the last 
decade has the percentage for Harding 
alumni dipped below the 20 percent figure. 
Again in 1982 there was a special effort to 
have 30 percent of alumni in each crass to 
make a contribution to Harding. Seventeen 
classes had 30 percent or more members of 
the class making a cont~'ibution. Those 
reaching the goal were the classes of '25, '26, 
'30, '31, '32, '33, '36. '37, '40, '41, '42, '43, 
'45, '46, '48, '49 and '52. 
The following is a list of donors who 
contributed ,to Harding University in 1982. 
We have attempted to make an accurate 
and complete listing. ~f for some reason 
your name has been left off, please contact 
the Development Office. 
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SEARC~ FEDFRAL S I I DANIEL FUNERAL HDME 
SEARCY FLOORING DR.IMRS. KENNETH DAVIS JR 
DR.&HRS. JACK WOOD SEARS IHR.&HRS. VARNA L DAVIS 
HR. LLOYD CLINE SEARS 'HR.&HRS. WILLIAM GARTH DILES 
SEARS ROEBIICK FDN MR.IHRS. PHILIP RUDOLPH DIXON 
MR.&MRS. DUANE SETLIFF HR.IMRS. ALVA GENE DUGGER 
DR.iHRS. EDWARD G S~WELI DR.&MRS. JOHN RICHARD DUKE 
HR. ARNOLD SHAPPLEY JR HR. JOHN STEPHEN OUKE 
MR.&HRS. JOE MEREDITH SH~VfR 
MR.IMRS. CECIL EDWARD SHORES 
HR. ROY StEM 
HR.&MRS. CLAUDE W SIMPSON 
DR.&MRS. DANNY NEAL SMELSER 
MR.&HRS. DEAN STANLEY SMI1H 
DR.&HRS. EUGENE SIDNEY SMTIH JR 
HR.&HRS. JOHN SOWELL 
SPERRY VICKERS 
HRS. TATUM R STACY 
MR.&HRS. JOSEPH W STAFFORD 
DR.&HRS. SWAID NOFAL SWAID 
HR.aMRS. JAMES W SWINYARD 
DR.IMRS. SIDNEY WAYNE TATE 
HR. TERREL TAYLOR 
HR.&MRS. G F TERPENNING 
MR.&MRS. HOWARD C TIBBALS 
HR.&HRS. CLOYCE TITUS 
HEHPHIS TOM'S SALES 
MR. G D TUCKER 
HR. aHRS. ORVILLE TIICKER 
MR.1HRS. ROBERT STEPHEN TUCKER 
HR.&MRS. WILLIAM HENUON TUCKER 
DR.&HRS. EVAN ULREY 
DR.~HRS. JOHN GILL UNDERWOOD 
UNION PLANTERS 
V.I.P. ENTERPRISES INC 
HR. GLEN" GULDHAR VALENTINE JR 
HR.&MRS. JOHNNY RAY VAUGHAN 
HR.&MRS. MAX lEIGH VAUGHAN 
MR.aHRS. JAMES E WADE 
HR.aMRS. HUGH WAGNON 
MR. J U WALKER 
HRS. LAMBERT WALLACE 
HR.aHRS. RODNEY LEONARD WALLER 
HR.&MRS. JOHN MICHAEL WATERS 
GRACE WELLS ESTATE 
WEYERHAEUSER FND 
HR.aHRS. GARY WHEELER 
DR.aHRS. WILLIAH D WHITE 
HR.&HRS. L ElRAY WILSON 
DR.aMRS. WILLIAM LEE WINTERS 
MR.1HRS. WILLIAH L WOODRUFF 
HR.aHRS. JACK C WRIGHT 
YARNELL ICE CREAH 
Heritage Fund 
20TH CENTURY CHRISTIAN 
ASHDOWN A W H 
MID-FLORIDA A W H 
MOUNTAIN HOHE A W H 
DUNCAN CHRY PLY 
HR.~MRS. KENNETH R DUNN 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM ENGLAND 
HISS JACQUELIN EHOGEN ENOCHS 
ERNST & ERNST 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT ETHERIDGE 
HR.IHRS. ELBERT EUBANKS 
FEDERAL EXPRESS 
MR.&HRS. JAY FOREMAN 
HR. JIM FRAZIER 
MRS. W C GAVIN 
HR.IHRS. DAVID HILTON GLENN 
C H GOOCH FOUNDATION 
DR.iMRS. WILLIAM R GRAY 
HR.&MRS. BAilY M GRESHAM JR 
MR.&HRS. G C GRESHAM 
MR.IHRS. REID B GROOMES 
HR. RONNIE GULLEY 
HR. WOODROW HALL 
HR. KENNETH ING HAMILTON 
MR.1MRS. E A HANKS 
HARDING ELEH PTA 
HR.3HRS. JACK DAVI~ HARRIS 
HR.&HRS. JAMES LEWIS HEARN 
HEBER SPR1NGS WHLS GRO 
HR.&HRS. FREDRICK EARL ADKINS 
MS. FRANCES ALSTON 
IIIHR.IHRS. WILLIAM hOYL~ HELMS 
HR. &HI: •• ROBERl L Hf LS 1 EN 
DR.IHRS. TED M. ALTMAN 
HR.&HRS. JAHES H ANDERS 
HR.'HRS. HOHER LEE ANDERSON 
MR.&MRS. CARTHEL HAC ANGEL 
DR.&HRS. GEORGE EDWARD BAGGETT 
DR.&HRS. KARYL VAUGHAN BAILEY 
MR. DAVID BAKER 
HR.&HRS. EDWARD LAHAR BAKER 
MR. RALPH W BEATY 
HISS WINNIE ELIZABETH BELL 
DR.IHRS. RICHARD ERVIN BERRYHILL 
DR .'HRS. CLARENCE B 8ILLI NGSLEY 
HR.1HRS. JOHN E BLOOMBERG 
DR.'HRS. GLEN TROY BLUE 
HR.IMRS. DONALD L. BOWLING 
HR.&HRS. DOYLE WELDON BRADSHER 
HR. GEORGE E BREAZEAL 
MR.&MRS. ~ANDAL FORD BREWER 
MR.&HRS. HER HAN BROWN 
MR.&HRS. JOE BROWN' 
HR. JESS BUCY 
DR.aHRS. DAVID BASIL BURKS 
HR.aMRS. JAHES ED BURT 
HR.IHRS. THOMAS LYNN BUSH 
HR. CLAUDE J BYRD 
HR.1HRS. DONALD E CANADY 
HR. OTTO CARTER 
ANTOINE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
APLIN CHURCH OF CHRIST 
BAILEY ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
EAST CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
FAYETTE CHURCH OF CH~IST -
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HR .IHRS. CAI<PBElI_ HFNI'EP';Ur'l 
MR.&MRS. EDWARD H:GHINBOTHAM 
HR.&HRS. GARY HILL 
HR. TONY D HOOKER 
MR. 'MRS. JEFFREY THOMAS HOPPER 
HOWARD FDN 
HR.&HRS. GERALD D HUNNICUTT 
DR.IMRS. ALLAN I.I.Oyft lSOM 
HR.&MRS. TAYLOR D ISOH JR 
MR.&HRS. RANDALL J ACKSON 
HR.&MRS. MORRIS JAMES 
DR.&MRS. RICHARD DUKE JENNINGS 
DR.&MRS. FRED JEWELL 
MR. ~MRS. DONAU' HALL .IOHNSON 
DR.&HRS. JOEL IRVIN JOHNSON 
DR.&MRS. KENNETH LESfER JOHNSON 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES LEE JONES 
HR.'MRS. JAMES ARTHUR JONES 
HRS. OUIDA B JONES 
JOY ENTERPRISES 
DR.&MRS. JIHMY WAYNE KEE 
HR. G£ORGE HOWARD KElLEY 
DR.IHRS. JAMES DAVID KEY 
MISS VIVIAN A KIRK 
HR.&HRS. CARL S KUWITZKY JR 
HR.1MRS. DAVID MORGAN lACEY 
MR.IMRS. WILLIAM EDWIN LAND 
MR.&HRS. HAURItE L LAWHON 
HR.1MRS. ROBERT F LAWYER 
HR.'HRS. ERNEST NICKELL LEE III 
LIGHTLE DOBBINS AND LIGHT 
HR.'HRS. THEODORE REES LLOYD 
HR. EDWARD PAUL LOGAN 
HR.&HRS. SAHUEL HAX LONG 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM LONG 
MR.&MRS. 80YD R LOWE 
HRS. BARBARA LOWRY 
MR.iMRS. C F MADDOX 
MR. WILLIAM F HARSH 
HR.&MRS. GARY NORMAN HARTIN 
MR. CHARLI E W Il.ll AHS 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT E WILLISON 
DR.&MRS. EDMOND W WILSON 
HR.&HRS. LARRY GENE WILSON 
HR.&HRS. A 8 WISE 
DR.&MRS. GEORGE WOODRUFF 
DR.~MRS. EDWARD GERALD WOODWARD 
HR.1MRS. RAY ALVIN WRIGHT 
HR.&HRS. JAMES RORERT MAY DR.&MRS. WINFRED 0 WRIGHT 
MR.&HRS. HUBERT Mt CRAY MR. E 0 YANCEY 
DR.iHRS. SIDNEY DUANE MCCAMPRELl HR. ELMER D YANCEY 
MR.&MRS. RANDALL ALLEN MCCORD MISS PATRICIA SUE YOUNG 
MR.&HRS. DAVID LAYTON HCCOWN 
DR. JAHES R MCtOY 
HR.'HRS. DURWARD HCGAHA 
MR.'HRS. JAMES HUNN MCKINNEY 
MRS. BLANCHE MCKNIGHT 
HR.&MRS. JAMES ROWAN MCLEOD 
iMERRITT EQUIPMENT 
MR.&HRS. DON CHARLES HILLER 
DR.IHRS. ERLE T HOORE 
HR.aHRS. ERHEST HOORE 
HR.&MRS. JOE DAVID ~OORE 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH WILLIAM HOORE 
HR. HAX L HOORE 
NAT'L BANK Of COMMERCE 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAH P NEAL 
DR.IMRS. HARRY 0 OLREE 
OWATONNA TOOL CO 
HISS EDWINA PAGE 
HR.&HRS. BARRY DEAL PACKER 
"R. JON SIMPSON PARHAM 
"So GLADYS E PATTERSON 
DR.&HRS. SAMUEL W PEEBLES 
"R. A POWELL PENDERGRAFT 
DR.1HRS. WALTER PORTER 
HR. JACK POWELL 
"R.1MRS. MERLIN REX PRIOR 
DR.IHRS. NEALE THOMAS PRYOR 
PURYEAR LUMBER CO 
PYEATT AND 1:0 
"ISS DEBRA SUE QUALLS 
HR. DAVID RALSTON 
"R. THOMAS W REES 1 
"R.&HRS. JAHES MAX REIBOLDT 
REYNOLDS OIL 
"R.IHRS. DANNY CLARK RICH 
"R. H.T. RICHARDS 
HR.IHRS. DAVID M RIDINGS 
MR.&HRS. ALAN RISENER 
MRS. EHMETT ROBERSON 
HR. LOYE J R08ERTS 
HR.'"RS. KENT WILLIAM ROLLMANN 
ROYAL FURNITURE CO 
"R. JOHN ROZZELL 
HISS LOIS RUTHERFORD 
HR. E A SELLERS 
HR.IHRS. FORREST SHHIDl 
HR. JOHN H SIHPSON 
DR.aHRS. C PHILIP SLATE 
DR.IHRS. STEPHEN WOODROW SMITH 
JACK CALVIN SPAULDING 
HISS SUZANNE FRANCES SPURRIER 
MRS. W P STEVENS 
MR.IHRS. CLARENCE" ,STEWART 
MR.IHRS. MACO C STt~ART 
HR.&MRS. JODY TAYLOR 
TEAGLE FOUNDATION INC 
DR.IHRS. WILLIAM R THETFORD 
DR. EVA HARY THOMPSON 
HR. JOE R THOHPSON 
HR. PAUL THORNBURG 
HR.IHRS. KEN~ETH DENE TIPTON 
HR.&HRS. LESLIE TIIBB 
HR.'HRS. EDWARD F VAHPOLA 
MR.'HRS. TIMOTHY MICHAEl WALKER 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAM MARK WALLIS 
HR.&HRS. WILL ED WARREN 
MR.1HRS. HENRY JACKSON WATERS 
MR.&HRS. ZEARL DAVID WATSON 
HR.IHRS. HARRY LESLIE WEBB JR 
WENDY'S 
LOTS HINDS WEST~QUNDAr~ON 
WHlTAKER HFG CO .. 
HR.&HRS. JAHES RAY WILBORN 
University Fund 
BARTLESVII.LE A W H 
EL DORADO A W tl 
HOPE A W H 
HR.&HRS. RORERT F ACRE 
HR.&HRS. JOE H AOAHS 
HR.IHRS. RICHARD LES1ER ADAMS 
ADAMS PEST CONTROL 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS H ALEXANDER 
HR.&HRS. VERNON OAKLEY ALEXANDER 
HR. RICKY ALLEN 
MISS RQSEMARY ALLEN 
HR.&HRS. CLAUDE FERRELL ALLISUN JR 
HISS FRANCES I.YNN ALLISON 
HR.IMRS. MARVIN ALY 
DR.IHRS. CHARLES R. AN~ERSON 
HR.&HRS. GORDON ANDERSON 
ANDERSON CLAYTON CO 
HR.&MRS. RfED-ANDREW 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES S ARBUCKLE 
HR. W E ARMSTRONG 
MR.&MRS. BOYCE HENRY ARNETT SR 
HR.&HRS. GERVIS JACKSON ARRINGTON 
HR. STANLEY T ARRINGTON 
HR.&HR$. JOHN PAUL ATHANAS IOU 
HR.IHRS. BII LV BURAL AVEN 
HR.IHR'S. EARL H AYRES 
BIB OIL CO INC 
MR.&HRS. DEWEY BA~ER 
HR.&HRS. C D BAILE; 
MISS NANCY LOUISE DAllEY 
HR.~MRR. JOHN TtlDMA5 BAfFn JR 
DR.&MRS. DONALD lEE PAKEP 
HR. .IOE 'lAIlER 
HR.&MHS. LESTER MERLE BAlCOH 
HRS. AIJDEAN LOI A Bcd OWIN 
DR.&HRS. PATR[CK N DAR~ER 
DR.&HRR. JEROHE MEOWIr~ BARNES 
HR.&HRS. lAWRENCE ALVIN BARR 
BATES/PEARSON AtlTO 
MR.'~RS. DWIGHT HC~EIL BAWeOM 
HR.&HRR. CECIL H. 8E~K 
MR.&HRS. KEN ALLEN BECK 
HR.&MRS. VIRGIL H BECKETl 
MR.&HRS. BILL BEDGOOD 
DR.iHRS. HORACE WADE BEDWELL 
BENTONVILLE FURNITURE INC 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE LAMAR PfSSENT 
BEVERLY ENTERPRISES 
DR. WAYNE IHGGS 
MR.&HRS. AFTON WANDELL BILLINGSLEY 
HR.&MRS. EDWARD NEAL BlACKRHEAR 
MR.1HRS. EARL BLACKWEll 
HRS. W R BLAIR 
DR.&MRS. HARY LOU BLATTNER 
HR.&MRS. J. G 8LEOSOE 
MR. LEON BLEDSOE 
HR.&HRS. TROY J BLUE 
HR.&MRS. JERRY LEE BOLLS 
BOLTON VAUGHAN MTRS INC 
BONANZA SERLOIN PIT 
MR. JOHN G 801lSTEAD 
MR.&HRS. BUDDY BOYCE 
HR.1HRS. NICKY BOYD 
MR.1HRS. DON llRADDOCK 
HR.&HRS. JOHN BRADLEY 
HR.1MRS. ANTHONY HARRELL BRADY 
HR.&MRS. TERRY L BRADY 
HR.IMRS. RANDALL BALES BRANNON 
HR. 'HRS •. JAHES BRANYAN 
HR. R S BREDLOW JR 
MRS. HILDA JEAN BRENNEHAN 
MR.IHRS. O.J. BROADWATER • 
HR.&HRS. BILLYE BROMLEY 
HR.&HRS. EARL RUSSELL BROOKS 
DR.'HRS. HARMON CARlL BROWN 
HR.IHRS. JAHES RAY RROWN 
HR.'HRS. LARRY DEL ON BROWN 
BILL BROWN BROWN'S GRAD SUPPLIES 
M·ISS RUTH ELLEN BROWNING 
MR.IHRS. DENNIS BRUNETT 
MR. EUGENE F BRYANT 
MR. C R BURNHAM 
MR. GERALD RICHARD BURROW 
HR. R OWEN BURTON 
MR.&HRS. ROGER G BURTON 
MR.&HRS. STEVEN MICHAEL BURTON 
HR.lMRS. EARL BUTLER 
MR.1HRS. JIHHIE W BYNUH 
HR.&HRS. DANIEL JAY CALDWELL 
HR.&HRS. EDDIE RAY CAMPBELL 
.HR. aMRS. LEO BRANT CAHPBELL 
HR.'HRS. VERNON CAMPBELL 
HR.'HRS. JOHN PAUL CAPPS 
MR.'HRS. FRANK CARDER JR 
_HR.1HRS. LESLIE CARMICHAEL 
DR.IHRS. LANNY H-CASEY 
HR. GRADY B CATON 
HR.IHRS. GEORGE P CAVE 
HR. L N CHAIN 
HR.&HRS. RALPH NELSON CHAIN 
HR.&HRS. J. O. CHESSHIR JR 
DR. G THOMAS CHILDES 
MR.&HRS. JON H. CHISM 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAM R CHISM 
HR;&MRS. LEONARD DARRELL CHITTY 
MISS MILDRED E CHRISTMAS 
CLINTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
GREEN FOREST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HARDING ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HIGHLAND STREET CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HIGHLAND ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SOUTHSIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR.lMRS. WILLIAM ELLIS CLANTON 
MR. AARON CLARK 
HR. JOHN H CLARK 
MISS CAROL LYNN CLARKE 
HR. RICHARD WELKER tLAY 
HR.&MRS. JOHN WESLEY CLAYTON JR 
MR.&MRS. KEVIN GARDNER CLINE 
DR.&HRS. CHARLES DOUGLAS CLOUD 
HR.'HRS. EARL WAYNE CORILL 
COCA CQLA BOTTLING CO 
HR.IHRS. DWAIN COLEMAN 
HR.&HRS. JOHN R. COLEMAN 
MR.IMRS. WAYNE COIUER 
HR.&HRS. ERNEST N. COlUMRUS 
HR.&HRS. JAMES H CONE JR 
MR.IMRS. JAHES THOMAS CONE 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH H CONLEY 
MR. EUGENE CONNER 
MR.'MRS. EUGENE DALTON COOK 
HR.1HRS. HAROLD COOLEY 
HS. JOHNNIE COOPER 
MR.IHRS. W C COOPER 
DR.IMRS. NEIL 8. (OPE 
HR. R DAVID CORDER 
HR.&HRS. JOHN P CORN 
HR.IHRS. EDDIE S COX 
DR.&HRS. JAMES VANCE COX 
HR.IHRS. RONALD BLAKE COX 
HISS SYLVIA JEAN COX 
HR.,HRS. ROBERT E CRAWFORD 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES WAYNE CREASON 
DR.IHRS. WILLIAM S. CROOH 
CROSSETT CO 
HR.&HRS. DAVID CURTJS CROUCH 
HR. OPAL CROW 
HR.IHRS. NUHA VERNON CROWDER 
MR. JAHES R CRUCE 
HR.IHRS. PAUL P. CURRY 
HRS. WILLIAM CURRY 
HR.&HRS. FRANCIS BURL CURTIS 
HRS. DORIS DALTON 
HR.IHRS. GERALD D DANENHAUER 
HR.&HRS. BOBBY L. DANIEL 
HR.IHRS. DANNY DANIEL 
HR.lHRS. DONALD KNIGHT DANIEL 
DATA PROCESSING HGHT ASSN 
DR.&MRS. DAVID LYNN DAVIDSON 
MR.1MRS. 8ILLY R. DAVIS 
HR.'HRS. FRANKLIN WYLIE DAWSON 
MR. R G DEENER 
HR.&MRS. RAY DICKSON JR 
MR.IHRS. JACK DEMPSEY DILLARD 
MRS. LA GRANDE DILLE 
MS. WENDELL J. DILLINGER 
HR.IHRS. E R nIXON 
HR. BROWN E DODD 
HR.&MRS. F B DOOLEY 
DR.IMRS. DALE l DOUGLAS 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS ORIUER 
MRS. GEORGIA H DUBOIS 
HR.&HRS. LARRY WAYNF DUNLAP 
HRS. SYLVIA DURHAM 
HR.'HRS. WILLIAM BRUCE DYE 
HISS LATINA C [lYKES 
DR.IHRS. NORMAN LEE ~YKES 
HR. PATRICK HARVEY DYKES 
HR.&MRS. JEFFREY ALAN EARNHA~T 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
" 
DR.IMRS. WILLIAH LOUIS ECKSTFIN 
HR. 6ARlAND EOOY 
HR.'MRS. G. SHARON EDWARDS 
DR.IMRS. HUGH R. EDWARDS 
MRS. LAURA PEEBLES EDWARDS 
MR. ROBERT EDWAROS 
MR. ClYDE HUGHES ELDER JR 
MR.&MRS. ALLAN RAY ELDRIDGE 
DR.IMRS. JAMES DON ENGLAND 
MR.IMRS. JAHES EARL ETHFRIOGE 
MR. F HILES EZELL 
F ~ H HACHIN£ & TOOL CO 
MR.IMRS. A FRANCIS FAGONE 
MR.IMRS. JOHN FRANCIS FARMER II 
MR. 'MRS. ANTHONY MICHAEL FELKER 
MR. CLIFFORD GENE FERREN 
MR.IMRS. JAMES FIELDER 
MR.tHRS. THOHAS GRAY FINLEY 
HR. WENDELL E FISH 
HR. KEVIN JOHN FISHER 
DR.'HRS. BILL W FLAl I 
DR.'HRS. JAHES RAY FLORENCE 
HRS. BEATRICE FLOYD 
HISS CONSTANCE FORD 
HR.'MRS. CLARENCE A FOWLER SR 
HR.IHRS. OUDLE~ W FOWLER 
HR.IHRS. PERCY A FRANciS 
HR.&HRS. KENNE1H cLAUO FRANK 
ROBERT K FRANKLIN FDN . 
HR~IHRS. JOHNNY CLARK FREEMAN 
fROST'IAIRE fROZEN FOODS i 
DR·.&HRS. WILLIAH N FRYER 
HR.tMRR. CONRAD LOUIS FUGIT JR 
HR.SHRS. H·H FULBRIGHT SR 
HR.SHRS. FORD FULLINGIM 
HR.IMRS •. EDWIN BYRON FUTRELL 
HR. A. L. GAGNEUX 
HR. HOHER 0 GAINER 
MRS. PAULINE GAITHER 
HR.IHRS. WALTER GALE 
HR.'"RS. KEITH ELWIN GANT 
HR.IIIRS. CHARLES AUSTIN GANUS 
C L GANUS FOUNDATION 
HR.IIIRS. AL GARDNER 
DR. JACK R GARDNER 
HR.IHRS. JASPER H GARDNER 
HR.'HRS. HARDEN 0 GARDNER 
HR.IIIRS; HIKE GARDNER 
IIR.IHRS. ' ·NELSON R GARDNER 
HR.'HRS. JIHHY RAY GARNER 
MR._HRS. LATHAN HAX GARNETT 
HR.IHRS. JACK NORHAN GATHRIGHT 
H~.IHRS. HARTIN A GAY 
HISS HARY RUTH GIBBONS 
HR. STAN GIBSON 
HR.IHRS. JAMES F. GILFILEN 
IIR .'HRS. LEON GLE,ASON 
HR.IIIRS. JERRY GOEN 
HR.IIIRS. JAHES A GOOCH 
HR.IHRS. JACK J GOODE 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT PAXSON GORDON 
HR. DEVON GOSNELL 
HR.IHRS. DALE GEORGE GOULD 
MR.IMRS. DALE ERNEST GRAHAII 
HR. WILLIAM DOYLE GRAHAM 
GRAHAHS FASHIONS 
HR.IHRS. STEVEN ALLEN GRAY 
HR. VERNON E GRAY 
DR. DEE IIINTON GREEN 
MR.IMRS. JAMES ERNEST GREEN 
HR.IIIRS. RAYIIOND IIARION GREEN JR 
HR.IHRS. ELIIER H GREENLEE 
HR.IHRS. GREENWELL 
DR. WILLIAH A GRIEB 
HR.IHRS. HUGH M GROOVER 
HR.IHRS. FRANK LAHONTE GROVES 
HISS LEODIA GUENTHNER 
HR. PETE T GUNN JR 
IIR.IHRS. GERALD LEE GWIN 
HURREL HAASE , CO 
DR.IHRS. TIHOTHY JOE HACKER 
HR.IHRS. ELDON HAGER 
IIRS'. DOROTHY HAHN 
HR ;'IHRS. GREGORY CHARLES HALL 
MR.IMRS. OLIVER WENDELL HALL JR 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT L. HALL 
HAJU)ING UNIVERSITY 
HR.IHRS. IKE HAHILTON 
DR.SHRS. WESLEY C HAHILTON 
DR.1IIRS. ROBERT L HAHPTON 
HR.IIIRS. RONNIE HANKINS 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT L HARE 
HRS. D I HARHON SR 
HR. JEAN G HARHON 
HR. H R HARRIS 
IIR.IHRS. RANDY JAMES HARRIS 
HR.IHRS. HAROLD REYNOLDS HART 
HR. W T HARVICK 
DR.IHRS. F J HATCH 
HR.SHRS. JOHN W HAWKINS 
HRS. RAYHOND OTTO HAWKINS 
MR.IIIRS. THOIIAS EDWARD HAWKINS 
IIR. FRANKLIN D HAYES 
IIR.IIIRS. FREDRICK EUGENE HAYES 
HAYES TYPEWRITER CO 
HR.'HRS. E CONARD HAYS 
HRS. JAHES A HEDRICK 
HR.IHRS. JAIIES R HENDERSON 
HR.IHRS. LOREN DUANE HEN HAN 
IIR.IHRS. W TAFT HENRY 
HRS. RUTH NIDA HENSLEY 
HR.'HRS. A E HERRINGTON 
MR.IIIRS. JOE WAYNE HIGGINBOTHAII 
HR.IHRS. JERRY W HOGAN 
HR. HENRY T HOGG 
MR.IHRS. GERALD WAYNE HOGGARD 
HR.IHRS. D L HOLBROOK 
HR. B. L. HOLLAND ~R 
DR.IHRS. J NORRIS HORN 
MR.IHRS. HOHER RAY HORSMAN 
IIR.IHRS. CLARENCE CLIFTON HORTON 
HR .. 'HRS. ALTON JOHNATHAN HOWARD 
HRS. JAHES T HOWARD 
DR.IHRS. THOHAS MEDFORD HOWARD 
MR. FORREST ADMIRAL HOWELL 
HR.'"RS. RONALD DEWEY HOWELL 
MR.'HRS. WESLEY HOWK 
HR. J W HUBBARII JR 
HR.IMRS. JULIUS LEON HUDDLESTON 
MR.IHRS. HYRON HUDSON 
HR.IHRS. DONALD R HUFFHAN 
HR. JOE HUFFMAN 
MR.'HRS. GEORGE HUFSHITH 
HR.IHRS. JAIIES ROBERT HUHPHREY 
MR. ALI.EN K HUNT 
IIR.'MRS. PAUL E HUSTON 
HR.IHRS. HARRY LYNN HUTCHISON 
IDEAL SHOP 
HR.IHRS. DWIGHT IRELAND 
HR. HICHAEL WAYNE IRELAND 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES EDDIE 15011 
HR.IIIRS. JOSEPH F. JACKSON 
HR.'HRS. RANDALL ROY JACKSON 
HRS. KATHRYN REEVES JEAN 
DR.IHRS. TRAVIS WAYNE JENKINS 
HRS. REX JOHNS 
DR.IHRS. DAVID II JOHNSON 
HR.IHRS. RICHARD A JOHNSO~ JR 
HR.IHRS. ROY W JOHNSON 
HR.'HRS. 'WAYNE RICHARD JOHNSON 
HR.'KRS. AL JOLLY 
HISS KAREN ANN JONAS 
HR .IHRS. JAMES DOYLE .!ONES SR 
HR. 'MRS. JAHES LAWRENCE .JONES 
HR. RICHARD D JONES 
DR. 'HRS,. WYATT M JONES 
HR.IHRS. BILLY CHARLES JORDAN 
IIISS KARYN LINNEA JORDAN 
DR.IHRS. SIDNEY KAHN 
HISS ELLEN KARNES 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT EUGENE KEITH 
HR.IHRS. DELNO WAYNE KELLAR 
IIR.&HRS. DON KELLER 
HR.'HRS. JAMES L KELLEY 
DR.IHRS. ROHN TYSEN KENNINGTON 
DR.IHRS. DAVID RAY KERNODLE 
HR.IHRS. WILBURN KlNCANNON 
KING'S INN 
DR. RAY KINSLOW 
HR.IIHRS. -ULI.Y DEAN KIRBY 
HR.SHRS. D R KIRBY 
HR.IHRS. HARK ALAN KIRK 
HR.IHRS. PAUL GREY KITE 
HR.IKRS. JAKES RAY KNIGHT 
HR.&MRS. IIYRON D KOLB 
KROGER CO 
MR.&MRS. JERRY KUCERA 
KWCK 
LACKIE TILE CONTRACTOR 
MR. 'MRS. GUSSIE LAHBERT 
MI88 TINA RONETTE LAHH 
MR. 8TEVE LAND 
MR.IHRS. STERLING LANE 
HR.IHRS. DARRELL LANFORD 
HR.'HRS. C IIALFRED LANTZ 
HR.IHRS. JOHN LASATER 
HR. RALPH LAIIRENCE 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT MICHAEL LAWYER 
HR.IHRS. VIRGIL LAWYER 
HR.IHRS. DRAKE ZACHARY LEE 
HR.IHRS. DON OELZE 
MR.IMRS. TIMOTHY ALAN OLREE 
DR.IMRS. DENNIS MICHAEL OROAN 
MR.IHRS. BERNARD ORZECH 
HR. JESSIE a OSBURN 
HR. RICHARD OSTER 
NR. ROBERT L OTT 
HR.IKlS. EUGENE THOHAS OUZTS 
MR. JOE H OVERlEY JR 
HR.IMRS. ERVIN ODEAN PARKER 
HR.IHRS. RONALD CLIFFORD PARKER 
HR;IHRS. CHARLES E PARKS 
PARRISH JEWELRY 
DR.lftRS. NDRHAN A PARROTT 
HR.IHRS. PAUL DAVIS PARTEN 
MR.IMRS. JOSEPH L PATE 
NR.IHRS. JIHHY ELDRIDGE PAUL 
HR. TERRY HICHAEL LEE MR.IMRS. JIM PEACOCK 
HR .IMRS. COLEHAN LAFAYETT I.EHHONS HR. 'MRS. CHARLEG PHILLIPS 
HR. HUSH KENNETH LEOPARD HR. 'MRS •. BRUCE JOHN PILLER 
HR.IHRS. JOE LEWIS LESLIE HR.IMRS. CHARLES PITTHAN 
HR. J E LIGHTLE JR PITTS. DES MOINES STEEL 
ESTATE OF W H LIGHTLE ESTATE HR.IHRS. ROBERT PLATT 
HR. HARRELL Q LILLY HISS DEBORAH LEE PLUII 
LINDSEY I _ASSO PO,LAR STAINLESS PRODUCTS 
HR.IHRS. RAD LITTLE HR.'HRS. R C POLK 
HR.IHRS. LOGAN 
HR. LARRY R LONG 
HISS HARY CATHERINE LONG 
HR.IHRS. JERRY LOUTZENHISER 
HR. C A I.OVE 
MR.IHRS. WAYNE A LUALLEN 
HR.IHRS. JOE HAC LYNN 
MRS. WILLIAH B LYNN 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT KILPATRIC LYON 
HRS. HARY M HACHEN 
HR.IMRS. HERLE D HANLOVE 
"R.IIIRG. JAHES S MAPLE 
DR.IHRS. THEODORE JOSEPH HAPlE 
HR.IKRS. LOWELL HARCHANT 
HR.I"RS. DA~ID JAMES HARSHALL 
HRrIMRS. 80lBY JOE HARTIN 
HR. KENNETH C. "ARTIN 
DR.'HRS. PERRY IIASON 
DR.IHRS. FRED H MASSEY 
MR.IMltS. CHARLES D HAXWELL 
KR.IHRS. EDWARD L HAXWELL 
MR.IMRS. JA"ES MAY 
HR. JOE MAY 
HR.IUB. FRANk EDIIARD IIC KENNEY 
MR.INRS. HA~SHALL R HC REE 
HR. J C HCCALEB JR 
HRS. J N HCCALEB 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH THOHAS HCCAULEY 
HR.IHRS. DAVID ESTEL HCCLUGGAGE 
MRS. BOYCE V HCCORD 
HR. ROBERT ROSS HCCORHICK 
HR.IHRS. JOE HCDONIEL 
HR.INRS. D L. HCENTIRE JR 
HR.IHRS. ROY ELLIS HCGEE 
HR.IMRS. LARRY J HCKEAN 
HR. JOHN MCKINNEY 
DR.IHRS. DONALD C HCLAREY 
HR.IHRS. J N HCMACKIN 
DR. R H HCMINN 
DR. KENNETH R HEACHAK 
MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY 
MR.INRS. DONALD L HEREDITH 
DR. PHILIP HAYDEN HERRELL 
MR.lftRB. C RAY HILLER 
HRS. HOWARD NILLER 
HR. R 0 HILLS 
MR.IMRS. S H HINOR 
HR.IMRS. WILLIAH THOHAS MITCHELL 
HR.INRB. JESSE W HOORE JR 
HR.IHRS. BOB PORTER 
MR.&HRS. JOE A POWELL 
HR. LEE F POIIELL 
HR.IHRS. LARRY W PREWITT 
HR.IHRS. SAH"Y DOYLE PRICE 
DR.IHRS. DEAN 8LACKBURN ,RIEST 
HR.IHRS. JOEL GRAY PRITCHETT 
DR.'HRS. CHARLIE WAYNE PROPST 
HR. KENDALL BOOTH RAND 
DR. C E RANSOH 
HR.'HRS. KEVIN DEAN RAYNER 
RAZORBACK CONCRETE CO 
HR._HRS. GEOROE DALE REASAN 
DR.&HRS. JOE L RECTOR JR 
HR.aHRS. ROBERT H REDDING 
HR.'HRS. GERALD, W REED 
HR. RILEY ALLEN REED 
HR,S. HARY E REEt. Y 
~OBERT H R,EEL Y JR 
HR.IIIRS. E D RE.YNOLDS 
HR.'HRS. T G REYNOLQS 
HRS. CLAUDE A RIcHARDSON JR 
RIDOUT LUHBER CO 
HR.&HR~. OENNlS R08ERTSON 
HR.&HRS. HARVIN ROBERTSON 
HR.&HRS. WILLLIAH H SHORT JR-
IIR.iHRS. STANLEY SHU 
HR. HAROLD R SIGMUND 
MR.&MRS. JOHN OURSLER SIMHONS 
HR.'"RS. RUSSELL SIHHONS 
HR.IHRS. BUEL SHITH 
MRS. CATHLEEN H SHITH 
MR.IHRS. DOYLE E SIIITH 
HR.IHRS. HERB SHITH 
IIR"HRS. HERBERT SHITH JR 
HR.'HRS. HERHAN SHITH 
liS. KATHRYN SMITH 
HR.IIIRS. MICHAEL J SHITH 
HR. R W SHITH 
HR.iHRS. RANSOH SHITH 
HR. W. H. SHITH 
SIIITH-VAUGHAN 
MR.&IIRS. RALPH K SHOOT 
HR.'HRS. CLEO H SORRELLS 
MR. 'HRS. HERHAN BUEL SPURLOCK 
HR.&HRS. CLARENCE E STANLEY 
IIR.&MRS. JIH ERNEST STANLEY 
HR. KELLY B STARK 
MR.IHRS. RALPH L STARLING 
HR.IHRS. THOHAS RALPH STATOH JR 
HRS. ERWIN STAUFFER 
MR. CECIL STERLING 
HRS. ALVIN OTIS STEVENS 
HR.IHRS. E C STEVENS 
IIR.SHRS. BRUCE tUEINTON STIDHA" 
STOTT'S DRUG STORE 
HR.'HRS. JOHN EDWARD STRAWN 
HR.'HRS. DONALD HALL STRINOER 
DR. BOB DALE STRINGFELLOW 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES R STROBLE 
HR. GLENN N·STUDEBAKER 
HR. PAUL CLAYTON SUHHITT 
MR.IHRS. JOHN C SUNDERLAND 
HR.IHRS. ROGER LOUIS SUTHERLIN 
HR.'HRS. HAHDEN EARLE SWAIN 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS ALDEN SWAYNE 
HR.'HRS. JIM SWINK 
HR.IHRS. JERALD DEAN SYKES 
HR.'HRS. KEVIN W TAYLOR 
HR.'HRS. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOR JR 
HR.IMRS. WILLIAM H TAYLOR 
HR.IHRS. 8URDETT HENRY TERRILL 
HR. THE BUG HAN INC 
HR. JACK THOHAS 
HR. ROY F THOIIAS 
HISS BILLIE C THONASON 
MR.IHRS. LEWIS L MOORE JR HR. 'MRS. ROBINSON HR.IMRS. BUY H THOMPSON 
NR.IKRS. HARLIN KEM HOORE HR.IMRS. JOSEPH T ROBINSON HR.IHRS. J B THOMPSON JR 
HR .INRS. OSCAR MOORE IIR. LLANO ROBINSON THOHPSON CO INC 
MRS. W ROY NOORE MR. NOBEL ROBISON HR.IHRS. GLENN F TILL 
HI.IMRS. WESLEY WAYNE MOORE HR. ROBERT H ROBISON HR. C DAVID TIHHONS 
MISS DIANE MARIE MOREY HR.&HRS. JOSEPH CHARLES ROE HRS. ELLA LEE TODD 
HI.IHlS. PAUL EDWARD HORGAN HR.IIIRS. JAHES V ROGERS HR.IHRS. C. E. TOLAND 
NR.INRS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE MOROAN HR. BYRON ROIIAN HR. TED B TOH 
HR. JOHN LEE MORRIS HRS. WADE RUBY HR. DEROL TREAT 
HR.IHRS. RAY"OND S HORRIS HR.IHRS. WILLIAII FAY RUSHTON MR.'HRS. J 8 TROTTER 
DR.IMRB. WILLIAH ALFRED MORRIS DR.IMRS. D E RUSSELL DR.IHRS. JAMES BRUCE TROTTER 
"R.IHRS. ~IRlJll, HO,RISON DR.IHRS. JOHN H RYAN HR.IHRS. ROBERT TROUlHAN 
HRS. ANNA S "ORTON DR.'"RS. WILLIAH HICHAEL SADLER HR.IHRS. BUFORD, DEES TUCKER 
NR.INRB. REUBEN o ,MORTON HR.SMRS. JOHN DEXTER SAHKONS HR.IHRS. TED TUCKER 
DR.IKlB. DIlEN 8ERNARD HOSELEY HR.IHRS. DOUGLAS E SANDERS HR.'HRS. ALFRED GILLIS TURMAN 
MR.INlS. OEORGE RANDALL HULVANEY HR.'HRS. LOUIS SANDERS DR.'HRS. ERIC OWEN TYLER 
HI.IIIIS.RAYMOND MUNCY . IIR.IHRS. ANDREII F SAUNDERS III UNCLE DUDLEY'S 
HR. JAMES V NURPHY HR. 'MRS. DAN SCHROCK HR.IHRS. CHALDON KARK VAN RHEENEN 
HR.IHRS. MALCOLM HURRAY t DR.&HRS. STANLEY S SCHWARTZ HR.IHRS. LANCE VAN TASSEL 
HRS. JIM HUSICk ' HR.IIIRS. DAVID WEBB SCOBEY JR VAN-ATKINS 
NR.IMRS. THOMAS R NANCE DR.'HRS. R08ERT WAYNE SCOTT HR.IHRS. JESSE LEE VANHOOSER 
N~TL ASSOC OF INTERCOLLEG SEARCY YAHAHA SALES HR.'HRS. JOHN RICHARD VANWINKLE 
HIt·IHlS. CHARLES ROIERT NEAL MISS PATTIE SUE SEARS HR.'HRS. E L VAUGHN 
MR.IHRS. JASPER T NEAL HR.'HRS. JOE TOLBERT SEGRAVES HR.'MRS. CHARLES RICHARD VENABLE 
HR. WIlLIAH " NEAL HR.'HRS. RONAI.D WII.LIAH SEHANEK HR.'HRS. DILLY D VERKLER 
MR ... RS. CLEAON NEELY DR.'"RS. EDWARD GRANVILLE SEWELL MR.'HRS. RICHARD QUENTIN VETETO 
HR.IIIIS. DONALD R NELSON HR.IMRS. ERNEST SEWELL HR.aIlRS. HANFRED H VOCK 
NR.IHlS. EARL NEWKIRK HR. 'MRS. CLAYTON G SEYHOUR W I W FORO SAl.ES · 
LOUIB NIELSON TRUBT HR.IHRS. ROBERT DON SHACKELFORD HR.IHRS. JAHES FRANCIS WAKE 
HR. LUCIAN DWIGHT NOBLE HR .IHRS. PAUL B SHANKS HR. JAHES S.TEVEN WALDEN 
HR.IHRS. HAROLD E NORWOOD HISS IIARY NELL SHANNON HR. DAVID VESTER WALDRON 
HR.IHRS. IRUCE A. NUNNALLY HR.IHRS. HORRIS WAYNE SHAPPLEY DR.'HRS. RICHARD ~WALKER 
HR.IMRB. JOHN WARREN NUNNALLY MR.1HRS. BOB·SHAW HR.IHRS. SAHUEL DOUaLAS WALKER 
MR. KEVIN O'LEARY HR.'HRS. JOHN ANTHONY SHELLY HR.IHRS. ARVEL LEON WALL 
MR.INRS. DAVID H O'NEIL _, . HR.'HRS. WAYNE HORRISSHELTON HR. WAYNE M WALLACE 
HI.IIIIS. OLEN D ODEN ... J, t HRS. DEWEY SHIRLEY HR.'MRS. WII.L1AM THONAS WALLACE 
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"R.'"RS. C CLAYTON WALLER 
"R .IIIRS. R L WALLER IIR. '"RS. LYLE EDWARD DAIIIS "RS. GUS DUFFEY 
IIR. E. H. \lALLEY IIR.&"RS. ROBERT E DAIIIS I1R.II1RS. CHARLES ROBERT GUIl.D 
/lR. CHARLES J WALTERS "R. IIIRS. WAYNE DAIIIS IIR. ROBERT E GUNTER 
MR .'"RS. JA"ES CHRISTOPHE WAl TEftS DAIIIS CLOTHING DR. '"RS. WILLIAII JOE HACKER JR 
"R.'"RS. FELIX BURRELL WALTON DAIIIS ELECTRIC CD IIR. WAl.TER HADl.EY 
I1R.'"RS. TONY WALTON IIR.I"RS. LAWRENCE DEAN I1R.II1RS. HAGE 
I1R .IIIRS. THO"AS LEE WAR"ACK "R. '"RS. RICHARD THO"A9 DEAN I1R. '"RS. SAil HAGGARD 
"R.'"RS. DENNIS ODELL WARIIATH DR.I"RS. RAY DEAN DEARIN IIRS. JOHN HAllEY 
IIRS. DADtE WARREN HR. RANDY DEATON I1RS. BERTHA HALLEY 
I1R. WAYNE WARREN' "R.IIIRS. W. P. DEESE I1R.&/IRS. WILLIA/I H HANDY 
IIR.'MRS. 8f.VERLY QUINN WATERS "R.'"RS. HENRY DALE DEETER IIISS ALEXINE HANKINS 
I1R.lI1RS. RADFORD LEON WATSON "RS. "ARY A DEGRAW MRS. BRENDA HARBISON 
I1R.II1RS. ERNEST E WEARE "So JANICE DEYORE I1R.IMRS. BILLY CLAY HARRIS 
I1R . '"RS. CHARLES LESLIE WEEKS "R. KENNETH DICKEY "R.IMRS. LARRY ALAN HARRIS 
I1R. &"RS •. IOHN MONTGOIIERY WEETER IIR. IIIRS. RALPH ERNEST DIEHL IIR. &"RS. LUTHER DELBERT HARRIS 
I1R. '/IRS. GEORGE W WELKER IIR .'"RS. RAY CLAYTON DILLER IIR. IIONTE HARR,IS 
I1R : '"RS. RICHARD L WELLS "R.I"RS. LYNN STROUD DIXON HARRIS CAFETERIA 
MISS RUBY JEAN WESSON IIR. II 5 DIXON MR.'"RS. RALPH DALE HARTIIAN 
IIR.&MRS. EARL I. WEST IIR.IIIRS. DEENER DOB8INS JR I1R.IMRS. IIARVIN W HASTINGS 
I1R.3I1RS. HERIIAN IRA WEST DOBBINS INS INC I1R. KENNETH HATFIELD 
IIISS JANET JOYCE WEST "R.IIIRS. CARTER DORRIS JR MRS. JAMES HAYES 
DR. W B WEST JR IIR.IIIRS. KENNY LARUE DORSEY I1R.&MRS. CHARLES HAYNES 
MR.&IIRS. GERALD C WEST JOHN IIR.IIIRS. TROY ,PATRICK DORSEY DR.&IIRS. GEORGE T HAYS 
MR. EDWARD WHITE "R.I"RS. THO"AS ALLEN DOUGLAS HEADLEE DRUG STORE 
I1R.IMRS. JIIIIIY B WHITE DRYER'S SHOE STORE MR.&MRS. C T HEADRICK 
MR.&MRS. JOHN WHITE IIISS JANET KAY 8ANTA "R.&"RS. R. 9. CHAP"4N HR.'"RS. LARRY JOE DYKES IIR.&MRS. JAIIES LEWIS HEATH 
IIR.SMRS. JOHN CAHP WHITE IIR.IIIRS. LEN LOUIS BANTA HR.I"RS. WILLIA" R CHAP"AN DR.I"RS. W IRA DYKES HR.1MRS. ERNEST RAY HEDGECORTH 
DR.SMRS. JOHN IIICHAEL WHITE IIR.'"RS. DWAYNE BARBER "R.IIIRS. PHILIP L CHAYIS NR.I"RS. WILLIA" E. EARNHART HELENS CLEANERS 
MR. 'MRS. ROBERT LEE WHITE "R. JACK BARBER "R.IIIRS. CALVIN DALE CHERRY "R.'"RS. DONALD R EARWOOD I1R.1HRS. ADRIAN B HENDERSON 
HR . 5 D WHITE JR "Rs •• 10 BARNES "R. ROBERT WAYNE CHICK HR.I"RS. "AURICE EASTERLINB I1R.1IIRS. LARRY BERNARD HENDERSON 
MR. D. H. WHITEHEAD IIR.IIIRS. "ICHAEL BARRINGTON DR.IHRS. JA"ES B. CHILDS IIR.IHRS. WOODROW EASTERLINB HISS REBEKAH HENDERSON 
MR. r.HARLES WILBURN "R.'HRS. BILLY WOODFORD BARRON IIR. c. 0 CHRISTIAN SR HR.I"RS. HARVEY H EAVES MRS. FLORENCE HENRY 
I1R.'"RS. CECIL BURT WILKERSON DR.IHRS. RUFUS BIGBS BARTON JR HR. FLOYD E CHUBB JR HR.'"RS. JA"ES CURTIS ECKERBERG HR.&MRS. AliOS L HENSON 
DR.3I1RS. CURTIS WILLIA"S "R.I"RS. TI"OTHY BRIAN BASS CHUCKS TOP SHOP "R.I"RS. E C EDWARDS MISS AUBREY HEWEN 
JAMES F. WILLIAIIS HR.IIIRS. CLAUDE A BATES JR DUIlAS CltURCH OF CHRIST liS. W R ELDER "R.lI1RS. KARION L HtCKINGBOTTO" 
or(. &IIRS. WILLIAII DONALD WILLIA"S IIISS HARGARET J BATEY JACKSOHVIlI.E CHURCH OF CHRIST liS. JANIE ELKINS IIR. '"RS. CHARLES VERNON HICKS 
MR. &liRS. E B WILLOUGHBY I MR. JI" BAXTER "ALDEN CNURCH OF CHRIST NR .I"RS. GENE A ELLIOTT HR.lIIRs. HAROLD HIl,Gf.RS 
MR. STUART V WILLSON "R .I"RS. VENTON E. BEACH WATERVIEW CHURCH OF CHRIST "R. IIICHAEL HOWARD E"ERSON MR .'MRS. ARVIL E HILL 
MR.&MRS. A GEORGE WILSON IIR.I"RS. ROBERT L BEARD CITY fIMAMCE CO "S. BARBARANEI.LE " ENGELBERG MR. HERBERT HOFFHAN 
DR.&MRS: ARTHUR N WILSON JR "R.I"Rs. RONALD REX BEASLEY HR.IHRS. CLE"ENCE B CLARK DR.I"RS. DONALD CARHICHAE ENGLAND MR.II1RS. W. K. HOFFHAN JR 
MR.I"RS. CARL 8 WILSON HR.IIIRS. HAROLD GEORGE BECKER JR IIR. HARRY CLARK JR IIR.I"RS. BERT ENGLISH MR.'MRS. TYRUS VERN HOGAN 
DR.lHRs. JOHN F WILSON "R.IIIRS. KENNETH E BECKLOFF HR.I"Rs. JA"ES N CLARK , IIR.'HRS. CLYDE ERWIN IIR.IMRS. KENNETH HOLLINGSWORTH 
IIR. STEVEN LYNN WILSON "R. "IKE BEEBE HR.'"RS. DWAIN LEE CLAXTON IIR.'MRS. HAYDEN ORVIS ESTES HR.'HRS. ALTON A HOLLIS 
HR.'HRS'. WELDIN WIHBERLY "R.'"RS. JAN DENNIS BEESON HR.'HRS. L. B. CLAYTON "R.I"RS. EYERETT w. EYANS MR.1HRS. JERRY BRADSHAW,~OLLIS 
MR.'"Rs. KENNETH WINNETT "R.I"RS. TERRY A BELL HR.IIIRS. CARL el.E" "ALVERN FA"ILY "EDICAL CENTER HRS. ROBERTA HOLLIS 
MR.&MRS. DAIIID LEE WINTER "R. WAYNE T BELL IIRS. PAUL CLEHHONS "R.I"RS. DURELL FANT IIR.'"Rs. DONAVAN EUGENE HOL"AN 
"R.'"RS. WILLIS WITT HR.INRS. DAYID BRUCE BENNETT MRS. JOSEPHINE CLEVELAND DR. ROBERT DAVID FANT I1R. CHARLES HOLT 
I1R.1I1RS. RICHARD EDWARD WOLFE "R. J F 8ERRY SR HR.'HRS. EARL CI.EVENGER "R.I"RS. R LARRY FARMER MR.'"Rs. CARL R HOLTIN 
MR. V .1 WOOD HR.I"RS. SA""IE LEE BERRY IIISS AGNES CLIETT "R.I"RS. W COOLIDGE FAULKNER "ISS NEVA IERNICE HOOF NAGLE 
MR.~MRS. DOUGLAS H WOOTEN HRS. "URIL ERVIN BERRYHILL HR.I"RS. H. E. CLOER "R. GERD FECHT 
I1R.IIIRS. JAHES LEE WORD IIISS LUCILILE BIGBERSTAFF "R.I"RS. LLOYD DALE CLOUD "R.'"RS. WILLIA" DAYID fIELDS 
IIR.SMRS. DAVID W WRIGHT "R.IIIRS. SA"UEL" BILLINGSLEY I1R. KENNY L COATES "R. WILLIA" F fIELDS, 
MR.IHRS. SHERHAN WYNN JR IIR.I"RS. JON CA"ERON BINKLEY IIR. WAYNE 0 COBB HR. RON FINLEY 
YARBROUGH OIL CO "R.I"RS. JOHNNY BLACKWELDER MR.'HRS. o. A. COCHRAN "ISS VIOLET FISHER 
MR.&MRS. JAHES 0 YINGLING JR "R.'"RS. ROBERT "ARYIN BLEDSOE HR. PRICE COf,FEE "R.I"RS. FRED WILLIAN fOGO JtI 
MR.&I1RS . JAMES P YOUNG IIR.IIIRS. TRAVIS POWELL BLUE IIR. E B COKER "R. ALAN JESSE fONYILLE -
IIR.I"RS. R G 80ATRISHT , MR.&I1RS. MICHAEL STEVEN COLE HRS. OPAL BURTON fORD 
"R .I"RS. JI)HN W BOLTON - HR. ORIIILl.E H. COLEHAN "R .I"RS. LYNDELL FOSTER 
"R. SOEI S BONG IIR. CLINT COLES DR.I"RS. R08ERT J FOSTER 
DR.I"RS. JA"ES BROOKS BORDEN MR.IIIRS. J I1r.OLLINS HR.I"RS. ALAN ROSS FREEHAN 
"RS. NORA LEE BORDEN MRS. UL[IENE COLLINS "R .I"RS. GEORGE DOUBLAS FREEHAN 
MRS. IDELL ABLES "RS. ROBERT J BOR"ANN COLONY SHOP "R.IIIRS. GEORGE KENNEDY FRENCH 
ACCENTS FROII BID "R.I"RS. RANDALL LOWRIE BOSTIC MR.&IIRS. WALLACE WAYNE COLSON "R.I"RS. JOHN FRENCH 
Century Club 
HR. IMRS. CULLEN ADAIR "ISS ELAINE JOY BOSIIELL HRS. ,J. RODNEY COl.VIN "R. '"RS. LARRY IIOODS FRENCH 
MR. &IIRS. ROBERT CHARLES ADA"S IIR. REES T BOWEN IIRS. P L CONNER "R .IIIRS. AQUIt.LA FOX FIICHS 
MRS. I1ATTIE G ADKINS "ISS ETHEL OIEL"A BRABBZSON MRS. HAIHI CONNOLLY "R. HUBH FULLER 
MR. RANDAL HARK ALBERS HR.IIIRS. "ICHAEL LEE JRADBURN MR. THOIIAS DANIEL CONWAY JR "R.IIIRS. JA"ES "ELYIN GABLER 
MR.~MRS. DWIGHT A ALBRIGHT IIRS. C L BRADLEY I1R.IHRS. BILL JEAN COOK "R.I"RS. FERROL C SAITHER 
HR.IIIRS. WILLIE ALCORN "R. JACK BRASS MR.lMRS. JERRY WAYNE COOK "R.I"RS. HUGH WORLEY GALYEAN 
IIR .II1RS. BILL ALEXANDER JR IIR.I"RS. JON NARK BRASHER MR. II1RS. ,JAHES RALPH COOKE IIR. I"RS. BILLY 8A""EL 
MR . BRIAN WALLACE ALEXANDER "R. OLENN BRECKENRIDGE IIR . aMRS. CHARLES EDWARD COOIIIS "R.'"RS. HELVIN WENDELL GANUS 
MR.IHRS. CEC'IL B. ALEXANDER HR.'"RS. RODDER LEE BREWER IIR.IIIRS. CHARLES '"ORRIS COOPER "R.I"RS. DAV-ID JOEL BARDNER 
MR. '"RS. WALLACE EDWIN ALEXANDER I1R.I"RS. WILLIAN EDWAR. IItID8ES MR. IHRS. ORDIS D. COPELAND "R. '"RS. HER "AN H. OARDNER 
MR. 'HRS. WILLIAH ALEXANDER "R .IHRS. DEE WAYNE IRISTOII ' MR .'"RS. FLOYD COPPEDGE "R. I"RS. JACK EUSENE BARDNER 
DR.IMRS. WYATT ROBERT ALGEE JR "R.I"RS. DEL HASON BROCK "R.IHRS. BOB CORBIN I1R.I"RS. WAYNE WALDEN GARDNER 
IIR .'"Rs. DANNY w. AU EN HR. 0 W BROOKS . HR. '"RS. BERNIE LEE COX DR. &HRS. DONALD PAUL BARNU 
MRS. LUTIE CALLEN HR.I"RS. REECE" BROOKS "R.I"RS. C.L. COX "R.I"RS. HOIIARD DUANE OARNER 
IIR. PAUL O,AVID ALLEN "R.l"RS. WENDELL WRIGHT BROO" JR HR.SMRS. JAMES ALLEN COX "R.I"RS. JACK SARNER 
IIR.&IIRS. HARVEY DALE ALLISON "R.INRS. LARRY STEYEN JROWN IIR.&HRS. KENNETH HONROE COX "R.'"RS. RONALD DALE OARNER 
MRS. BETTY LOU ALSTON "R.I"RS. KINO L BUCHANAN JR IIRS. I1ARGARET f. COX HRS. T B GARNER 
MR.'HRS. JOHN DAVID ALSTON JR "R.I"RS. WILLIA" LARRY BUFFALOE MR.'HRS. T A COX "R.I"RS. THEDNEL R GARNER 
MR.IMRs. DANE MAX ALTIIAN "ISS LUANNE E BUKOWICH IIR. TRAVIS COX IIR.I"RS. THO"AS GASKINS JR 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT RUDYARD AHIS DR.IIIRS. JAIIES RUSSELL BURCHA" IIR.IHRS. WILLIE DOYLE COX "R.'"RS. LLOYD WAYNE OENTRY 
I1S. REBECCA ,JEAN AIIOLE "R .IHRS. BILLY J BURCHETT MR. JIH CRAfT JR IIR. I"RS. ROBERT DANNY GERLACH 
MR.3I1RS . CARL T ANDERSON IIR.IHRS. R K 8URKE IIR. BOBBY CRAWFORD HR.I"RS. JOHN DAVID OIBSON 
I1R. 'MRS. ,JAIIES WILBUR ANDERSON lIR. '"RS. JOE WAYNE BURKS I1R. WILLIA" RICH"OND CRAWFORD "R. '"RS. DON GILBERT 
ANDERSONS RESTAURANT "R.I"RS. DAYID LEE BURNLEY HR. J T CRENWELGE "R.IIIRS. WALTER LOUIS GILFILEN 
IIR.IIIRS. GARY DALE ANDREWS HR. A " BURTON II I1R.IIIRS. HARK CREWS "R.I"RS. JA"ES TURNER SILUAH, 
IIR.IIIRS. ISAIAH B ANTHONY HR.INRS. JEFFREY JESSE BURTON liS. "ARY E CROCKETT "R.'"RS. JA"ES o. DIRDt.EY 
I1R. 'I1RS. ROBERT ARGO "R. PHILIP BURTON HISS HARY E CROCKETT "R. VERNON J GI,SS 
11155 GRACE ARI"URA IIR.I"RS. fINIS JAY CALDWELL JR IIR.S"RS. ROBERT BREWTON CRO"PTON IIR.ART GIVENS 
HR.'"RS. JERRY H ARI1STRONG "R. FOY CALDWELL HR.IIIRS. R08ERT " CRONIN HR.'"RS. ROBERT T GLENN 
IIR.IHRS. ADLAI ARNOLD IIRS. VICKI CALLAWAY "So CONSTANCE CROSBY "R. BILLY o. nLOVER 
IIISS LINDA GAIL ARNOLD IIR. HORACE B. CA"P DR.'"RS. GEORGE ROBERT CROSBY I1R.IIIRS. ROY ALLEN aOODART 
DR. KERHIT R ARY JR IIR. DAVID RAY CA"PBELL IIR.IIIRS. JOE CROUCH "R.I"RS. SHER"AN nOODE 
I1ISS IIARY "ARGARET ASHTON HR. A L CARLOCK IIR.IHRS. ALAN D CROWNOYER HR.IHRS. BENNY LOWELL BOODEN 
DR. E L AUSTIN HR .I"RS. ORYILLE J CARR HR .'"RS. TERRY KOR"AN CRUCE HR. IIIRS. LOWEll GOODEN 
MR.'"RS. TONY AUTREY "R. GARY EU8ENE CARTER "R.'HRS. JERRY CULBERTSON · - IIR.II1RS. CARL B 600BIIIN 
MR. DOUG AWTREY "R.I"RS. JIll CARTWRIDHT IIR.I"RS. HICHAEL RAY CUNNINGHA" HR. J. v. GOSNELL 
FAHILY SHOE 8 I C SHOES "R. ALAN CASEY , "RS. ERA CURTIS "ISS CATHERINE RE8ECC GOUlD 
IIR.I"RS. EDWIN OTIS BACK "R.I"RS. DERALD WAYNE CABEY "R.I"RS. HOWARD DEAN CURTIS HR.IIIRS. ROGER 8 BRAVES 
"R.IIIRS. RICHARD FREDERIC BAGGETl CASTERS Of ARKANSAS INC "R. JOHN F CUSHIIAN HR. ROGER C GRAVES 
HR. JERRY BAIN "R. PAUL A CATHEY IIR.I"RS. HARRY CYBULSKI HR.IHRS. ARTHUR "ICHAEl, GRAY 
DR.IIIRS. JOHNNY WRIGHT BAINES "R.S"RS. JA"ES W CATLETT "R.I"RS. KEYIN D DALAFAVE AUTIE GRAY 
IIR.I"RS. JAKES o. BAIRD IIR.IIIRS. BARY DEWAYNE CAUDLE I1R.I"RS. JA"ES WADE DANIEL HR.I"RS. £RAI8 DWAINE GRAY 
"R .I"RS. JOHN BAKER IIRS. JUANITA CAUTHEN IIR. IHRS. W L DANNER IIISS "YRNA JOYCE GREEN 
IIISS PEGGIE LOUISE BAKER "R. JERRY CAVENEAU DR.S"RS. DAVID E DARIPAH "R.I"RS. ROY ROGER GREEN 
"R.I"R9. WILLIA" ORVILLE BAKER JR "R.'HRS. KAY CAVIN IIR.I"RS. ROBERT HENRY jAUOHERTY IIR. EVERETT H GRIFFEr 1 
"R.IHRS. DAVID LAWRENCE BALDRIDGE "R.I"RS. DAVID W CHADWELL ODALE DAVENPORT HR.I"RS. JOHN P GRIffIN 
"R.I"RS. BRENT 8ALLARD IIR.IHRS. WALTER" CHADWICK IIR.'HRS. JOEL BARTON DAVIS IIR.'"R.S. JOHN R GROSs JR 
"R.'"RS. JOHN 'HUGH 8ANISTER IIRS. ETTA BELLE CHANDLER HR.I"RS. JOHN "ILTON~AVIS HR.I"RS. JOH~ STEYE BRUitS 
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IIR.I"RS. ROGER ALAN HOOTEN 
HRS. B L HOOTON 
"R. CHARLES R HOPPER 
"R.'"RS. WILLIE HORTON 
"R.I"RS.- WILL WALKER HOWARD JR 
"R. BAILEY E HOWELL 
"R. E H HUBACH 
"R. DAIIID HUBBARD 
IIR.IIIRS. J CLIFfORD HUDDLESTON 
"R.IHRS. CHARLES E HUEBNER 
"ft.I"RS. ROY HUNTER 
"R.IHRS. JOHN D HURLEY 
HR.I"RS. DANIEL LEROY HUTCHERSON 
"R.IIIRS. J. L. HUTCHINSON 
HR.I"RS. DAVID VIRGIL HUTSON 
HON. LELAND HYDE 
ITT~HIGBIE "FO CO 
"R.II1RS. CHARLES L JACKSON 
HR.I"RS. CHARLES THO"AS JACKSON 
"R.IHRS. JEFFREY A JACKSON 
"RS. THO"AS A JACKSON 
I1R.'"RS. WELDON JACKSON 
"R.I"RS. CHARLES F JACOB JR 
IIR.'"RS. WILLIA" HOYTE JARNAOIN 
IIR.I"RS. DENNIS DUANE JENKS 
"R.I"RS. BOBBY JENNINGS 
"R. CASA H JERRELS 
"R.I"RS. GENE EARL JESTER 
"R.IHRS. ANDREW WALDREP JOHNSON 
"R.I"RS. GLENN I JOHNSON 
"R.I"RS. J. ". JOHNSON 
"R. JA"ES WAtLACE JOHNSON 
"R.I"RS. JOE A JOHNSON 
"R.'"RS. RICKY LYNN JOHNSON 
"R.IHRS. STENNIS EUGENE JOHNSON 
IIR.I"RS. THO"AS LESTER JOHNSON 
HR.IHRS. STANLEY JOHNSTON 
H.A.RDlNU UNiVERSITY 
., ... , .·~. f ~ ..... _·~ ' J.""'~ _ 14 ~ ; 1 
· '. -,~ ~,',' ; ! .~jl:-J ;)~., it.,,.,. , .!:<"..... ,.. .. 
HR.'HRS. AUBREY T .NMlEI 
HR.SHRS. JAMES D JONES 
DR .IHRS. .JOE KE ITH .JONES 
HR.IHRS. HUREL JONES 
HR.IHRS. CHAR!.ES EDUARD JORDAN 
DR.SHRS. HICHAEL BENE JUST~S 
IIISS RUTH KA!.LENBACK 
HRS. HELEN KEARBEY 
HR.'HRS. JESSE NORRIS KEATHLEY 
HS. V.ICIE L KECK 
HR. '"RS. CLYDE ERSEL ,KEIRN 
HR.IHRS. DON A KEITH 
HR.IHRS. DAVID KELLER 
HR.IHRS. JOHN EDUARD KELLEY 
HRS. STEVE KELLEY 
DR. AGRIPPA S KELLUM 
DR.IHRS. ROBERT JOE KELLY 
HR.IHRS. UILLIAH GERALD KENDRICK 
HR. JOHN KENT 
HR.IHRS. JOHN E KERLEY 
HR.IHRS. A D KERNODLE 
HISS JOY KICKLIGHTER 
HR.IHRS. DEUITT T KIIHNL 
HR. JOHN UINZEL KIIHNL 
HR.'HRS. J D KING 
HR.IHRS. HYRON L KING 
KING I HlER 
HISS KATHlYN LEE KINBDON 
HR.'HRS. !.OUELL OLEN KIRBY 
HR.IHRS. FRANK B KIRKLIN 
HR.'HRS. ARNOLD DAVID KLEHH 
HISS FLORENCE F KLEMM 
HR.'HRS. LUDUIG A KLINKE 
MR. 'MRS. CECIL KNIGHT 
HISS RISE JEAN KNIAHT 
HR.SHRS. ROY C KNIGHT 
HISS LOU FRANCES KNOX 
HR.IHRS. GENE KOKEN 
HRS. CARL B KUHN 
LACKIE BLDG CONTRACTOR 
CHURCH OF CHRIST LADIES I CLASS 
HR.IHRS. DANNY LEE LAMB 
HR.IHRS. DAVID K LAMB 
MR. VIRGIL RANDOLPH 'LAMBETH 
HRS. PHYL!.IS LANCASTER 
DR.IHRS. DAVID 0 LAVELLE 
DR.IHRS. H G LAVELLE 
MR.IHRS. BYRON .KIHBERLY LAU 
DR.'HRS. JIMHIE DON LAUSON 
HR.lHRS. HARION DOUeLA! LAUYER 
HR. 'MRS. RICHARD COLVIN', LAUTER 
HR.'HRS. BILL LE FAN 
IIRS. JOYCE LEATHERMAN 
DR.'HRS. UILLIAM N LE"DBETTER 
MRS. un" M I.UHIHOER 
NR.,~S, ~LBERT GEORGE LE~~O~S 
DR.'"RS. ·lEONARD LEUIS 
IIR.'HRS. ROY LEUIS 
HR.'HRS. DAVID RANDOLPH LI~LARD 
DR.'HRS. CHUN KIL LIH 
HR. HICHAEL D LINGO 
HR.SHRS. RAYHOND E LITZKOU 
HR.'HRS. CHARLIE LOFTIN 
HR.lHRS. JEFF LOFTISS 
HR.aMRS. FLOYD 0 LORD 
IIRS. A LUCILE LOVELL 
HISS KAREN .JOANNE LOU 
HR.'HRS. STEPHEN RAY LOUERY 
HR.'HRS. ROGER ADRIAN LUALLEN 
HR. DOHALD R LUTHER 
HR.aHRS. JAHES EARL HACKEY 
HR.IHRS. JOE E HADDEN 
HR.'HRS. NORHAN E HADDEN 
HR.IHRS. THOHAS ALLEN HADDOX 
MISS LINDA JEAN HAHAN 
"AH'SELLE SHOPPE 
HR . JOHN H HAPLE 
IIR.I"RS. DOY J HARSH ALL 
HR.IHRS. 8RIAN CHARLES MARTIN 
HR.lIIRS. NORIIAN HARTIN 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT STANLEY "ARTIN 
DR.SHRS. WILTON YATES KARTfN 
HR. H J HASSlE 
HR.IHRS. ONEAL KENNETH MA9TER9 
HR.'HRS. JACK D MASTERSON 
HR. FRANKLIN UAYNE HATHIS 
HR. ELHER HAY 
HR.lHRS. TOSHIO MAYEDA 
HR.IHRS. IVAN HC KINNEY 
HR. JOHN EUGENE HCALISTER 
HISS HARlAN ELAINE "CCLAREN 
HRS. C B HCCLELLAN 
IIRS. WILLIE HAE HCCORKLE 
HR.IHRS. KENNETH D "CCRATIC 
HR.'HRS. GARY EDUARD "CDONALD 
HR.lIIRS. RANDAL B HCDONALD 
HR.'HRS. L REESE HCDOUOALD 
HISS FREEDA T HCELROY 
HR.IHRS: 8ILLY H. HCELWEE 
HR.JHRS. BRUCE HCFADDEN 
HR.&HRS. ELDRIDGE E HCFADDEN 
HR.'HRS. HUGW .HCHENRY 
HR.&HRS. A Y "C1LROY 
HR. W R HCINDOO 
HR.IHRS. HARK HARTIN "CINTEER 
HISS PEARL HCKENZIE 
HISS BARBARA KAY HCKlNNEY 
HR.I"RS. E H HCKINNEY 
HR.'HRS. HARK THURSTON HCLEAN 
HRS. HOWARD HCNATT 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
"R. F D MCNUTT 
HR.IHRS. MERLE "CPIKE 
"R.IHRS. J. I. MCQUIDDY 
HR.IHRS. COLEHAN MCRAE 
HISS JULIA RAE MCVEY 
HR.IHRS. K.C. MCUILLIAMS 
IIR.IHRS. RAYHOND LAVERNE HEADOUS 
HR.aHRS. HARRY DONALD MEDLEY 
HR. DONALD R HELTON 
HR.IHRS. GARY H HELTON 
HR.'HRS. JACK C "EREDITH 
DR. EUGENE HIEKLEY . 
HR.IHRS. HIKE HILLAR 
HR.IHRS. AUBREY LYNN HILLER 
HR.'HRS. BILLY E "ILLER 
HR .IHRS. CLARK KREYl.ON HILLER 
HR.IHRS. JULE L MILLER 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT HILLER 
HISS HELEN VERNETTE "INNS 
HR.'HRS. JOSEPH HENRY "ITCHEN 
HR.'HRS. GARY OLEN HIZE 
HR.IHRS. DAVID A HONTOO"ERY JR 
E I C AGENCY HONTOOMERY UARD 
HR.IHRS. ED"OND A. "ONT80"ERY 
HR.'HRS. R08ERT " HOON 
HR. L L HOORE 
HISS HARTHA JEANNE "OORE 
HR.I"RS. HICHAEL STEVEN "OORE 
HISS CATHERINE MOORES 
HR.I"RS. 0 GLENN HOREtAND 
ItR . 11IIt. IMt!Y !MYM£ 'Mlltl'" 
Hft.IMRI. U£SLEY PATCMELL 
HR.'HRS. H 0 PEEBl.ES 
HR. HICHAEL S PEEK 
HR.IHRS. KEVIN LEE PENICK 
J C PENNEY CO INC 
HR.IHRS. EDUARD LEE PENNINGTON 
HR.aHRS. 0 R PERKINS JR 
PERSON FURNITURE co 
HR.aHRS. JOHN R PETREE 
HR.IHRS. BILLY WALKER PETTY 
DR .IMRS .... OHN ERNEST PETTY 
HR.'HRS. L V PFEIFER 
HR.IHRS. DONALD PHEGLEY 
HR. WILLIAH W PHILLIPS 
HR. WEBB PlCKARD 
HR.IHRS. EDUARD LEE PIERCE 
HR.SHRS. RICHARD DAVID PIERCE 
HISS CATHY CAROLYN PIGG 
HR. ANDREU HARTIN PITT' 
HR. J C PlTT"AN 
HR.IHRS. GEORGE H PLEDGER 
HR.aHRS. HICHAEL VAN PLU""ER 
DR.SHRS. JACk DEAN POLAND 
HR. ODELL POLLARD 
DR. ARNOLD POSTLETHWAITE 
IIR.IHRS. ERNEST E POTTER 
HR.IHRS. JOHN POYNOR 
IIR. EUGENE L PRESCOTT 
HR.IHRS. LEON PRICE 
HR.IHRS. 8RIJCE R08ERT "ORGAN HR.'HRS. ROGER KEVIN PRITCHETT 
HR. VAN H HORGAN HR.IHRS. STEPHEN "ITCHELL PUCKET1 
HRS. HUOH HORRIS HR.'HRS. K 8 PURYEAR 
HR. ROSCO HORRIS HISS PATTYE LOVE PURYEAR 
'HR.IMRS. ROSCO T "ORRIS JR R I T HOTQRS 
HR.IHRS. JOSEPH RAYHOND HORTON JRHR.'HRS. ROBERT E RADER JR 
HR.IHRS. DONALD R "OSELEY IIR. PORTER CLAXTON RAGSDALE 
HR. BERT HULLENS HR.IHRS. E F RAHSEY 
MR.IHRS. RANDOLPH JAMES MULLIS IIR. GLOVER L RA"SEY 
HRS. BILLYE CORINNE MURPHY HR.SHRS. IICRAE RAPERT 
HR.IHRS. JANES OAKLEY "URPHY HR.IMRS. JOSEPH ANBROSE REA 
HR.IHRS. LAHBERT EDUARD "URRAY HR. CEREAL 
"R.I"RS. THOMAS F MURRAY HR.'"RS. TO" REAH 
HURRAY CONSTRUCTION CO IN DR. NANCY FAYE RECTOR 
HRS. ELIZAIETH P ""RRY HR.ltlRS. J DAVID REDDING 
HR.lIIRS. LLOYD MYERS HR.SHRS. GEORGE LYNN REEVES 
HR .IHRS. JILL Y J NANC'E HRS. T H REEVES 
"R. HONROE NARON "R.IHRS. B L REOISTER 
"R.INlI. A V MAl. HR. 'MRS. THOMAS MICHAEL REYNOLDS 
MR.IIIRS. ROIERT • MEIL 
DR.IHRS. CHARLES L NELSON 
DR.IMRS. TERRY WAYNE MELSON 
HR.I"RS. HAROLD L NESSER 
HR.'MRS. GERALD T NEVINS 
HR. JAHES NICHOLS 
HRS. ROBERT L. NICKS 
HR. BRENT LEE NOE 
HR.IMRS. JOIBY J NOLES 
HR. H A NORRIS 
"R.I"RS. JACK FRANCIS NORRIS 
JR.IHRS. KENNETH ' TINOTHY NORTH 
"R. RAYHOND W NOTIRASS 
HR. CHARLES K NU91AUM 
HR. DWIGHT O'IRIEN 
"R. UILLIAH EDOAR O'DANIEL JR 
DR.'"RS. "IKE ELKINS O'NEAL 
OAKLEY GARAGE 
"R.IHRS. BILL UAYNE OLDHAM 
DR.I"RS. FRANK OLDHAM JR 
"R.IHRS. OAYLE EDWARD OLEI 
HR.IHRS. JAHES GLENN OLREE 
"R.'HRS. GLENN E ORBAN 
MR. CARL R ORR 
HR. EDUARD CHARLES OSUALD 
HR.'"RS. HARVEY RODER OWEN 
HR.IHRS. STEVE OWENS 
"ISS ANN LOIJISE PACE 
HRS. HARGARET T PACE 
HR.IHRS. GARRY LEE PACK 
HISS VICTORIA HARDINe PAINE 
DR.IHRS. B J PARKER 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES LESLIE PARKER 
HR.IHRS. RUSTY PARKER 
HISS SHARON RATE PARKER 
HR. STEPHEN PARKER 
HR.I"RS. BRINY PARHENTER 
"R .IHRS. EDUARD " RICE' 
HR. BRICE K RICH 
HR. JACK RICHARDSON 
HRS. DORIS JANE RICHESIN 
HR. JAHES LAVERN RICHEY 
HR.'HRS; JAHES R08ERT RICKAUAY 
DR.IHRS. JOHN DELBERT RICKETT 
HR.'"RS. LAWRENCE EDWIN RICKS 
HR.'HRS. HARVEY W RIGGS· 
HR.IHRS. KELLEY RILEY 
HRS. 0 L RILEY 
HR.lIIRS. HOWARD H RIHER JR 
HR.IHRS. ANDY T RITCHIE JR 
HR.&HRS. CLIFFORD WAYNE RITCHIE 
"R. I JACK ROARK 
BENSON ROB8INS "ENS WEAR 
HR.JHRS. ALVIN THOHAS ROBERTS 
HS. ARDELIA T. ROBERTS 
HR. ARTHUR ROBERTS 
HR.IHRS. CLIFTON D ROBERTS 
HRS. EDNA V ROBERTS 
HR.IHRS. J DALLAS R08ERTS 
HR. ROGER ROBERTSON 
HR. DONALD ROBINSON 
HRS. VERNICE RODRICK 
HR.lHRS. JOE RODRIQUEZ 
HR.IHRS. OLIVER ELMO ROOERS 
KR.'HRS. VERNON ROGERS 
"R .. II1RS. ROBERT ROOT 
HR.'HRS. HARRY EUOENE ROSE 
tlRS. HICHAEL J ROSE 
BILL ROUSSELL lASSO 
HRS. HOHER ROULETT 
HR.II1RS. DAVID EARL SAIN 
HR. RICKY SAHMONS 
I1R. JAHES H SAHUEL 
HR . lHRS. GARY I1ARK SAHUELSON 
•• IMS. LeutS !WAttt SMlDS 
HR. UILLIAM N SANDERS 
HISS AL"A LUCILLE SA"'USON 
I1R. DONALD SAUTER 
HR.IHRS. LARRY SAWYER 
HR.'HRS. DANNY DEAN SCALES 
HR.IHRS. UILLIAH F SCHLAGEL 
HR.I"RS. ERIC WILLIAH SCHOL 
HS. LOIS JEAN SCHRAH" 
DR. CARL LINCOLN'SCHWEINFUR1H 
HR. HERNDON S SCOBEY 
HR.aHRS. HER HAN SCOTT 
HR. JANES F SCOTT 
HR.IHRS. JOHN A SCOTT JR 
HR.'HRS. PATRICK JA"ES SCOTT 
"R. ' BYRON SCROGGINS 
SEARCY FROZEN FOODS 
HR. FREDRICK H SELBY 
HR. KENNETH SELF 
HR.IHRS. LEROY SELLERS 
HR .IHRS. B lU SHAFFER 
HR.IIIRS. CHARLES WILLIAH SHAFFER 
HR.aHRS. VARON J SHANKLIN 
HR.IHRS. CLIFFORD ELI SHARP 
HR. JODY GENE SHEETS 
~]JJt_ ~~~v~lJ ] . ~~Hl .. ~~ 
HR. ALEX DALE SHELTON IIR.IHRS. CLIFTON ELROY TUGALE 
I1R.IIIRS. CLIFFORD LEE SHELTON DR . 1HRS. AARON LYNN TURNER 
HISS GLORIA SHEUHAKER I1R.&HRS. ROHAULDO H T"RNER 
HR.1HRS. J C SHEU"AKER HISS DONNA RENEE TYNES 
HR.IHRS. FLETCHER DOUGLAS SHIELDS MR. RANDLE LESUEUR UDEN 
DR. J W SHORE HR.IHRS. DONALD JOE UNDERWOOD 
HR •• HRS. PHILIP KEITH SHUNK HR. 'HRS. HAROLD VAl.ENTlNE 
HR.'HRS. BILL E UYNN SHUPE HR. HOWARD VAN EAT.ON 
HS. PATRICIA ANN SHURLEY HR.&HRS. IRVIN B VAN PATTEN 
IIR.'HRS. HARION PATRICK SIDES HISS LINDA LEE VAUGHN 
HR.IIIRS. JAHES CARROLL SIDLE MR.&HRS. BERNIE LEO VINES 
DR.IHRS. OEORGE NELSON SIHONDS HR.SHRS. LUKE VINEYARD 
HR .'"RS. BARY LEE SIHPSON HR .'HRS •. JOHN 8ERNARD WAGNER 
I1R.'HRS. JOHN PASCHAL SIHPSON HR.IHRS. BERNARD WAITES 
HISS REBEKAH D SIHS HR.IHRS. WILLIAH HUEY WAITES 
HR.IHRS. G. W. SINELE WAL HART RETAIL OUTLET 
I1R.'"RS. J R SINK HR. HOHER W UALDEN 
HR. JERRY SISK HR.IHRS. CHARLES RAY UALKER 
HR.'HRS. UOODY LEON SIZEMORE HR •• HRS. FRED E WALKER 
HR.I"RS. BOBIY G SKELTON HR.IHRS. LESLIE WALKER 
"R. EDWIN LAURENCE SKIDMORE HR.IHRS. GLENN RAY WALL 
HR.I"RS. O'NEAL SHELSER DR.'"RS. ROBERT CLARENCE WALLS 
DR.IHRS. IRUCE ELLIOTT SHITH HR.IHRS. FOWLER HCCOY UALTERS JR 
HR. CARROLL W SMITH HR. BUFORD WANN 
"R.I"RS. DONAL~ U S"ITH HS. VIDA HAE UATERS 
HR.IHRS. JEFFERSON FOSTER 9MITH HRS. ANNA WATSON 
"R. JIHHY G S"ITH HR.IHRS. BAILEY WATSON 
MR.'"RS. OREN LAWRENCE S"ITH HR. REX UATSON 
"R.lHRS. UILLIAH H S"ITH IIR.IHRS. RICHARD HAROLD UATSON 
NR. THO"AS GROVER SNYDER HR.'HRS. WENDELL H WAT90N 
HR.'HR'S. SOH" HR.aHRS. THO HAS UILLIAH UEAVER 
MRS. 0 0 SORY HR.IHRS. "ARVIN TERRY UEl.CH 
MR.SHRS. COLE"AN SPANN HR.aHRS. CARROLL J UELLS 
MISS FERRA SUE SPARKS HRS. HELEN H WELLS 
"ISS HARGARET LEE SPIKES HR.'HRS. JOSEPH DAVID UELLS 
HR.IHRS. DAVID LARRY 9TAOOS HR.'HRS. WILLIA" 8REWER UELLS 
"ISS HAUREEN SUE STANTON HR.SHRS. ROBERT LEWIS UENNER 
HR.IHRS. ROY DAVID STEELE 
HR. RAND.Y ALLEN STEGER 
STEPHENSON OIL CO 
HR.IIIRS. DANNY DAVID STEWART 
"R.IHRS. LEWIS HODRE STEUART 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH E STOKES SR 
HR.'HRS. lLOYD A STONE 
HR.IHRS. DAVID E STOTEL"YER 
HR.IHRS. SA" G STOUT 
"RS. BOBBIE C STREULI 
HR. ROBERT STUART 
HARDING GRAD SCH STUDENT ASSO. 
HR .'HRS. JOHN ". SULl.IVAN" 
HR.aHRS. DAVID SUTHERLAND 
HR.IIIRS. GORDON R SUTHERLIN 
HR.'HRS. THOHAS 0 SUTTLE 
HR.'HRS. EFTON G SWAIN 
HR.IHRS. ALSTONE L TABOR 
HR.'HRS. JAHES F TALKINATON 
IIR.IHRS. ROBERT TALLEY 
HR. JERRY FRANKLIN TATE 
HR. VAN TATE 
HR.I"RS. ALAN RAY TAYLOR 
DR.IHRS. HEBER TAYLOR 
HR.SHRS. JAHES LAUVON TAYLOR JR 
IIR.SHRS. JOE TAYLOR JR 
HR. JOHN D TAYLOR 
HR.&HRS. L G TAYLOR 
HR. W .1 TAYLOR 
HR.'HRS. LYNN HILTON TERRY 
HR.'HRS. IIARVIN WARREN THANNISCH 
THETA PSI 
HR.IHRS. BOBBY THOHPSON 
HR.'"RS. PHILlP WAYNE THOHPSON 
"R.IHRS. WESLEY TRAVIS THOHPSON 
HR.IHRS. ENOCH B THUEATT JR 
HS. FRANCES N THWEATT 
IIR.IHRS. CHARLES E TIBBALS 
HR.'HRS. THOHAS E TICE 
HR.'HRS. BILLY FLOYD TOHLINSON 
"RS. JAHES E WEST 
HISS ETTA I1AE WESTBROOK 
I1R.'HRS. ORANVILLE 8 UESTBROOK 
HR.II1RS. WILLIAH L WHARTON 
HR.IHRS. HOYLE FRED UHITE 
MR.SHRS. JAHES 5 WHITE 
HR . JEWEL G. UHITE. 
~R.IHRS. OTIS A UHITEHURST 
HR.IHRS. THOHAS CLARK WHITFIELD 
HR.&HRS. U. J. UHITHERSPOON 
HR.'HRS. DANIEL P UHITTY 
HR.IHRS. TERRY H WICKRE 
HR. T L UIDEHAN . 
"R.'HRS. DENNIS EUGENE UILLARD 
HR.IHRS. EDWIN J WILLARD 
HR.aHRS. ALVIN C UILLIAHS 
HR. CHESTER E WILLIAHS 
IIR.IHRS. CLAUDE WILLIAHS JR 
HR.IHRS. GARETH WILLIAHS 
HR.IHRS. JAHES R WILLIAHS 
HR. R LINDSEY WILLIANS 
HR. DONALD L WILLS 
I1R. CARLON B UILSON 
HR. CLARENCE UILSON 
DR.SHRS. HERHAN OLAND UILSON 
HR.IHRS. HURREY W UILSON 
I1R.'"RS. WILLIAH "ICHAEL UILSON 
HR.SHRS. BOB R WINTER 
HR.I"RS. CLARENCE ALLYN UOLFE 
HR. LEONARD H WOLTHAN 
I1R.'HRS. DOYLE U WOOD 
HR.IHRS. JAHES S UOODROOF 
HR.IHRS. EDUARD L UOODWARD 
HR.SHRS. STEPHEN BRUCE UOOlEY 
"ISS HELISSA JANE UORD 
DR.IHRS. ULYSS OENE UORD JR 
HR. LINDSEY H WRIGHT 
HR.IHRS. JON HARK WRYE 
HISS LOIS JUNE WYATT 
HR.IHRS. DEHPSY HAURICE TOHLINSONIIR.IHRS. HAROLD YARBROUGH 
HR.IHRS. JACk TOI1PKINS HR. W REAGAN YARBROUGH 
HR.II1RS. ALBERT C TRENT IIR. 0 J YOUNG 
HR.IIIRS. CARROLL TRENT ARTHUR YOUNG FDN __ 
HR.IHRS. JAHES B TRIBBLE HR.'HRS. ROBERT KELLEY YOUNGER 
I1R.'HRS. ~ILLtAH TROLLINGER 
"R. EVERETT TUCKER JR 
HR.1HRS. J. DAVID TUCKER 
HR. TIHOTHY DOUGLAS TUCKER 
YOUNGS WHOLESALE TIRE 
HR.II1RS. GEORGE SUI-SHANG YUE 
ZET1 BOTTLING CO 
HRS. DON ZIHPFER 
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Harding Friends , "R.a"RS. KEHNETH DARNELL HR. BOI aOWENS "R.a"RS. CHARLES DAYID JACKSON 
"R.'HRS. JOSEPH WILLIA" DARRAH "R.a"RS. DAHIEL JOE BRADY HR. JOHN T JACKSON 
MR.aMRS. BILLY D ABLES 
MRS. SUE ABLES 
HR.'"RS. C. C. DAI/OHERTY HR.llIRS. DOHALD J GRAHA" "R. ROBERT L JACKSON 
MR. DAYID W. ADCOX'JR 
"R. 'HRS. LARRY ALLEN DAUBHETY "R .aHRS. JA"ES " ,ORAY HR. S W JACKSON 
HR.'"RS. JOHN DAVID DAYENPORT KR. JEFF GREENE "R.a"RS. PAUL ALLEN JACOBY JR 
MR.IMRS. THURMAN LEOH AlEXAHDER 
MRS. WALLACE ALEXAHDER 
"R.'HRS. DAHIEL SCOTT DAYIDSOH "R.'"RS. JOHN DARREL OREENWAY HR.a"RS. DEWAYHE D JA"ES 
"R. 0 J DAVIDSON "R. TERRY ALAH BREEHWAY HR.aHRS. LARRY HORRIS .JA"ES 
MR.aMRS. CRAWFORD LEONARD ALLEN 
MR.'"RS. ROBERT J A"IS 
"R.a"RS. BOB DAVIS DR.'"RS. "ARTIN L OREER "R.'"RS. JA"ES DEVEREAUX JARRETT 
"RS. HELEN DAVIS "R.a"R~. GRIFFITH "R.IHRS. pEWAYNE JENKIHS 
HR.'"RS. JOHH HAWKIHS ANDERSOH 
HRS. TROY F AHDERSON 
"R.'HRS. JOHN W DAVIS ~R.a"ps. "AX EDWARD BRIBoa "R.l"RS. JOHHIE H JEHKINS 
MISS JUANITA KAY DAVIS H'I.'"RS. CLIFFORD LEE BUNH "ISS A"ANDA EARLIHE JESTER 
HR.IHRS. JOHN E ARCHER HR.'HRS. KIRK WESLEY DAVIS DR.aHRS. OEORGE P OUROANUS HR.'HRS. CHARLES GRAHVILL JESTER 
HRS. TRESSIE DAVIS "R. ORVILLE S GUTHREY "R.aHRS. DARRYL LE"AH JINKERSON HR. WOODFIN LEXIE AR"STRONG 
"5. DOROTHY Y ARNOLD 
HR.'HRS. ARTHUR 
MR . aHRS. W. G. DAVIS HR. PAUL EUOENE 8UTHRIE "RS. BETTY JOHNSOH 
HR.aHRS. DAVID ALAN DAWSON HR.'"RS. TI"OTHY DAYID HADLEY "R.'HRS. DONALD F JOHHSON 
HR. 'HRS. R. A DE"PSEY HR .'"RS. NEHON ' HAGl,ER "RS. HERBERT J JOHNSOH "R.aHRS. JAHES HAROLD ASHLEY 
DR.aMRS. TIHOTHY DALE ASHlEY 
MR.iHRS. JERRY LEE ATKIHSOH 
"R.I"RS. ROBERT J DE"UTH JR "R. LOWELL HAIHLIHE "R.aHRS. ROBERT LEE JOHNSOH 
"R. LEROY DENTOH "ISS JERA"Y AHH HA""ER "R.IHRS. RICHARD" JOHNSTOHE 
HR. a"RS. E HARRELL AUS,TIN 
I1R.a"RS. GAYLAND TIHOTHY AVAHCE 
"R.I"RS. THO"AS J DERRYBERRY "RS. LUCIHDA HAHKlHS "R.a"RS. BOB ALLAN JOLLIFF 
"R. B G DILLARD "R.aHRS. JAKES GUESS HANNAH "R.a"RS. WILLIA" P JOLLY 
HR.&HRS •. JOHN AVERITT 
HRS. E B BAGGETT 
HR.aHRS. DAVID S. DILLARD JR. HR. JA"ES R HAHHAH HR. CLEO E JONES 
DILLIN WEST PHOTOGRAPHY J. . "R.&HRS. JA"ES H HARtAWAY "R.aHRS. ERNEST "ILTON JOHES 
HR.aMRS. FRED JAHES tAILEY HRS. LOT-HE DINwt-ODIE, . "R.a"RS. LIHHlE HARBETT HR.'"RS: JACK 'JONU ' . 
"R. II E BAILEY "R. LIHUEL DIXON HRS. C W HARRIS "R. JA"ES AUSBIN JOHES 
HR.IHRS. THOHAS BUDD 8AIRD "R.aHRS. JOHN DOUOLAS BURHS "R. CARLTON DOLLAR "R. CHARLES HARRIS HR. JOE D JONES 
DR.IHRS. RICHARD CHRISTIA BAITHER HR.aHRS. WAYNE DOUGLASS BURRESS "R.IMRS. DAVID DORF"UELLER MR.a"RS. DOUO HARRIS MR. PERRIH JONES I1R. llOUGLAS WILSON DOUGHERTY "R.'"RS; ROBERT ELBERT HARRIS HR.aHRS. RANDY ALAN 'JONES 
MR.&MRS. DRU"HILLER "R.'"RS. TRUEL HARRIS " HR. RICHARD L JONES 
MR.lMRS. THOHAS HICHAEL BAKER HR. 'MRS. DAVID BURT ' ' " 
BAKF.R ' S PHILLIPS 66 HR.'HRS. WILLIAH EDWARD BUSH 
HR. CARROL WAYNE BALDIHG HR.'HRS. CUE BUTLER MRS. HAUDE DUDLEY HR.I"RS. ALLWYH B HART "R.aHRS. BARRY JONESHILL 
DR.'HRS. JAHES DAVID BALES SR HR.'"RS. BRUCE JAY BUTTERFIELD FRANCES OUEY "R.a"RS~ "ARSHALL KENT KART HAN HR.'HRS. A. J. JOSLIN 
HR.IMRS. JERRY BAtLARD HR. PERRY LYNN CAIN MR. ,JOHN~'Y I DUKE DR.'HRS. DAVID BENNETT HARVEY HR.'HRS. THO HAS GLENH JUSTUS 
MR.lHRS. JAMES H BANKS MR.'HRS. D R CALLENDER MR. KENNETH GRAY DUKE HR.a"RS. HAROLD "ARTIN HASKELL J' "ISS VIRGINIA ANH KAHH 
HR.&MRS. JOHN STEVEN BARBER HRS. AUDREY CA"PBELL MR,aMRS. RODGER WILLIS DUNCAN HRS. HELEN HATCH MR.a"RS. DOHALD KAHPENGA 
MR.&HRS. BILLY BARNES HISS LINDA KATHRYH CAHPBELL I1R.lMRS. HALL HARTEL DUNLAP DR.aMRS. DAVID LEE HATFIELD DR.'"RS. FLOYD FURHAN KEARLEY 
HRS. PATTI 8ARRETT HISS LOIS EDNA CAHPBELL I1R. VEARL JOE DURRINGTON HR. RICHARD HATFIELD "R.a"RS. ROGER D KEETON 
MR.lHRS. GLENN WAYNE BARRON HISS KATHLEEN CAHHON MR. SMRS. HERSHEL L DYER "ISS JANICE KAY HAIIUH.S "R.INRS. BARY CECIL KELLEY 
I1R. lMRS. JOHN C C ',YER JR "RS. SARAH HAIIKINS 
I1R. CARROLL JOHN EADES "R.aHRS. T D HAWKINS 
I1R.aMRs. JAHES WOODARD EA30N HR.'"Rf. DON HUGH HAYES 
I1R.&I1RS. RICK DONALD ELDRED HR.'"RS. CHARLES HAYNES 
DR.aHRS. GARY DOUGLAS ELLIOTT "R.aHRS. DAVID HAYS 
I1R . I1ERLE ELLIOTT HR. DUDLEY P HAYS 
MR. HORACE DUANE ELLIS HR.IMRS. ROSTEH FRANKLIN NEAD 
I1R, HOWARD ELLIS HR.IHRS. DON HEALY 
MR.aMRS. MELVIN JAHES EHBERSON HR.'"RS. RON HEITKE 
HR.&"~S. ENBLAHD HR.a"RS. PAUL P. HEHBREE 
HR. ARTIE ERWIH HR.'HRS. T. J. HENDERSON 
I1R.aHRS. HAROLD ERWIH HR.a"RS. H C HEHDRICK 
HR. HARK STANLEY EUBAHKS HR. EDWIN DALE HEHDRIX 
HR.'HRS. BRUCE WAYHE EVAHS HRS. LOUIS W HERDLICKA 
HR.'"RS. HUEL D. EVAHS HISS EDHA RUTH HERRING 
MR.aHRS. ARTHUR DOUGLAS FAIRLEY HR.'HRS. FRANCIS C. HERRIHO 
HR. PAUL FAIRLEY "ISS PA"ELA JO HESS 
HR.I"RS. ROBERT DEHHIS FAHT HRS. LOUISE HESTER 
"R.'"RS. LOWELL 0 FARHER HR. ELHER HETTINGER 
HR. 'MRS. WORLEY RUELL FERGUSON HR.aHRS. HIKE L HIATT 
"R. FRANK' E FERRELL I1R .IHRS. LAWRENCE HILEY 
"RS. ADA L. FIELDS HR.a"RS. RICHARD L HILL II 
HR. ROBBIE FINCH HR. 'HRS. J G HILLIS 
HR.aHRS. ED FISHER HR.I"RS. RANDY ARTHUR HIHER 
"R.'HRS. CHARLES R FITZGERALI HR.IHRS. DONN ROBERTS HINES 
HR.IHRS. J.D. FLIPPO HR. ROGER HER"AH HIHES JR 
HR.IHRS; DAN WARREH FLORENCE HRS. W E HINKLE SR 
HR. HAROLD FORD HR.aHRS. EVERETT HINTON 
DR.aHRS. JAHES L FOROASOH HR.aHRS. JAHES DAVID HOBBY 
HR. BOB FOSTE R MR .aHRS. JOHN H HODGE , 
HR.aHRS. DAVID WILLIAH FOUSS HR.'HRS. GEOFFREY HOLHES HODGES 
"R. CHARLES FOWLER HR. DAVE WILLIA" HOGAN 
"R.'HRS. HARRY ROIERT FOX JR "R.aHR.S. DAVID ALAN HOGAN 
DR.'HRS. LOYD 0 FRASHIER MR.IHRS. 8RADY HOGOARD 
HR.aHRS. FRAHK H FREESE HR.'HRS. BRIAH DREW HOGLE 
HR.aHRS. FRED "AYNARD FRIEND HR.'HRS. a V HOLEHAN 
"R.'HRS. ROBERT D FRY HR.'"RS. HAROLD EDWARD HOLLAHD 
"R .aHRS. KEHT BRIAN FULKS HR. '"RS. WH LLOYD HOLl.AND 
HR. WIRT BARTHEL MR.SIIRS. "IKE CANTERBURY 
MR.'MRS. GARY RAY BARTHOLO"EW HISS HELISSA ANN CARAWAY 
HR . 'HRS. VEREAL ALTEN BARTON HR. JERRY CARLEW 
"R.&MRS. TIHOTHY KEVIN BAUR "ISS LETHA CARROLL 
HR.'HRS. BERLEY BECK MR.'HRS. GARY E. CARSON 
HR.'HRS . TERRY LYNH ~ECK HR.'HRS. CLAREHCE H CARTER 
MR. IIYRON 8EEN MRS. DOROTHY CARTER 
MR. WATSON BELL IIR.'HRS. EDWARD DONALD CARTER 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH BELL HR.'HRS. J WARREN CASEY JR 
MISS NITA CATHRIHE BEHGE HR.aHRS. KING CASEY 
MR.IHRS. HICHAEL BENHETT "R.'HRS. SAMUEL F CASEY 
HR. 'HRS. VIRGIL TE.HPLE BENTLEY HR .a"RS. GUY C CASTLEBERRY 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT L. BEOI/GHER HR. ROBERT L CAUDLE 
HR. JAHES BERRY HR.'"RS. DEHHIS NEAL CELSOR 
"R.lHRS. MASON OTIS BERRYHILL CENTRAL ARK AHUSEMENT CO 
DR.aHRS. RONALD D. BEYER H~.IHRS. JACK CHAfFIN 
HR.'HRS. JIH BILLS HR.aHRS. JOHNHY CHESTER 
HR.aHRS. OHAR L BIXLER HRS. KENNETH CHRDS 
MRS. HELEN BLACK "R.&HRS. GARY LYNN CHITTY 
HR.aHRS. HOLLIS HAHSFIELD BLACK HORRO BAY CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR.'HRS. LEON 9LACK "R.iHRS. DAVID LEWIS CLARK , 
MR. PAUL H BLACkARD JR HR. FLOYD CLARK 8R 
HR. TOHM1£ 8LAKER HR.a"RS. JOHNNY TEE CLARK JR 
DR.&HRS. KARL RICHARD BLAHKENSHIP HR.'HRS. JOSEPH E CLARK 
I1R .'HRS •. JAMES ARTHUR BOBBITT HISS KATHRYN LAYONNE CLARK 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH E BOLEY MS. HADELINE C CLARK 
HR.&MRS. BILL BOLTON HR.aHRS. HICHAEL FRANK CLARK SOH 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAH ROBERT BONHER HR.aHRS. GUY CLAWSOH 
HISS VIRGINIA LEE BORDEN HR. HICHAEL HURRY CLEH 
I1R.IMRS. PAUL BOWERS MR.a"RS. ERHAN J CLEHENT 
MR.aMRS. HOWARD GLENN BOYD HR.'"RS. PHILLIP J CLEHENTS 
MR.aMRS. REECE VERNON BOYD HR.'HRS. EDWARD TED CLINE 
MR.&MRS. ROGER EUG£NE BOYD MISS HARILYH JANE COBB 
HR .. &HRS. VIRGIL BOYD HRS. CHARLES COBLER 
MR.&HRS. HAROLll BOYETT HR.aHRS. ROBERT LEROY COBURH 
MR.KMRS. STEPHEN A BOYLE HISS ROBERTA JEAN COHEA 
MR.\HRS. JOSEPH LOWELL BOZARTH HR.aHRS. CHARLES RAYHOHD COIL SR 
MR.aHRS. CHARLES PRESTOH COILE HR.IMRS. AHDREW GRAF FULLER HR.'HRS. CHARLES L HOLLAWAY 
HR.'HRS. BOB COLE HR.a"RS. HARRY LA~E FULLER I1R.&MRS. RANDAL KENT HOLLOWAY 
MRS. LOUISE BRADFORD 
I1R.lMRS. DAVID RAYHOND 8RADLEY 
MR. RUFUS BRADLEY 
HR.IHRS. 8RADY 
MR. rOLEHAN BRADY 
I1R,IHRS. JOHN B BRAGG 
MR. H R BRECKENRIDGE 
MISS tILLIAN BRECKENR1DGE 
MR.aMRS. GARY THOHAS BREDNICH 
HR. BEN BRENTS 
HR.IHRS. HIKE BREWIHGTON 
HR. BILL 8REWSTER 
HISS RHOHDA LYHN BRID6ES 
HR.IHRS. GLEN A BRIGGS 
HR. DON 6REGORY BRIHBERRY 
HS. HARlE BRINN 
HR.IHRS. THO"AS DAVID BRISTER 
HS. VIROIA L BROOKS 
BROOKSHIRE TIRE 
DR.'HRS. ARHOLD ROBERT BROIIH 
DR.IHRS. BILLY JOE BROWH 
HR.aHRS. DOUOLAS E BROWN 
HR.'HRS. LARRY ALAH BROWH 
"R.'HRS. ROBERT S BROWH 
HR.IHRS. STEVEN LEE BROWN 
HR.aHRS. BRUIELLY 
HISS PAULA LA FAYE BRUNBELOW 
"R. BOYD BRYAN 
MR.a"RS. JOSEPH HILL IRYANT 
HRS. 9URNICE BRYLES 
HR.a"RS. LARRY R BUCK 
HISS BEVERLY AWN BUCY 
"R. LONNIE L BUIE 
HR .'HRS. CHRIS RAYMOND BULl.ARD 
HRS. DNA D BULLOCK 
OR. GRAHAH BENHETT BURCHAH 
HR. CLYDE BUR6E 
"R.aMRS. J L BURBESS 
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, HISS AHY ELIZABETH COLE HAN HR.aHRS. JERRY DEWAYNE'BALLHAH MR. LARRY L HOL"AN 
HRS. C. D. COLLINS HR. JERRY GALLOWAY DR. CHARLES R HOLT 
"R.'"RS. DANIEL DAYTOH COLLINS HR. HENRY R GAHN I1R.'HRS. STEPHEN HARK HOLT 
tlR. IHRS. ARTHUR BAYARD COHARD II I MR .a"RS. JOHN F GARIHER I1R. &MRS. STANLEY HOO,D 
MRS. HARGARET COHOLTY DR.aHRS. ARTHUR ERVIN BARHER MR. DANIEL THOHAS HOPWOOD 
"R.'HRS. COOK DR. W LOY GARNER HR.aHRS. DONALD EUGENE HORSHAN 
HR.aMRS. HERSHEL COOK HR.a"RS. CHARLES A 8ARRETT I1ISS GLENDA JEAN HORTON 
HR.'"RS. L R COOKE HR.IHRS. DANA LYN GARRETT HR.aHRS. HARTY HOSFORD 
HR. S R COPELAHD "S. HARIL YN BARRETT MRS. JOE HOUSE 
"R .aHRS. WALTER WILBUR COTTLE JR GATA Cl.UB' MR. JOE HOI/SE 
HR. WE COllCH "R,_HR!). ,EDIIAI! H. BAUS . , HR.a"RS. DANNY HOWARD 
HR.'HRS. LUTHER D COWARD HR.a"RS. DAVID BARNETT GAUNTLETT HISS TONYA HARLENE HOWARD 
HR.'"RS. R. A. COX "R. "ICHAEL BENDICH MRS. VERLA S HOWARD 
HR.aHRS. DAVID H CRAIB "R.IHRS. GERALD D OI8S0N ~R.aHRS. DANIEL PATRICK HOWE 
HR. LARRY CRAIH DR. J P 1UBSON MR.II1RS. BILLY FORREST HOWELL 
MR.'"RS. JOSEPH S. CRAWfORD HR.aHRS. JA"ES FONTAINE GIBSOH HR.'HRS. BRYANT C 'HOWELL' 
HR. WOODROW D CRICK "R.'"RS. RANDALL LEE QILL HR.'HRS. HAROLD RICHARD HRUSKA 
HR.aHRS. CALVIH ROY CRI" HR.'HRS. ERNEST IILLIAH HR.'HRS. BEN HILTON HUEY 
HR.aHRS. JI"HIE WAYNE CROCKETT HISS BARBARA SUE GLEASON HISS CAROL HARlE HUEY 
HR.aHRS. CLIFFORD CROHIN HR.'HRS. DONALD R BLENH HR.'HRS. JANES EDWARB HUGHES 
MR.aHRS. JOHN ADLAI CROOM "R. 9 IIOODROM Bl.OVER HRS. SUE HUHPHRY 
DR.I"RS. CHARLES EDWARD CROSBY HR.IHRS. LARRY IRVIN IODIY "R. JOE HUNT 
"R. HERIERT CROSTHWAITE "R. A RONAlD GOEMHER 
"R. CURTIS CROUCH HR.IMRS. KI" 80lN 
HR.a"RS. JAHES CU"HINOS "R.IHRS. JOE OOlDMAN 
DR. J 0 CUHHIHS HR.lItRS. ROBERT C 10LISTEIN 
HR.'HRS. DAVID COLE"AN CUNNIN8HAHHR.'HRS. J A OOlLEHER 
HRS. JOHN CUHHIHOHA" HR.aHRS. BOHZALEZ 
HR.'"RS. VERHOH L. CURD "R. CHARLES PRICE 800CH JR 
"So ELVERA ". CURLESS "R.'HRS. CLARENCE E. BOOCH JR 
MR.'HRS. FRAHK B CURTIS HISS DEBRA SUSAN aOODYIN 
HR.aMRS. PATRICK CURTON HR.'HRS. BILLY BENE IOSA 
HR. 'HRS. LYHDAL WAYNE DALE "R. '"RS. ROHALII EUOEII£ GOUDEAU , 
HR.aHRS. E H EDWARI DA"AN HR.a"RS. JESSE LYNN BOUIK 
"R.I"RS. HARRY D DANIELS HR.aMRS. ALLEN DALE BOULD 
HR.aHRS. GARY HACK HUNTER 
HR. GEORGE HUNTER ' 
HR.IHRS. THOHAS C HUNTER 
HR. LYNDEL N HURLEY 
HR.'HRS. JI" IH6LE 
HR. MICHAEL STEPHEN ISENBERQ 
HR.aHRS. EDWARD ISERN 
I1R.aHRS. DICKIE LYNH ISO" 
HR.I"RS. H C ISOH 
HISS BARBARA JEAH ISTRE 
HR.'"RS. JOHH CHARLES ISTRE 
"ISS ROBIN CLAUDETTE ISTRE ' 
"R.'"RS. WILLIAH HURRY IVEY 
HR.'"RS. RAYHOHD TUCKER KELLY 
HR.a"RS. CLOYIS KEHDRICK 
HR.a"RS. ROY H KENT 
HR. ALFRED KERLEY 
"R.a"RS. DENTOH LEE KERHODLE 
HR.a"RS. TERRY LYNH KERNODLE 
HR. DOUGLAS KERR 
HRS. JAHES KERR 
"ISS ELLEH KEY 
HR.aHRS. JA"ES L KIDDER 
"RS. CRYSTAL KILBRITH 
"R. W HARVIH KIHCAID 
"R.aHRS. JAHES LAYON KIHSER 
HR. RONHIE KIRKLAHD 
HR.aHRS. JERREL HICHAEL KIRKSEY 
HRS. LIHNIE KIRKSEY 
HR.a"RS. KIRSCHNER 
HR.aHRS. JERRY LEE KLEIN 
"R.'"RS. RAYBURH LEO KHIOHT 
"R.a"RS. JOHN 1'1 KNIPPEH 
"So ERA B KNOWLTOH 
HR.a"RS. KEITH KREH 
HR.a"RS. JULIUS JOHN KUKTA 
HR.a"RS. JOE F LACKIE 
HR. WALTER LAH 
HR.aHRS. W H LAHB 
HR.aHRS. WILLIAH HARVEY LAHB 
HR.aHRS. J B LAHCASTER 
HR.'HRS. JA"ES C LANKFORD 
HISS CYHTHIA LOUISE LAPP 
HISS DEBORAH JEWELL LATHAH 
HR. H L LAWHOH 
HR. RANDY BRYAH LAWSOH 
HR. J F LAYTON 
"R.'"RS. ALVIH LEACH 
"R.'"RS. WILLIAH J LEACH 
"R.'HRS. LLOYD OEORBE LEASUR( 
HRS. L LEON LEE 
"R.'HRS. HOWARD L LEONARD 
HRS. IYA V LEOHAR. 
HISS HAHCY LESLIE 
"R.IHRS. TIT FEI LEUN6 
"R.IHRS. CLAUDE T LEWIS 
HR.'HRS. JOEL FRANCIS LEWIS 
HR.lftRS. TIHOTHY CLAUDE LEWIS 
HR.aHRS. LARRY JOE LI6HT 
"R. JAY PAUL LOCKHART 
"ISS KATHRYN ANH LODEN 
HRS. WINNIE B LOE 
"R.IMRS. IONALD EVAN LOFTIS 
"R.IKRS. L E LOFTIS 
HAIlDING UNIVERSITY 
HR. DAVID T. LONG 
HR. J D LONG 
HR.'HRS. JEFFREY LOREN LON6 
MRS. SHARON LONG 
HRS. A B LOUDER"ILK 
"R.'"RS. JEFFREY ALAN LOVITT 
HISS NANCY ANN LOWRY 
HR.'HRS. JI" HIKE LUCAS 
MR. 'MRS. ROBERT LUM 
HR. MAX E LYNCH 
HR.'MRS. RICHARDSON FRANK LYNN 
MR. F H LYON JR 
"R.URS. "ABE 
"R.'"RS. WILLIAM W "ACKEl 
HR.'"RS. JOSEPH HADAR 
"R.'"RS. WILLIAH ROGER "ADDOX 
HR.'HRS. RALPH ERNEST "ANSELL 
HR. JEFFREY EARL "ANSUR 
MR.'HRS. CRAIG S "ARCUS 
HRS. H HARKS 
HR.'"RS. JOE HAROLD "ARLIN JR 
HR.'"RS. GREGORY SEWALL HARR 
HISS BEVERLY ANN "ARTIN 
HR.'HRS. GARY RANDALL "ARTIN 
HR. NEIL "ARTIN 
HRS. PAUL S "ARTIN 
HR. KEITH HARTINO 
HRS. ALBERT S HAS ON 
HR.'HRS. GARLIN T MASSEY JR 
HR.'HRS. CARL PAUL "ATHENY 
"R.'"RS. NOAH JACOB HAT THEWS 
HR.'"RS. DAVID MICHAEL "AY 
HR.'"RS. WILLIAH " HC BRAYER 
PAT HCALISTER 
HR. 'MRS. DOUGLAS HCARTHUR 
HR.'HRS. "ICHAEL HCCAGE 
HRS. VIRGINIA MCCALL 
HR. DANNY HCCLAIN 
HR. CLELL HCCLURE 
HR. RALPH E MC.COY 
HR.&HRS. JOE LEE HCDANIEL 
HRS. HARY A MCDONALD 
HR. 'MRS. RICHARD ALLEN MCGOUGH 
HS. JERRY R MCINTYRE 
HR.&KRS. T H HCKELVEY 
HR.&HRS. BRUCE D MCLARTY 
HR.'HRS. FREDERICK E HCLEOD 
HR. 'MRS. LYNN A MCHILLON 
KR.&HRS. CLYDE EUGENE "CHURRAY 
HR. PEARL KCQUIDDY 
NR.IHRS. HORGAN R HEDLIN 
HR.'HRS. HAROLD FLOYD MEREDITH 
HR. R. A. HEREDITH 
HR.'HRS. DANNIE J HERRELL 
~~.\~RS. DONALD E HICHAEL 
HR.IHRS. JERRY NIDYETT 
HR.'HRS. HARK MILAM 
HISS HARY ONETHA "ILLARD 
HR.&HRS. BRENT ELLIS HILLER 
HR. CHARLES N. HILLER 
HR . &HRS. CLYDE EDWARD HILLER 
HR. CLYDE H HILLER 
MRS. HARRY HUSTON HILLER JR 
HR.&HRS. J HALE MILLER 
HR. JOE A HILLER 
DR.&MRS. MABREY L HILLER 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAH HICHAEL HILOH 
HR. HARVIN HITCHELL 
HR. WENDELL HOCK 
HR.'MRS. JOHN EDWIN NOFFATT 
HR.IHRS. HON6 
HISS CATHY JILL HOORE 
HR.IHRS. DAVID HARK HOORE 
HR.'HRS. G H HOORE 
HR.'HRS. JOHN ED MOORE 
HR. WINSTON HOORE 
HRS. CHARLES W HORGAN 
HR. JAHES L "ORGAN 
HRS. V HILTON HORGAN 
HR. YUKIO HORI 
HR.'MRS. E HARLAN HOSS 
HR. GEORGE STEPHEN HOSS 
HR.&HRS. WILLIHA HOWARD HOULTON 
HR. GLEN 0 HOWERY 
HR.1HRS. JACKIE WINFORD "ULLINS 
HR. 'HR.S. ALBERT E MURPHY 
HR. PAUL H HURPHY 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT E "URRELL 
HR.'HRS. EDWARD L HYERS 
HR. JOHN L HYERS 
HR.'HRS. H L "YERS 
HR. RON NANCE 
HR. 'MRS. VESTER NANCE 
HR.IMRS. WALTER OWEN NEL"S 
HR.'HRS. DON NELSON 
HR.'HRS. ROGER NEU 
DR. 'MRS. DAVID ROBERT NEWELL 
MR. JOE D NEWMAN 
HR.'HRS. DANNY RAY NEWSOH 
HS. TRACY NICKLESON 
HR.'HRS. C D NISSEN 
MISS CECILE NIX 
HR.'HRS. NOACK 
HR.'HRS. NORTON 
HR.'HRS. P. T. NORVELL 
HR.'"RS. JAHES S NUBENT 
MR. GOLDEN T NUHN£LEE 
HR.'HRS. JEROHE DAVID O'CONNELL 
HR.'HRS. P W O'NEAL 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH T OBRIEN 
HR.'HRS. DEL HER DOUBLAS ODELL 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
" 
MR. T L OOLE 
HR.'HRS. HOWARD REED OLIVER JR 
HR.IHRS. OLENN CLYDE ~LNEY 
HR.'HRS. HARCUS C ORR 
ORSCHELN 
DR.'HRS. CARROLL DUANE OSBURN 
HR.'HRS. DOUGLAS EDWARD OWEN 
HR.'HRS. RANDALL H OWEN 
HR.IHRS. HOBERT PARKER 
HR.'HRS. JAHES WILLIA"S PARKER 
HR.'HRS. WELDON PARKINSON 
HS. PAULINE H. PARKS 
HRS. VIRGINIA PARNELL 
HISS HARY ANN PARRISH 
HRS. ETHEL PATE 
HR. WAYLAND GORDON PATE 
HR.'HRS. PATRICK R PATTERSON 
HR. CLO"ER C PATTON 
DR.IHRS. PETER C PATTON 
HR. 'MRS. JOSEPH A PAWLOWSKI 
HR.IHRS. CLIFFORD ERNEST PAYNE 
HR.'KRS. J ARTHUR PAYNE 
HR. ORION J PAYNE 
HISS GWENDOLYN KAY PEDI80 
HR. DERRELL GLEN PEPPER 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH L PERKINS 
HR.IHRS. LESTER R PERRIN 
HISS JUDY LENORA PERRY 
HISS CAMILLE LAREE PETREE 
HR.'"RS. J GUY PETWAY 
"R.'HRS. BODBY BROWN PEYTON 
HR. 'MRS. JERRY RAY PHILLIPS 
HR.'HRS. THO"AS J PHILLIPS JR 
HISS RACHEL PICKARD 
HR.'HRS. ROGER A PICKENS 
HR.'HRS. JI" DEE PINKERTON 
HRS. ELOISE PITMAN 
HRS. "ARY PITNER 
HR.IHRS. HATT PO.E 
HR. J PAUL POLLARD JR 
HR.'HRS. HICHAEL J POMEROY 
HR.'"RS. CHARLES LANE POWELL 
HR.'HRS. RALPH C POWELL SR 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT HOUSTON PRATHER 
HR. HARVIN PRICE 
HR.'HRS. TI"OTHY DEAN PRITCHETT 
HISS CHRISTIE LORRAIN PRIVETT 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT DEAN QUALLS 
HISS BARBARA JEANNE RAE 
HR.'HRS. OVA RAHEY 
HR. 'MRS. PHILLIP H RA"PEY IV 
HISS ANNA FAYE RAHSEY 
HR.'HRS. DONALD P RANEY 
HISS FLORENCE HARlE RAUWORTH 
KR.IHRS. RAMCE GEORGE REAGAN 
"R.IHRS. GARY WAYNE REED 
HRS. "ORRIS REED 
HR.'HRS. BOYD REESE 
HR .IHRS. DAV ID ALAN REEVES . 
HR.IHRS. GOTTFRIED JOHANN REICHEL 
HR.'"RS. DAVID ERNEST REVES JR 
DR. B FRANK RHODES JR 
HR.'HRS. PAUL KENT RHODES 
HR.IHRS, WOODROW RICE 
HR.IHRS. BLAKE RICHARDSON 
HR. CHARLES RICKETT 
HR.'HRS. HARVIN CHARLES RICKETT 
HR. BARRY LYNN RILEY 
HR. FRED RILEY 
HR. TIHOTHY STEVEN RINEHART 
HR.IHRS. ANDY T RITCHIE III 
HR.URS. JAHES DWIBHT ROBB 
DR.IHRS. WARD BRYCE ROBERSON 
HR. LAVELLE HANFRED ROBERT 
HR. ROBERT E ROBERTS 
HRS. ELVIS ROBERTSON. 
HR.IHRS. HARVY A ROBINS 
HRS. WILNA ROBINSON 
MR.IHRS. GEORGE H ROGERS 
MR.'HRS. ROBERT HORRIS ROGERS 
HR. H W ROLL"ANN 
HR. GUY ROSE 
HISS SARA R ROSE 
HR. EARLE ROSS 
HR.IHRS. SAMUEL KILLGORE ROSS 
HR.IHRS. ANN~E ~ ROSSER 
HR.IHRS. BOBBY DEAN ROTHFUS 
HR. WILLIE ROWE 
DR.IHRS. NYAL D ROYSE 
HR. CLARENCE RUBLE 
HRS. REBA RUSSELL 
HR. STEVEN BROOKS RUSSELL 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES W RUTH 
HR. CLINTON HOHER RUTHERFORD 
HR.'HRS. JUSTIN DAVID RUTLEDGE 
HR.'HRS. STEVEN RONALD RUTLEDGE 
HR. COURTNEY L RYLAND 
HR. TIM 0 SAIN 
HR.'HRS. ANDREW BENNY SANDERS 
HR.IMRS. WILLIAH RICHARD SANDERS 
HR.IMRS. L 0 SANDERSON 
HR.IHRS. WALTER C SANDERSON JR 
HR.'HRS. GEORGE SANTELLAN 
HR.IHRS. HARRY JA"ES SAUL 
HR. LAWRENCE PETER SCHAAD 
HR.IHRS. JOHN H SCHRADE 
HR.'HRS. KEITH ALAN SCHRAHM 
HR.'HRS. JOHN SCHUHKNECHT 
HR. 'MRS. WALLACE G SCOTT 
HR.'HRS. JOHN ROBERT SCROGGINS 
HISS ELIZABETH CLINE SEARS 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT RANDALL SELLERS 
HISS GAIL L SENSE8E 
HR. WILLIAK C SESSIONS 
HR . IKRS. KENNETH ROBERT SEWELL 
HR.1HRS. JOHN S SHACKELFORD 
HR.IHRS. BILLY DON SHANER 
HR.IHRS. ARTHUR LLOYD SHEARIN 
KR.'HRS. PATRICK H SHEEHAN 
HR.IHRS. LARRY HACK SHEEHY 
HR.IHRS. CARL DAVID SHELBY 
DR.'HRS. THOHAS RUBEL SHELLY 
HR.IHRS. DANNY HARTIN SHEPHERD 
HR.IHRS. FRANK D SHEPHERD 
HR.'HRS. LOY JOE SHETTLESWORTH 
HR. F DOUGLAS SHIELDS SR 
HISS HARY RUTH SHOCK 
HR.IHRS. DAVID D SHOEHAKER 
HR. LAVAN SHOPTAW 
HR.'HRS. DONALD LEWIS SHORES JR 
HS. CHERYL SIHHONS 
HR. BILLY RAY SIHPSON 
HR.IHRS. BOOTH OBED SI"PSON 
HR. GARRY L SIHPSON 
HR.'HRS. STEVE SIHPSON 
HR.IHRS. RICHARD G SIHS 
HR. 'HRS. DONALD SINCLAIRJ 
HR. JIH SKELTON 
HR. WILLARD RAY SKELTON 
HISS LUDENE SLATTON 
HISS HARTHA ANN SLAUGHTER 
HR. B R SHITH 
HR.'HRS. BILLY RAY S"ITH 
HR.'HRS. CLYDE L SHITH JR 
HR.'HRS. DAVID JOE SHITH 
HISS EVA E. SHITH 
MR.'HRS. GRACE S"ITH 
HR.IHRS. HUGH DICKENS SHITH 
HRS. IVA SHITH 
HR.IHRS. JAHES HICHAEL SHITH 
HR.IHRS. JIHHIE G SHITH 
HR.'HRS. JOE DAVID S"ITH 
HR.IHRS. G R TAYLOR 
HR.'HRS. JERRY TEDDER 
HR. RICHARD PAUL TEIXEIRA 
HR.IHRS. ARTHUR BOUTELLE TENNEY 
HR.IHRS. LEONARD CHARLES THACKER 
HR.IHRS. F L THOHAS SR 
HR.IHRS. JERRY GENE THOHAS 
HR.IHRS. SAHUEL PRICE THOHAS 
HR.IHRS. RODERICK E THO"ASSON 
HR.'HRS. THOHPSON 
HR.IHRS. JAHES A THOHPSON JR 
MRS. kAY THOHPSON 
HR. HARVIN THOMPSON 
HRS. II 0 THWEATT 
HR.IHRS. PAUL L TIDWELL 
HR.'HRS. GARRETT TIHHERHAN 
HR.IHRS. BOBBY K TRAFFANSTEDT 
KR.IHRS. TRAN 
HR.IHRS. CHE5TER G TREADWAY 
HR. RONNIE LEE TREAT 
HR.IHRS. RICHARD E TRULL JR 
HR.'HRS. LARRY FREHONT TURNER 
HISS LYNN TURNER 
HR. THOHAS E TURNEY 
HR.IHRS. LUTHER S UHPHENOUR 
HRS. FRANK J UTTLEY 
HR.'HRS. LEONARD VAN BRAGT 
HR.IMRS. DWAYNE DALE VAN RHEENEN 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES R UAN WINKLE 
HR.IHRS. KEITH VAUGHAN 
HR.IHRS. EUGENE VICKREY 
HR.'MRS. GERALD VINSON 
HRS. LOIS VOSBURGH 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT LEE WAGGONER 
HR. R T WALDEN 
HR. ·'HRS. DANNY JOE WALKER 
HR. 'MRS. JOHN THOHAS WALKER 
HR. ROBERT CHARLES WALKER 
HS. YVONNE WALL 
HR.1HRS. BRANTTON WALLACE 
HR. DAVID THOHAS WALLACE 
KR.IHRS. WAYNE WOOD 
DR.IHRS. CLYDE HORRIS WOODS 
HR.'HRS. JAHES CHESTER WOOLARD 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES EUGENE WRENN 
HR.'HRS. CECIL N WRIGHT 
HR.IHRS. KENNETH W WRIGHT 
HR. JAHES A XI9UES 
YARPROUGH HTRS 
HR.IHRS. RANDALL YEARWOOD 
HR.'HRS. JOHN LAYNE YELDELL 
HISS ARA LEE YINGLING 
HR. ROBERT LLOYD YINGLING 
HR.IHRS. W H YORK JR 
HR.'HRS. YOST 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT YOUNG 
HR.IHRS. DANA LEE ZARTHAN 
HR. STEVEN PAUL ZIHPFER 
KISS DONNA GRACE ZINSER 
HISS HICHELLE ZUHWALT 
Other Friends 
HISS KATHY ABLES 
HR. FRANK ELLIS ACKERS 
OR.IHRS. GARY LAYNE ADA"S 
HR.'HRS. GARY LYNN ADAHS 
HR. JOHN H ADAHS 
HRS . NEVILLE ADAHS 
HR.'HRS. RONALD JOEL ADAHS 
HS. WANDA ADAHS 
HRS. TERRY ADCOCK 
MRS. VAUGHN ADDISON 
WEST TENNESSEE AGAPE 
HR.IHRS. GORDEN FARLEY AIKEN 
HRS. ROLAND WALTER ALDRICH 
"R. FRANK EVERETTE ALEXANDER 
"R.IHRS. FRED J ALEXANDER 
HR.IHRS. HAROLD DALE ALEXANDER 
"R.IHRS. JAHES D. ALEXANDER 
HR .IHRS. WARREN ,GLENN ALKIRE 
HR.I"RS. AHOS LOWELL ALLEN 
KS. CAROLYN ALLEN 
HISS KAREN LEE ALLEN 
HRS. PATRICIA GAIL ALLEN 
HR. TI"OTHY ROGER ALLEN 
HR. WINSTON NALLEN 
HRS. JAKES BURTON ALLINDER 
HR. STEPHEN WILLIAH ALLISON 
HRS. CHARLES R ALLRED 
KR.1HRS. ROGER L ALHOND 
KR.IHRS . RICHARD ELVIN AMEN 
HR. CHARLES AHICK 
HR.'"RS. ALFRED EWIN ANDERSON 
HRS. CHARLES A. ANDERSON 
"R.IHRS. JOHN RANDEL ANDERSON 
HRS. HARY ELIZABETH ANDERSON 
HISS OLIVE JUANITA ANDERSON 
MR.IHRS. ROBERT HOWARD ANDERSON 
HRS. JOSEPH VARNEY ANDREWS 
HR. ROBERT WEST ANTHONY 
HRS. R PARCHER 
HR. DENNIS WAYNE ARB 
"RS. CARLTON ARGO 
HR.IHRS. JACK WILLIAH ARNOLD 
HISS JACKIE SUE ARNOLD 
HR.IHRS. SHERHAN WAYNE ARNOLD 
"R.IHRS. W. W. ARNOLD 
HR. HARK DAVID ASHLEY 
HISS KAY LORRAINNE S"ITH HR. BILLY G WALTERS "RS. EARLINE ATNIP 
HR.I"RS. LOYD LEWIS SHITH HR. D F WALTERS HR.IHRS. BRUCE EUGENE AUGSBURGER 
HRS. PAUL GENTRY SHITH "R.IHRS. JAHES DEAN WALTON HRS. BESSIE B AUSTIN 
HR.IHRS. RICHARD E SHITH HR.IHRS. WAYNE WALTON HRS. J TRENT AUSTIN 
HR.'HRS. STEPHEN JAY SHITH HR.IHRS. ENOCH WARE HISS LANA CARRINE AUSTIN 
HR. WATSON SHITH "R.'HRS. HARRY LEE WARE JR "R.IHRS. HILTON DARRELL AUSTIN 
HS. DEANNA LOLA SNOWDEN HR.IHRS. JAHES BRYAN WARREN HRS. RANDALL AUSTIN 
HR.'HRS. KENNETH W SNYDER HR. RUSSELL WARREN HR.'HRS. RON AUSTIN 
HR.IHRS. JIHHY DELANE SPEER HR.'HRS. LELAND R WATERS JR HR.'HRS. R HAROLD AVANCE 
HR.'HRS. ERNEST G SPEI6HTS HR.'HRS. CHARLES DALE WATSON "ISS PEGGY JO AVERSO 
HRS. JACK l SPENCER HISS CATHY ANN WATTS HRS. RODNEY BABER 
HR.IHRS. BURTON SPRIN6ER HR.'HRS. VIRGIL THEOPHILU WEARE HR.'HRS. STEPHEN A BAB£R 
HR. PERRY STAHPS HR.IHRS. GARY WEAVER HRS. ANNE H BACH 
HR.IHRS. ROYCE ALLAN STANfORD JR HR.'HRS. STAN WEBB HR. JAHES E BACK 
HR.1HRS. FRED STARNES HRS. HAROLD L WEDEKING HISS BETTY JO BA6GETT . 
"R.IHRS. FRED STEPHENS HR.IHRS. DAVID LEE WELCH HR.IHRS. BEDFORD RAY BAILEY JR 
"R.'HRS. ROBERT W STEPHENS HR.'HRS. DENNIS JACK WELLS HRS. DONALD BAILEY 
HR.'HRS. GARY WALKER STEPHENSON HR.IHRS.- LOUIS WEYGAND "RS. PAUL BAILEY 
"R.IHRS. LOUIS WINFIELD STEPTER HRS. TOH W WHUT JR HR.'HRS. B. BENN,IE BM" 
DR.'HRS. WILLIAH CLARK STEVENS HR. BILL WHEATLEY "R.IHRS. SAH F BAIRD 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON HR.'HRS. DOUGLAS' H WHEELER HR.1HRS. HIKE BAKA 
HR.'HRS. DAVID LAVELLE STITCHER HISS ANITA JANE WHERRY HR.aHRS. BILLY 'JOE BAKER 
HRS. T N STITES HR.IHRS. CHESLEY LEON WHITE JR DR. CARL EARL BAKER 
HR. 'HRS. THOitAS ALLEN' STIiCKDELL HR. D£NNIS WHITE HR .'HRS. GARY HOLHES BAKER 
HR .'HRS. LARRY GENE STONE HR. EDWARD F IIH ITE HR. HERHAN RANDOLPH BAKER ' 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES JOSEPH STORK JR HISS SANDRA LEONA WHITED HISS PAULA RUTH BAKER 
HR.'HRS. JAHES RONALD STOUGH HR. EARL IIHITTED HRS. WENDYL BRUCE BAKER 
HR.'HRS. KEITH LEON STRAUGHN HR.'.HRS. ALAN FOSTER WHITTEN HR. HARCUS· BALCH 
HR.IHRS. ALBERT PITHAN STROOP HR.'HRS. JAHES WIDNER HRS. HARJORY BALDWIN 
HR. JAHES F STROTHER HR.IHRS. FLOYD WIESEPAPE HISS TRUDY JO BALDN.IN 
HR.IHRS. JESSE REEVES STROUP HISS WILHA SUZANNE WILBURN HRS. WILLIA" LARRY BALDWIN 
HR. A EDISON STRUCK HR; CHARLES ASHLEY WILKES HR. VINS~N LEE BALEDGE 
HRS. J E STUFFLEBAUH HR.&HRS. JOE WILLHITE HISS GLADYS HAURINE BARBER 
HR &HRS RAY SULLINS HR.'HRS. BRAD FRANK WILLIAHS HR.IHRS. LA~RENCE EDWIN BARCLAY 
• • HR.IHRS. C G WILL.1AHS HR.'HRS. WILLIAH R BARDEN 
.HR.'HRS. RODNEY JAY SUHHERS HR.IHRS. NEIL D WILLIAHS HR.IHRS. JIHHIE DEAN BARKER 
HRS. WINONA SUHHITT HR~. PHYLLIS WILLIAHS HRS. NORHAN BARKER 
HR. IHRS. HARLEY E SWENSON HR. 'HRS. ROBERT LOUIS WILLIAHS II HR .'HRS. ROY ARTHUR BARNES 
DR.IHRS. ELHER GENE TALBERT HR. 'MRS. DAVID WELDON WILLIS HRS . DONALD C BARNETT 
HR. WAYNE TALKINGTON HR. DANIEL H WILLISTON HS. LORENE BARNETT 
HR. IRVIN TANKERSLEY .' ,It HISS LISA ROSE WILSON HR. HARCUS BAILEY BARNETT 
HR. JIH TARKINGTON HR .'HRS. WOODROW L WILSON HRS. JAHES BARR 
HR. BRUCE LEONARD TAYlOR HR.'HRS. RlfBERT DALE WINGFIELD HR.'HRS. JOHN DAVID BARRON 
HR.IHRS. DAVID HOWARB TAYLOR MR.IHRS. RAYHOND FALLIS WINTERS JRGLADYS J BARROW J 
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HR.'HRS. JIH BARTEE 
HR.IMRS. DANNY LYNN BARTLEY 
HR. IMRS. PATRICK~ ,ALAN BASHAW 
HRS. PATRICK LEE BASINGER III 
HRS. HOMER BAT A 
HR.&HRS. DANIEL S BATEHAN 
HISS IRKA LEE BATEY 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT LEE BATSON 
HR.&HRS. CORDELL WILLIAH BATTLES 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES LAWRENCE BAUGH 
HR. WILLIAH HAROLD BAXTER 
HR. PHILIP BEALL-
HR.1MRS. JAHES CONNER BE A" JR 
HRS. ALTON T BEARD 
HRS. J Q BEARDAIN 
MR.1HRS. ROBERT ALAN BEASLEY 
HRS. DARYL L BEATTY 
MR.~HRS. RAYHOND BEATY 
MR.&HRS. CARL DEAN BEAVERS JR 
MRS. GENE BECK 
MISS HARY M BECKETT 
MISS JUDITH LYNNE BECKMAN 
HRS. U. R. BEESON 
MR. H V BEEZLEY 
MRS. ALICE BELL 
MR.&MRS. CARL RODNEY BELL 
MISS MARGARET ANNE BELL 
HR.1HRS. ~ARK EDWARD BELL 
MR. SAHUEL ALBERT BELL JR 
NR.&NRS. PAUL SCOTT BELLAHY 
MRS. NEWTON J BELTON 
MR. FRED LINEUS bENDER 
MR. CHIP BENNETT 
MR. WrLLIAH CLIFTON BENNETT 
MR. DON CARLOS BENTLEY 
MR. RICHARD BLAKE BENTLEY 
MR. JOSEPH GASTON BERGERON 
MISS SUE ELLEN BERLIN 
MRS. JIMMY 0 BERRY 
MR. REGGIE DEAN BERRY 
MRS. MARIE BERRYHILL 
MRS. M. JEAN BEST 
HR,!MRS. RODNEY BRYAN BETTS 
MRS. NANCY ANN BICKSLER 
HISS LAURIE SUSAN BIGHAH 
HR.&HRS. BRENT ~ILLINGSLEY 
HR.&HRS. BRENT ALAN BILLINGSLEY 
MR.&HRS. E L BILLINGSLEY 
MRS. HARY CRETE BILLINGSLEY 
MISS SUSAN BILLINGSLEY 
MR.&MRS~ LARRY MORRIS BILLS 
HRS. U L BITTLE 
H~.&HRS. DEAN BIXLER 
HRS. LILA J BJORK 
HR. BRYANT RUSSELL BLACK 
MRS. FREDERICK BLACK 
MR. JAMES CARROLL BLACK 
MR. JOHN THO HAS BLACK 
MR.&MRS. R. ALLEN BLACK 
H~S. CHARLES E BLACKBURN 
MR. ROYCE ALONZO BLACKBURN 
HISS KAREN ELIZABETH BLACKHAN 
HISS LAVONNE BLACKHAN 
HR.&"RS. EDWARD A BLACKWOOD 
HISS VICKI ANN BLACKWOOD 
HR.&HRS. BRADEN H BLAIR 
HR. DONALD EUGENE BLAIR 
MR.&HRS. GREGORY DEAN BLAKE 
HR. TOH D BLAKE 
HR. CARL LEE BLANCHARD 
HRS. C B BLANKENSHIP 
HRS. EARL BLANKENSHIP 
HR. JAHES ANDREW BLANSETT 
HR.IHRS. RALPH ANDREW BLANSETT 
HRS. WILLIAH ELBERT BLANSETT 
DR., DAN BLAZER II 
HR.IHRS. JAHES ROBERT BLEDSOE 
HRS. JAMES A BLEVINS 
MR.IHRS. WAYNE E BLICKENSTAFF 
HRS. REUBEN DALE BLUBAUGH 
HR. JAHES W BLUD JR 
HR. 0 W BLUETHHAN 
HISS HARlE ELAINE BOBBITT 
HRS. LOUIS BOCCIO JR 
DR. DWIGHT FRANKLIN B066S 
MISS LISA RENEE BOLDING 
BOLTON-VAUGHAN HTR CO 
MRS. LUCIANO ,D BONANNO 
MRS. JIHMY BONNER 
MR.lHRS. BEN BOB BOOTHE 
DR. JAHES H BORING 
MR. GUNTER P. BORROSCH 
HISS VERNA DEE BOST 
MR.'HRS. DAVID JOEL ,BOSWELL 
MR.&HRS. L. J. BOSWELL 
MISS CYNTHIA G BOUSTEAD 
MRS. JOSEPH GLENN BOWEN 
HRS. SYLVIA BOWEN 
HR. CLYDE ALLEN BOWERS 
HR.IHRS. JAHES HICHAEL BOWERS 
MISS KATHRYN BOWERS 
"R. EARL VERNON BOWHAN 
HR. ERNEST L BOYCE 
HR. EUGENE BOYCE 
HRS. CURTIS E BOYD 
HISS DIANE ELIZABETH BOYD 
MR.IHRS. VERNON l BOYD 
DR. C L BRADLEY 
HRS. LINDA C BRANA" 
HRS. PAULINE BRANNON 
HR. ALLAN D BRANYON 
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HRS. R. H. BRAZZELL 
HR. RONALD CRAI6 BREDLOW 
HR.lHRS. ROBERT LEE BREEDEN 
HISS NANCY KARlE BREEDLOVE 
HRS. LONNIE BRENINGER 
HISS CHRIS ANN BREWER 
HR. NORVIN WAYNE BREWER 
HR.IHRS. RALPH E BREWER 
HR.IHRS. GEORGE BRICk 
HISS CONSTANCE DEE BRI66S 
HR.IHRS. JAHES R BRI" 
HISS HARlAN LOUISE BRI" 
DR. RONALD KEITH BRIHBERRY 
MR.IHRS. JAHES BARRY BRISTOL 
HR. JAHES GORDON BRISTOW 
HISS KAREN BRITT 
MR.&HRS. BYRL B BROCKMAN JR 
MR.&HRS. G.o. BRODNAX 
HRS. OLIN DWIGHT BROOKS 
HRS. JACK BROWDER 
HISS ALICE HAE BROWN 
HR. EARL BROWN 
MR.&HRS. GILES L BROWN 
HISS JANICE ELAINE BROWN 
HISS JANICE ELAINE BROWN 
HR.&MRS. JIHHIE DALE BROWN 
DR. LARRY HAX BROWN 
MR. LESLIE DARWIN BROWN 
HR.&HRS. LORAN BROWN 
HR. OATHER BROWN 
HR.&HRS. PHILIP ALAN BROWN 
MR. ROBERT STEVEN BROWN 
HR. THOHAS ROY BROWN 
HR. WALTER LLOYD BROWN 
HR. WILLIAH E BROWN 
HR.IHRS. GLEN A BROWNING 
MR.IMRS. DARRELL WAYNE BRUNING 
HRS. DON C BRYAN 
MR.IHRS. ANTHONY L BRYANT 
HISS DEBORAH ANN BRYANT 
MR. JOSEPH DANIEL BRYANT 
HR.IHRS. THOHAS H BRYANT 
HR. WILLIA" HORRIS BRYANT 
HR.'HRS. WALTER F BUCE 
MR. CLAUDE ALBERT BUCHANAN 
HR. VERNON C BUCHANA~ 
HR.'HRS. BARRY THOKAS BUCKLEY 
HR.IHRS. JAY LYNN BUFFINGTON 
HR. JAKES LYNN BUKOVATZ 
HR.IHRS. BOBBY 6 BULLARD 
MS. SUSAN BUKPASS 
HR.'HRS. PINK BUNN 
HR.'HRS. PAUL LAWRENCE BURCHFIELI 
HRS. HAYHE NELL BUR6ESS 
HRS. CHRIS E BURGIN 
HR.IHRS. LESLIE CARLTON BURKE 
HR.IHRS. WILLIA" LESLIE BURKE 
HISS ANITA DENISE BURKS 
HRS. WILLIAH T BURKS JR 
MISS CHRISTY BURLESON 
HR. DONALD BRUCE BURNETT 
DR. BRADFORD BURNETTE JR 
MR.IHRS. THOHAS BURNETTE 
HRS. KENNETH R BURRESS 
HR. HARK BURROFF 
HRS. CLYDE N. BURT 
MRS. JULIA LYNNE BURTON 
MR.IHRS. KENNETH WADE BURTON 
HISS HARION FRANCES BUSH 
HR. JEFF G BUTLER 
HR.IMRS. LOUIS F BUTTERFIELD 
MRS. GARY BYRAH 
HON. CONLEY BYRD 
MR.&HRS. JIHHY BYRD 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES WAYNE CAFFEY 
MR.&HRS. HICHAEL H. CAGLE 
MR. ROY F CALDON 
MR.&MRS. JAHES L CALDWELL 
MRS. KENNETH CALDWELL 
HRS. DOROTHY CALKINS 
MRS. RODGER ALLEN CALLAHAN 
MRS. T. EARLENE CALLAN 
MRS. KENNETH R CALLAR"AN 
MR.&HRS. JAMES G CAHERON 
MR.&HRS. ~OHN KENDALL CAHERON 
MR. JUSTIN JAHES CAHP 
HR. M B CAHP 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES D CA"PBELL 
HRS. LARRY DEWAYNE CAKPBELL 
HISS HONA BELLE CA"PBELL 
HR.&HRS. W P CAHPBELL 
MRS. BRUCE E CAHPLIN 
MRS. ANTHONY L CANALES 
MR.IMRS. WILLIAH DAVID CANNON 
HRS. DONNA CHADICK 
HRS. ClARE~E WILLIS CHAFFUl 
HRS. JOHN CHAFFIN 
HISS BETTY "~RVOLENE CHA"BERS 
MRS. JI" J CHA"BERS 
HISS CYNTHIA DIANA CHANDLER 
HR. HICHAEL LEE CHANDLER 
HRS. RICHARD CHANDLER 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT CURRY CHANDLER 
MR.&HRS. STAFFORD CHANDLER 
HISS JAN CHAP HAN 
HR. ARTHUR B CHASE 
HR.'HRS. C. H. CHASE 
HR.IHRS. CARL W CHEATHA" 
MISS PATRICIA ANN CHEATHA" 
HR.'HRS. WILSON CHEEK 
HR.&HRS. RANDALL D CHESNUTT 
HR. JOE HAX CHESSER 
HR.IHRS. JAHES A CHESTER 
MISS JANET CAROL CHESTER 
HR.&MRS. HARVEY A CHILDRESS 
HR.IHRS. KENT LEE CHILDRESS 
HR.IHRS. STEPHEN CHISHOLH' 
MR.IHRS. GARTH CHOATE 
HR. JAHES CARROLL CHRISTIAN 
HR.&HRS. PETER K CHRISTY 
HR.1HRS. GERALD C CHURCH 
FLOYD AVE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HOLYOKE CHURCH OF CHRIST QUEEN ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
WEST SIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR. CHARLES DAVID CHURCHHAN 
H~.'HRS. CHARLES "ILLER CLARK 
MR.&MRS. CLIFFORD D CLARK 
HISS PATTI DIANNE CLARK 
DR. PAUL A CLARK 
HRS. RONNIE JOE CLARK 
MRS. SALLY CLARK 
HR. THOHAS WAYNE CLARK 
MISS VICKY ROSANNE CLARK 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH JOSEPH CLARK 
HR.IHRS. WRAY P CLARK 
HRS. RICHARD KEITH CLAY 
HR. JESSE E CLAYTON 
HR.'KRS. NATHAN H CLEEK 
HR. WILLIAM CLE" 
HR. MARK RONDELL CLEHENT 
HS. CA~OLE CLEVELAND 
MRS. AVO CLICK 
MRS. DONAL GALE CLINE 
"R. GARY RAY CLINE 
HR. RICHARD DEWITT CLINTON 
HR. RODNEY CLOUD 
HR.lHRS. CHRISTOPHER D COATS 
HRS. DARRELL COBB 
HRS. KIHBERLY ·ANN COBB 
HRS. ROBERT L COBB 
HRS. SYLVIA COBB 
HR. VERNON COBB 
HRS. HILDRED COB ILL 
HR. HELVIN LEROY COCHRAN 
HR.l"RS. HURRAY ROSS COCHRAN 
HRS. PERKINS COCHRAN 
HR. WILLIAH WALTER COFIELD JR 
HR .I"RS.' JACKSON COKER 
HR.IHRS. BEN COLE JR 
HR.'HRS. HARLIE DAVID COLE 
HISS NANCY DAWN CANTLEY HR.IKRS. STEVEN BRADLEY COLE 
HR.&HRS. PAUL E CANTRELL HRS. CLIFTON COLE"AN 
MRS. TOHHY CANTWELL HRS. TERRENCE H COLE"AN 
HR.'HRS. JOE J CARDOTHR. DAVID LOYD COLLIER 
HR.IHRS. HICHAEL D CARGER HR.lHRS. HARRELL H COlLIER 
HRS. HELVIN R CARLOCK HRS. LEIGH T. COLLINS 
MR.IHRS. WILLIAH THOHAS CAROTHER~ HISS HARY BETH COLLINS 
MR.IHRS. THOHAS DABNEY CARR HRS. HELISSA JUNE COLLINS 
MR.&HRS. DAVID CARRILLO HR. WILLIAH DAVID COLLINS 
MRS. GORDON CARRUTH HR.IHRS. BARBARA TERESA COLPAS 
HR.&HRS. J R CARSON HISS KERRY JO COLVErT 
HR. J Q CARTER JR HRS. CORDELL R. COMPTON 
HR. lHRS. PHILLIP RAY CAR,TER HR. THOKAS LESLIE CONDOS 
HR.IHRS. A.K. CASTLEBERRY HR. CHARLES HER"AN COOK 
HRS. GEORGE CATES JR' HR.'HRS. KEN COOK 
HR.IHRS. H W CATHEY HRS. LOUELLA COOX 
HR.IHRS. GREGORIO CERHINARA MRS. lOUISE COOK 
"·"R. 'HRS. THOMAS EARL COOK JR 
"R. LARRY COOKE ' 
DR.lHRS. BRUCE W., COOPER 
HR.IKRS. DANIEL LEE COOPER 
HISS SHIRLEY -ANN COOPER 
HR. ROBERT H. COPE 
HRS. JOHN A COPELAND 
HR. JOHN V. COPELAND JR 
• HISS "ARY ELLEN COPELAND 
HR.I"RS. RONALD R COPELAND 
HISS SARAH KATHRYN COPELAND 
KS. STELLA CORDER 
HR. JOHN PAUL CORNISH 
HRS. HYRTLE CORNISH 
HR. RICHARD L CORWIN 
ItR.IHRS. RICHARD L CORWIN 
HR. LOYD COSSEY 
HR. ALFRED JAHES COUCH JR 
HRS. KENNETH P COURTRIGHT 
HR. WESLEY P COWAN 
HR.'HRS. JA"IE KORRISON COWLEY 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES EDWARD COX 
HR.&HRS. DQ~ ~OX . 
HR. DOUGLAS D COX 
HR.I"RS. JAHES FRANKLIN COX III 
HRS. LORETTA COX 
HR. WESLEY BARRETT COX 
MRS. WILLIAH H COX 
HR.&HRS. RONNIE HACK CRABTREE 
HRS. WILLIAH L CRABTREE 
HR.&HRS. BILLY C CRAIG 
HR. CLIFFORD H CRAIG 
HR.'HRS. WILLIAH BARRY CRAIN 
HR. CHARLES CRANFORD 
HR.lHRS. LARRY JOSEPH CRONE 
HISS CATHRYN ELIZABET CROSS 
HS. GRACE CROSS 
. HRS. T E CROTHERS 
HR. BRODIE CROUCH 
HRS. CARL CROWNOVER 
MR.IMRS. HARVIN A CROWSON 
HR. DAHON GRIFFIN CRUCE 
MRS. RALPH S CRUHP 
HRS. ROBERT D CRUSCO 
HR.&HRS. SHERHAN D CULLUM 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAH LOWELL CULP 
,MISS RAE ANN CUNNINGHAH 
HR.&HRS. W. CARLTON CURRY 
HR.&HRS. H. R. CURTIS 
MR. JOHN ALBAN CURTIS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN RICk CURTIS 
HISS NANCY JEAN CURTIS 
"RS. FRANK T D'ANTONIO 
HISS CHARLENE HELISSA DABBS 
HR. JAKES C DAHLBERG 
HRS. DANNY DALLAS 
HR. JERRY LEROY DANIEL 
HR.IHRS. LEE AVERY DANIEL 
HR. MICHAEL LEE DANIEL 
"R. ROBERT ELVIS DANIEL 
HR. JOHN W DANIELS 
HR.&HRS. CLAUD RICHARD DANLEY 
KISS PAULA KAY DANNER 
KR.'MRS. GLEN D DARROW 
"R. KENNETH LANDON DART 
"RS. DON DASHER 
MRS. STEPHEN LEN DAUGHETY 
HR. LANNY D DAUKSCH 
HR.IHRS. BRUCE ALLEN DAVENPORT 
HR. DOYLE DAVENPORT 
KR. IVY B DAVENPORT 
"R.IMRS. RAY DAVENPORT 
HR. EARL DEVAUGHN DA~IDSON 
HS. IRENE DAVIDSON 
HR. STEVEN WAYNE DAVIDSON 
HR.'HRS. BOBBY WADE DAVIS 
"R.lHRS. ETLER BERRY DAVIS III 
HR.IHRS. J. C. DAVIS 
HR.1HRS. JAHES WALLACE DAVIS JR 
HR.'HRS. JASON DAVIS 
HR.IHRS. JASON HAROLD DAVIS 
HRS. JERALD A DAVIS JR 
HR. JIH DAns 
HRS. JUANITA KELBA DAVIS 
HRS. PAUL W DAVIS 
HR.'HRS. RICHARD WAYNE DAVIS 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT CLAYBURN DAVIS 
HR.'HRS. ROY W DAVIS 
HS. RUTH DAVIS 
HRS. URSELL DAVIS 
HS. VANESSA JEAN DAVIS 
HR. WENDELL BRYAN DAVIS 
HRS. WILLIAH V DAVIS 
HR.'HRS. SCOTT P DAWKINS 
HISS CAROLYN SUE DAWSON 
HR.lHRS. W. J. DAWSON 
HR. CARL SCOTT DE CASPERS 
MR. GUTHRIE DAVIS DEAN 
HRS. J C DEAN 
HR. BILL DEATON 
MRS. JAHES L DECKER 
HR. JACK DEES 
HRS. BILLIE JEAN DEFRAN6E 
HRS. VIRGIL DEFREECE 
HR.IHRS. WILLIA" PERRY DE6RAW 
HR. EDDIE L DELONG 
HR. JEFFRE TODD DEHING 
TERRY ALLEN DE"PSEY 
HRS. R. E. DENISON 
"RS. JERRIAHN DERLIKOWSKI 
HR. CHARLES ~ILLIS DEVORE 
HRS. LEON DEXTER 
HR. RON A DICKEN 
HR. RONALD W DICKEM 
HR. JAHES S DICKERSON 
HISS DEBORAH LOU DILLARD 
HR.'HRS. "ARK LESLIE DILLARD 
HR. PHILIP R DILLARD 
HR. WAYNE U DINKINS 
HR.IHRS. JOHN ALAN DIXON 
MR.1HRS. RALPH TAL"ADGE DIXON JR 
HISS CAMILlA S DODGIN 
HR.'HRS. RODNEY H DOLLINS 
HRS. LOWELL DONLEY 
HISS JORENE C DOUTHITT 
HR.IHRS. JAHES AUSTIN DOVE 
HRS. R C DOVER 
HR.IMRS. GERALD TIKOTHY DOYLE 
HR. DANIEL ALLEN DOZIER 
"RS. HARGARETTA DOZIER 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES E DRAPER 
HISS ROSANNE KARlE DREHER 
HR. DERYL W DRU" 
HR. DANNY LEE DUCLOS 
HR.IHRS. RUSSELL P DUIREY 
HRS. HAX E DUER SR 
HR. HAX ERNEST DUER JR 
HISS CARLA DUFRENE 
DR.'"RS. TIHOTHY CRAI6 DUKE 
MR.IHRS. WILLIAH C DUKE 
HR. GEORGE CARLISLE DUKAS 
HR.IHRS. DAVID HUGH DUNCAN 
HR.IKRS. HAROLD DUNCAN 
HRS. CORA DUNN 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH DUTKE 
MR.IMRS. CHARLES LLOYD DYE 
HR.'HRS. BURREL H DYKES 
HR.&HRS. JOHN HOWARD DYKES 
MISS LOU ELLEN DYKES 
HR. DOYLE FRANKLIN EARWOOD 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES E EAST 
HISS MARY ALICE EASTERLING 
DR. STEPHEN D ECKSTEIN JR 
MR. EARL J EDDY 
MRS. JOHN CHARLES EDLIN 
HR.&HRS. JAHES QUINTON ED"ONDS 
HR.&HRS. GARY ED"ONDSON 
HRS. HAURICE EDRINGTON 
tlR. MAX MAURICE EDRINGtON 
HR.'HRS. ALAN D EDWARDS 
HR.lHRS. EARL EDWARDS 
HR. GARY LEE EDWARDS 
HR.IHRS. JOHN EDWARDS 
HR.&HRS. TERRY LYNN EDWARDS 
HR. TERRY WILLIA" EDWARDS 
HR. EDWARD LEE EICHELBEROER 
HR. ART ELAK 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES PHILIP ELA" II 
HR. CHARLES J ELDER 
HR. F CHARLES ELKINS 
HR. PHILLIP WELKINS 
HR.IHRS. DAVID TILLMAN ELLIOTT 
HR. ROGER F ELLIOTT 
HR.lHRS. GEOFFREY HARK ELLIS 
HR. SCOTT ELLYSON 
"R.IHRS. RAY ENGLAND 
HR. BILLY JAKE ENGLES 
HRS. JACK EPPERSON , 
HRS. CYNTHIA EPPRIOHT 
HISS HALINDA SUE ERSKIN 
HRS. PAUL ERWIN 
MR. JERRY B ESCUE 
HR.I"RS. SILAS J ESCUE 
HRS. LARRY ESTES 
HRS. CORINNE EUBANKS 
HR. DAN W EUBANKS 
HR.l"RS. PHILIP DALE EUBANKS 
HRS. SARA HELISSA EUKE 
HR. ALAN DALE EVANS 
HRS. GALE EVANS 
HR.IKRS. JAHES EVANS 
HRS. LESLIE A EVANS 
HR.IHRS. HICKEY OWEN EVANS 
HISS HYRA EVANS 
HISS NORHA JOYCE EVANS 
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HR. PAUL. J E'IINS HISS ~NDRA KAY GIF-FORD HR.I~RS. RICHARD R H""KIttS HS. HARY E MOUES HRS. FL.OYD R JERNIBAN 
HRS. BIL.l nGAlA HR.IHRS. KENtiETH NEWEll BILBERT HR.'HRS. VER~ON lOUIS HAWKINS HR. STilNlEY R HOLST KISS SANDRA JANE JESONIS 
HISS ELIZABETH ANtI FAIN HR.lMRS. HOWARD GILES HR.IHRS. ROGER W HAWLEY HR. EUBENE[ HOLT HR.IHRS. AllAN J JEWEll 
HR.II'RS. CHARLES WILlIA" FALL HR. GLENN DALE GILLEY JR HR. DAVID HAYDEN DR. JACK RUSSELL HOlT HS. HETTIE JEWETT 
' HRS. H. O'NEAL FALLS HR. DAVID LEWIS GILlIA" HR.'HRS. CHARLES LEE HAYNES I1R. SAH HOLTZCLAW HISS HARAlEE CORA JEWETT 
HR.&HRS. FARRELL FALWELL HR. GENE CLAY BILLILAND HS. ELIZABETH THAYNES HR.IHRS. WILLIA" C HONEY HRS. ALFRED H JOHNSON 
HR. GLENDELL RAY FANN HR. JOSEPH -HANLY GILPIN HRS. PAUL HAYNES HISS BRENDA 6AYLE HOOD HRS. ALLEN H JOHNSON 
HR. JACK EUGENE FARBER HR. JOHN D GIPSON HR.'HRS. CARL ROBERT HAZEL JR HRS. GARY HOOD HR. BENJA"IN CARL JOHNSON 
HISS EDITH LORINE FARRIS KRS. ROGER K GLASS HISS DORIS BETH HEALY HR. KREGG RUSSELL HOOD HR.IHRS. C HAL JOHNSON 
HR.'HRS. RONALD FAULKNER HR.IHRS. WENDELL FRED SLASS JR HRS. JIHHY D HEATH HR.IHRS. JAHES ,£ HOOKER HR.'HRS. CHARLES H JOHNSON 
HR.'HRS. CHARLES FELIX HR.IHRS. ALVIN E GLENN JR HRS. HILTON J HECK HRS. JAHES l HOOPER HRS. ETHEL JOHNSON 
HRS. KEllY E FELPS HRS. HAROLD lYNN SLOSUP HR. GEORGE F HEDGE HR. HARK RAY HOOPER HR.'"RS. J. l. JOHNSON 
HR.IHRS. EARL FENN "RS. GLENN ALLEN GLOVER HR. ERIC D HEETER HR.'"RS. WIlLIAH L HOPKINS HR.IHRS. KENT DEWEY JOHNSON 
HR. W E FENTRESS HR.'HRS. JOHN ROBERT SLOVER HR.I"RS. CARL 0 HEFFINGTON I1RS. HOYT R HOPPER HRS. PAULA JOHNSON 
I1RS. REVA FIEDLER "R.II1RS. KENNETH GLOVER I1R.II1RS. JOHN C HEFT I1RS. ANN G HORNER HISS RHONDA LEISH JOHNSON 
I1R.IHRS. BOYD W FIELD I1R. 0 R GLOVER _ HR.II1RS. JOHN C HEFT "R.'"RS. JAKES THO"AS HORNER I1R.'"RS. STEVEN SCOTT JOHNSON 
I1R. RICHARD T FIELDER HR.I"RS. ROBERT ALAN GLOVER I1R.I"RS. JA"ES DAVID HEID IIRS. El"A HORNYAK "RS. 'TIH JOHNSON 
HR. NICHAEl WAYNE FIELDS "R.'HRS. CARL EUGENE GO"D NR.IHRS. JOHN STEPHEN HElD "R.IHRS. BERNARD E HORSLEY HR. WIllIAN ARTHUR JOHNSON 
DR.INRS. BOB G. FIG6INS HR.IHRS. ROBERT "ICHAEl GOFF HRS. JAHES F HEINLE HS. PHYLLIS GAil HORSLEY HR.IHRS. CARL EDWARD JOHNSTON 
MRS. TERRY FIGLEY HR.I"RS. MYRON JAY GOINS HR.IHRS. STEVEN HElF HISS "ARIlYN RUTH HoRSHAN , "R. CECIL W JOHNSTON 
MR.IHRS. BYRON lEE FIKE HR. G BURTON GOOCH HR.IHRS. H WAYNE HEHINBW"Y JR HR. N STEVE HORTON HR. HATTHEW DOUGLAS JOHNSTON 
HISS STEPHANIE 5 FINDLEY HR.IHRS. TOH ED GOODEN HR. BASEL HENDERSON HRS. ToHHY WAYNE HORTON HR.IHRS. ROBERT COOPER JOINER 
HISS /lARlA lE FINLAY HRS. SHEILA KAY GOODENOUGH HR.IHRS. CLARENCE OBERT HENDERSON HR. PAUL W HoSSE HRS. ALVIS JONES 
HR.IHRS. DONALD GENE FINLEY HRS. GRANT GOODRICH HRS. DONALD HENDERSON HR. COPELAND HOUSE HR. CHARLES R JONES 
HR.&HRS. TONY FINLEY HR. G R GOODWIN HR. GARY WAYNE HENDERSON HR. DOYLE HOIIARD HR. G II JONES 
HR. TED J FISH ,~ _ HR.IHRS. TO" GOODWYN HRS. JOE HENDERSON • DR.IHRS. JAHES EDIIIN HOIIARD HR.IHRS. GAloN JONES 
MRS. CLAUDE C FISHER ' HRS. GARY II GORBET HR.IHRS. HER HAN HENDON ., HR.IHRS. ROY WELDON HOIIARD HR.IHRS. JAHES CHRISTOPHE JONES 
MRS. JERRY FITTRO HR.'HRS. lUCIAN PAXSON SORDON HRS. ROBERT lEE HENDREN HRS. A. D. HOWDESHELL HR.IHRS. JA"ES CRAIG JONES 
MRS. BELINDA FITZGERALD HS. CYNTHIA GORE HR.IHRS. RAYHOND HENDRICKS HRS. BYRON E. HOWEll HRS. JAHES H JONES 
HR. RICHARD GEORGE FITZPATRICK HRS. CHARLES GOR"AN "RS. IIAlTER H HENDRICKS "R;IHRS. BYRON WI~TER HOIIELl HRS. JOE HERREll JONES 
HRS. JAHES ROBERT FLEET HRS. BETTY GOYNE HR.IHRS. lYLE B. HENDRIX MR.IMRS. KENNETH DUANE HOIIEll HARY JACQUELINE JONES 
HR.IMRS •. TERRY WAYNE FlEHING HRS. ROBERT C SRABER HR. DOUGLAS HARK HENNEHAN HR.aMRS. "ARK HOIIEll HRS. PAUL JONES 
MRS. EDIIARD HICHAEl FLETCHER HISS REBECCA KAYE GRACY MR.IHRS. JAHES P HENRY III HR.IHRS. HICHAEl ALLEN HOWELL HR. RICKY DON JONES 
MR. ALTON MATTHEW FlINCHUH HRS. JOE GRADDY HR.IHRS. PETE B HENRY HR.IHRS. STEPHEN AllEN HOWELL HR. ROBERT E JONES 
MS. BETTY ANN FLOYD HRS. SAHUEl V GRANDE MRS. IIllLlAH RALPH HENRY HR.IHRS. WILSON HOIIEll HRS. RUTH ALICE JONES 
HR.&HRS. BOBBY FLOYD HR.IIIRS. BRADLEY RAY SRATE HRS. J. E. HERNDON HISS HELEN ELAINE HOIIERY HRS. STEVEN PAUL JONES 
DR.IHRS. HARVEY lEROY FLOYD HR. IIIlLIAH ORAUL HR. WHIT FRANKLIN HERNDON SR MR.aMRS. JOHN HITCHEll HOWLETT / HR. WIlLlAH C JONES 
MR.&HRS. WIlllAH ROBERT FLOYD HRS. BESS GRAIJES HISS CARLA FAYE HERREN HRS. DARRYL P HUBBARD MISS GENEVA ALANE JOYCE 
HR.IHRS. KEVIN WAYNE FLYNN HRS. FRANK A GRAVES "R. lOIlRY EUSEIIE HERSHEY HR.IHRS. ROBERT EUGENE HUBBARD HRS. lARRY JOYCE 
MR.IHRS. ALTON WAYNE FONVILLE JR HRS. PAUL 0 6RAY HR. HERBERT EUGENE JOYNER 
HR. JAMES DOUGLAS FONVILLE HISS CELESTA ANNE GREAR HR.'HRS. JOHN R JUllAN 
HRS. BOB BYE J FORBES ' HISS HARY KATHRYN GREEN HR.IHRS. PETER V JULIAN 
HR. lINDELl G FORBES HRS. RICHARD F. GREEN HRS. PRATT JUNKIN 
MR. LLOYD DAVID FORE HRS. J SCOTT GREER HRS. MICHAEL l JUSTICE 
MR.IHRS. SHELBY W FoRKUH MRS. DAVID OREGERSEN HRS. lLOYD JUSTISS 
MR. FRANK FOSTER HR.I"RS. GAIL ALAN GRESS R" HRS. JOHN KEADY 
MR.IMRS. lYLE J. FOWLER HR.IHRS'. GARY WAYNE GREGG . HR. HORHAN HOYT KEE 
MRS. ALICE FOX HR.IHRS. WELDON GRESSETT ~ HR.IHRS. IIINDlE PAUL KEE 
MRS. MAUDE FOX MISS SUSAN HARlE GRIFFIN ! . HR.IHRS. IIIllIAH DALE KEESLIN6 
MR.&MRS. STEVEN CHARLES FOX MRS. H R GRIFFITH ~) , HR. BOBBY KENNETH KEETER 
HI? 8HRS. IIRETT HAYIIOOD FDXX MR. IMRS. lARRY DAN GRIFFITH DR .IHRS. l DARIIIN KEICHLINE 
MR. PERRY JAY FkAlEY MRS. RUBYE GRISTE I HR. lESTER KEITH KEIRN 
MF:.IHRS. HARVIN DALE FRANCISCD HR.IHRS. GUY D GROVE " 1 HR.IHRS. LARRY KEISER 
MR.&MRS. GARY LYNN FRANK MR.IHRS. HITCHElL D GRUBB HR.IHRS. JON HARK KEITH 
MIL L1IRRY D ,FRANKE , HRS. THOHAS GUNN HISS KARLA DODD KEll 
~RS. A. EUGENE FRAZIER " HISS BRENDA Jo GUN THARP HR.&HRS. STEPHEN PAUl KELLAR 
MR.\MRS. GARY FRAZIER MR.&MRS. l T,GURGANUS JR HR.IHRS. JOHN EDIlIN KELLER 
HR.IMRS. BIll FREDERICK HR. JAHES RICHARD GURLEY "RS. DAVID A KEllEY 
MS. EMILY FREDERICK MR.IHRS. DAVID THOHAS GUTHERY "RS. DONALD E KELLEY 
MR. DANIEL l FREDHAN HS. JOAN GUY "RS. SUSAN KELLEY 
Mft.&HRS. ROBERT BARRETT FREELS MR.IHRS. RICHARD GUYER HR.IHRS. KELLY K KEHP 
HR. STANLEY DEAN FREE HAN MR. CHARLES GWALTNEY HR. RODNEY DENZIL KENDRICK 
HRS JANETT FRENCH MISS ANN l HAAS HRS. GARY KENLEY 
MRS: DONALD J FREPPON MR.IMRS. RICHARD A HACKHAN HRS. DEAN KENNEDY 
MRS. SIDNEY FRICKS MR. RICHARD ARNOLD HACKHAN "ISS CHRISTINA" HERTENSTEIII "ISS DEBRA ANN HUCKABEE HISS KAROL ANN KENNEDY 
MR. BILL GE"E FRILEY HISS SHEILA J HACKKAN HR. BLAINE EDIIARD HESCHT MR. DONALD RAY HUDDl~STON HRS. CAROLE KEPLEY 
MS. JEANNE FROEHLICH MISS OPAL HADDOCK HR.IHRS. KERRY lANCE HESSEL RODE HR.IHRS. JOHN MICHAEL HUDDLESTON HISS CHRISTINA J KERCHEVlllE 
MRS. MEllON Al FRY JR HR.&HRS. TIHoTHY BLAINE HADDOCK HR. PAUL BERTRAH HESSER HR. ALLEN NANCE HUDGENS HR.IHRS. HALCOL" S KETCHU"' 
MRS. KENNETH E FRYER MR. MILO R HADWIN HR.IKRS. JACKIE L HESTER HR.IHRS. IIAYNE ALAN HUEY HISS lYNNE ANN KETTELER 
MR.IHRS. lOVEll C FULBRIGHT HRS. PAHElA HAENDEl HS. ToHHY JEAN HESTER HR.IMRS. PAUL E HUFF HR.IHRS. IIIllIAH F KIDD 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES FULTZ HRS. E l HAINES HR. PAUL ELTON HICKERSON MR.lHRS. EVERTT lEE HUFFARD HR. DAVID RANDAll KIIHNL 
MR. CHARLES VERNON FUNK HR. THOMAS DANIEL HAINLEY HR.IHRS. tlINTON OlAN HICKS HR.IHRS. RICHARD LEE HUFF HAN HISS SUSAN T KIllEN 
MRS. TRESSIE FUTCH MRS. PHYLLIS HAIRE HR. FREEHAN HICKS HR. IMRS. JOHN HUFFS TICKLER HR .IHRS. H DEAN KIlHER 
MR. D F GADBERRY HISS SARAH HALBROOK HRS. II lESLIE HICKS MR.&HRS. RANDALL HUGHES HR.IHRS.' RICHARD KIHBERlY 
MR.IHRS. PHilIP GAINES MRS. KENNETH HALE HISS B~RBARA K HIGGINBOTHAH MR. TIIIOTHY MARK HUGHES HS. DONNA KIHBRELL 
HR.IMRS. HARK AARON OALEAZZI. HR.IHRS. CLAUDE DElHAS HAll HR. J L HIGGINBOTHA" DR.IHRS. WALTER NOR HAN HUGHES HISS JOANNE EHIlY KING 
MRS. FRED GALLO < DR. J BASIL HAll HR.IHRS. BUFORD N HIGHERS HS. ANN HULL HR.IHRS. WALTER D KINS 
MR. JERRY BLAINE GAllOIIAY HR. JACK II HAll HR.IMRS. RONALD CURTIS HI6HFIElD HR. DONALD LEE HUll HR.IHRS. J C KINOSlEY JR 
HR. WESLEY GAHBlE HR. JIMHY HAll HISS CORA HIGHTOIIER MISS HENRIETTA SUE HULL HR.IHRS. SIDNEY C KINNIN6HAH 
HR. ROBERT GAHHIll " HR. MAURICE C HAll HISS PENNY GAE HIGHTOIIER HR. H A HUll HR.IHRS. RANDALL N KIRBY 
MRS. JOHN GANN HR. WAYNE HAll "R. WALTER EUGENE HIGHTOIIER HRS. MARION LEE HULL HR.IHRS. DAVID FLETCHER KIRK 
HR. ROBERT WADE GANUS MRS. GEORGE HICK"AN HAllUH HR. RICHARD H HILEY MR. JOE H HUNNICUTT I1RS. HELEN BERNITA KIRK 
HR. LOUIS STEPHEN GARDNER HISS CAROL RAY HAHllTON HRS. CARL WAYNE HIll HR.aHRS. IIILlIAH N HUNTER HR.IHRS. JOHN E KIRK 
HR.aMRS. ALAN RAY GARNER HR.IHRS. KEVIN NEIL HAHHOND HR.IHRS. CHARLES E. HIll III MR.IIIRS. DAVID HAYS HURD HR. GREELY C KIRKPATRICK 
HR. CHARLES II GARNER HISS _CLARA lYNNE HAHPSON HISS LORI DENISE HilI. -' HS. DORIS l HURST HR.IHRS. PHil KISSEE 
HR. JAHES CARLTON GARNER '" DR. WiLLlAH COR~~S HAHPTON HRS. HILTON HILL 1 ' i ; 1 >1 -J I HRS. HARRY HUTCHINSON . HRS. GERALDINE KISSIRE 
HR. JIHHY RAY GARNER HS. PEGGY HANCOCK HR .IHRS. II WAYNE HIll MRS. J D' IiUTSlER JR ' ' .1 MR. IHRS. KENNETH lHENRY KLEIN JR 
HISS LINDA HEBANE GARNER , HR. DONALD BENSON HARDAWAY HR. JOHN GORDON HILLIS JR MR. EVERETT l HUTSON HR. GREGG KNIGHT 
HR. HARVIN GARNER " MRS. lOLA HARDAWAY HR.IHRS. JEFFERY ALAN HIHElICK HRS. HETTIE P HYDE " MRS. RICK KNIGHT 
HISS ALBERTA GARRETT MRS. CORYTH HARDIN HR. l ROY HINDS ALICE HYDER " HR.aHRS. ROBERT DARRELL KNIGHT 
MR.IHRS. DONALD PAUL GART"AN HISS CAROL.'AARGETT ' HR.IHRS. JA"tS O'O¥IL'KINER"mf " IDEAL OFFICE "ACHINES >! MR.IHRS. ORAN VIRBIl KNOX 
HR. AUGUST J GARVER HRS. JOHN H HARLAN HRS. KEHEl W HINKLE MR. DAMON COY IJA"ES HRS. FRANK II KOCHAN 
HR.IHRS. DAVID KIH 6ARVER IIRS. HARCUS HARHAN HRS. DIANNE HIXSON HR. CHESTER A INGRA" HRS. HOWARD R KOON JR 
HR.IHRS. JAHES HER"AN GASKI~l HRS. KEITH HARNESS 1_ HR.IHRS. ROOER FRANKLIN HLADKY MR.IMRS. HERBERT l ISENBER6 MRS. ROBERT EUGENE KRA"ER 
HRS. PAULINE lENORE 6AUDIN MRS. BOB HARP HR.IHRS. B C HOBBS HR. HAL ISHHAEl HISS NANCY ANN KRAPE 
HISS SHARON KAY OEDDES MR.IHRS. BROOKS HARRIS ,HR.IHRS. JEFFREY DALE HOBBS MR.IMRS. GREGORY ALLAN ISO" MR. CHARLES JOHN KULl 
HR. RICHARD PHIllIP GEE MR.&MRS. GENE A-HARRIS HR.IHRS. CHARLES HODGE JR HR. KENNETH CARL ISTRE MISS ALICE JANE KUHPF 
HS. GWEN GENNINGS MRS. GER~UI B HARRIS JR HR.IHRS. BILLIE JOE HOD6ES HRS. STEVE JACKS . HR.IHRS. RICKY KYKER 
HRS. ADHIRAl D GENTRY I1R. GROCK HARRIS HRS. H II HOFFHAN "R DON lEE JACKSON _ HR. 'HRS. FORREST lESLIE KYLE 
HRS. ALICE GENTR~ lOJ' HR. KERRY HARRIS HR.IHRS. RALPH E HoFFHAN MR:IHRS. J E JACKSON ~' HR.IHRS. WILLIAM E lllAS 
HRS. C lEO GENTRY , • ..: MR. LARRY WAYNE HARRIS HR.IHRS. PHILIP' E HOGGARD HR.&HRS. NELSON D JA"ES HRS. TOHHY H lACKEY 
"RS. PAUL D GENTRY . , HR.&MRS. ROBERT W HARRIS JR HR.aHRS. RAYHOND BUEl HOGINS HR.&HRS. RICHARD ALBERT JAHES HR. KENNEITH F LACY" 
HR. HAlCOH GEORGE MR.IMRS. WIllIAH DOUGLASS HARRISHRS. FREDERICK A HOKE HRS. ROBERT L JA"ES MR.IHRS. ROBERT AllEN lACY 
HR.IMRS. ROBERT F. GEOROE JR HR.&HRS. lARRY R HARRISON HR. RUSSEll R HOLDEN _ MRS. JOHN HAROLD JA"ESON HR.&MRS. J. W. LAKE 
MR.IHRS. STEVE 6ERHAN HRS. JOHN HARK HARV.ICK HRS. VIR'GI,NIA HOLLAND I HR.IHRS. JAHES HARVEY JA"ISON HR. KENNETH PHILLIP LAKE 
MISS lINDA JOYCE GIBBONS HRS. HICHAEl lYNN HARVISON HRS. FRANCES HOlliNGSWORTH MR.IMRS. SAHUEl JARREll MR.lMRS. RONNIE lEE lAHAR 
HISS JolI GIBBS I1R.IMRS. ROBERT HASELOFF HR.IHRS. GEOROE II HOLLON MISS TERESA ANNE JARVIS HR. LAYHON lAHB 
HR.IHRS. H.R. GIBSON JR DR. WELDON HATCHER HS. BECKY HOllOWAY MR.IHRS. ALLAN P JAVEL lANA HR. LEWIS lAHB 
HR.IHRS. HUGH HAL 61BSON HR. DWIGHT EVAN HATLEY HR.IHRS. RICHARD OLENN HOllOWAY MR.IHRS. KEVAN CHARLES JEFFORDS MR. AllEN EllIOTT lANE 
HR.aHRS. KENNETH IIAYNE GIBSON HR.&HRS. RAY HAliK HR.IHRS. ROBERT W HOlLOIIAY MISS SHARON SUE JENNETTE HRS. SANDRA lANG 
HISS lOLA HAE GIDDENS HRS. lESLIE HAWKINS MR.IHRS. ALVIN HOL"AN HRS. BOB PRATHER JENNINGS MR.&HRS. TOHHY SCOTT lAMGHA" 
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IIRS~ JONNIEKAR6ARH LA"GL~ 
IIR.IHR,S. DilLLAS it. L'ARI<iNS 
HR . l~RS. DALE R LARSEN 
HRS. J E "C MHORTER ~ "RS. BARBARA "ORRIS "RS. GAYLON ORTCUTTER 
"R.IHRS. JA"ES E "CAfFRY _.,.; HR.I"RS. CREED M "ORRIS HR. JOE ORVELO 
HRS. AUSTIN HCCALISTER HR. EUGENE ROBERT "ORRIS HR.IKRS. DAVID PAUL OSBORN 
HS. EVELYN LASATER "R.IHRS. GERALD THO"AS "CCALISTE~HR. JAHES KELLY "ORRIS HRS. E. A. OSBORN 
HR.IHRS. THOIIAS D LAVENDER JR 
"RS. CLYHER CLAW JR "RS. W. E. "CCARTER HS. SUSAN "ORRIS "R.IHRS. LARRY DANIEL OSBORNE 
IIK.IHRS. 0 C LAWRENCE 
HR.IHRS. DAVIO LAWS 
HR.IHRS. H. RICHARD LAWSON 
IIRS. KIH LAWSON 
"R.I"RS. DENNIS KAY "CCARTY HR.I"RS. PHILLIP "ORRISON HR.IHRS. HICHAEL LEE OSBORNE 
HR. CHARLIE HCCLAIN HR.IHRS. CURTIS WAYNE "ORROM HR. PAUL OSBORNE 
HR.IHRS. RALPH H I:ICCLUGGAGE IIRS. JAHES T MORROW HRp. ART OSTRANDER 
"R.IHRS. JOE "CCONNELL HR.I"RS. EDWARD L MOSBY HR. DAN J OTTINGER 
HR,SIIRS. G. H. LAWTON 
HR.iHRS. DEAN L LAWYER 
IIR.SHRS. JACK HARL~N LAWYER 
HR. VERNOM C LAWYER 
"R. JA"ES T "CCORKLE HRS. JOE KOSLEY HR.'HRS. S "ORGAN OUTLAM 
"RS. LAYNA KCCORKLE ' J HR. CARL LOWERY "055 "R. JERRY M OMEN 
"RS. C ELTON KeCOY JR "R. JAHES MILLIA" MOSS HR. BRODIE T OWENS 
HR. WILLIA" C HCCRACKEN HR.I"RS. ROBIN LEE HOSS "R.IHRS. DALE "ARTEL PACE 
"RS. JERRY E KeCULLOUOH "RS. T G "055 HRS. WILLIA" 0 PACE 
HS. HARGARET LONG MCCULLOUGH HRS. GILBERT L MOULTON HR. WINFRED A PACE 
"R. PAUL VERNON KeCULLOUGH HRS. THEDA HOUNT . HR. ROLLAND PACK 
IIRS. IIAX ELAYNE 
IIR.SIIRS. JAIIES ~ LAYTON JR 
IIR . PAUL 'DUWAYNE LEARNED 
IIR.&IIRS. STEVEN ANDREW LEATH 
HRS. JANET L LEDGER 
HR. SANUEL R HCCULLOUGH "R. DWIGHT PHILUPS "OMRER HR.IHRS. GARY EDSEL PADEN 
HR. HENRY A "CDANIEL JR "ISS LU ANN HOXLEY HR. RICHARD EARL PAINE 
HRS. STEVE LEHRMANN HR.IHRS. JOHN H HCDANIEL "RS. GRAHAN P NULLEN "ISS SALLY COBB PAINE "R. RAY"OND DEAL "CDANIEL JR HRS. HICHAEL HULLEN HRS. ROBERT PALH 
IIR.&"RS. JAHES L LE"ARR 
IIR. R09ERT LOUIS LEHIION 
HR.IMRS . JOSEPH HUGH LEHIIONS 
IIISS INA LEONARO 
HR. J H HCDONALD HR.IHRS. HARCUS KEITH HUNCY HR. DONALD LEROY PALHER 
"R. RANDALL PERRY "CDONALD "R.a"RS. RANDALL MURDOCK HRS. KATHERYNG PALHER 
HRS. D F HCDOUGAL HR.IHRS. WILLIAN "ITCHELL MURPHY HR.IHRS. BILLIE H PARKER 
"ISS HARILYN A HCELROY HISS LAURA ANN "URRAY HR JACK CLINTON PARKER 
HR.IIIRS . JAIIES R. LESTER 
IIRS. IIICHAEL LESTER 
HR.aHRS. RICHARD LEE "CEUEN HR.IHRS. "ICHAEL HOMARD "URRIE • IIR.IHRS. JOHN W PARKER HRi WILLIA" GENTRY "CFARLAND HR.IHRS. JA"ES "ICHAEL MUSICK 
II ISS, TINE JO LECHER HR. JAHES CARROLL HCGARRITY HR. CHARLES FRANKLIN HYER JR 
II R. BARRIES LEUNG "RS. WIL"A HCGLAUGHLIN HR.IHRS. JERRY RAY "YHAN 
HRS . SOLOHON LEUNG HR. DALE KCINTURFF "R. KENT AARON "YRICK 
IIR.1IIRS. JAHES R LEVINS 
IIR. JERRY WAYNE LEWIS 
IIHS. " K LEWIS 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT D KeINTURFF "R.I"RS. JACK NADEAU 
HR.INRS. MONTY EUGINE "CINTYRE "R.I"RS. TED DEE NADEAU 
HR.INRS. CLAIR BYRON "CKEAN "R.I"RS. TAKAHARU NAKANO 
IIR. NOAH THOHAS LENIS 
IIRS. JOHN D LIDDELL 
"RS. TONY LINTON 
HR. CHARLES STANLEY "CKEE "R.IHRS. DOYCE RAY NANCE 
HR.IHRS. STANLEY D "CKEEVER"R.I"RS. BARRY ALAN NAPIER 
HRS. JAKES D "CKELLEY HISS PATRICIA JO NARRY 
KRS. JAKES LITTLE HISS CHRIS ANNA "CKENZIE "R.I"RS. GARTH NASH 
HR . LARRY LITTLE 
HR.IHRS. DAVID LITTON 
HRS. CURTI~ DAVID LLOYD 
HR.1HRS. HOHER LLOYD 
HR. JOHN AR"STRONG LOCK 
HR. DEL HOWARD HCKINNEY HRS. JA"ES JAY NASH 
HR.IHRS. DUANE GARLAND "CKINNEY "R.&"RS. GARY GLEN NEAL 
HRS. IRVIN "CKINNON HRS. KENNETH NEAL 
HRS. JEFFERY W HCKINNON HISS NANCY SUE NEELY 
HR. GENE CLARK "CKNIGHT HR.I"RS. BARNEY B NEILL 
HR. HENRY LOCKE HR. JA"ES B "CLAREN "R.I"RS. KENNETH NELLER 
"R.IHRS. C. B. LOCKES HRS. SUSAN "CLAUGHLIN DR. DONALD BURKtTT NELSON JR 
HR.IHRS. TERRY 'ARTHUR LOCKHART DR.I"RS. STEPHEN R "CLEAN "R. PETER ALLAN NELSON 
HR. RONALD DALE LOFTIS lfR.I"RS. J W "CLEOD "R.I"~S. ROBERT. IIALTER NELSON 
"R.&HRS. BRUCE WAYNE LOGUE HR.I"RS. WILLIA" JOSEPH "C"ILLAN "ISS JA"IE ALEXA NESBITT ' 
"RS. CATHY L LOHR"AN HISS HELANIE SUSAN "C"ILLEN HR. HARVEY J NEVI"S 
HISS CORA BETH LO"AX "R.IKRS. RUSSElL ALBERT "CNALTY "ISS "ARY CATHERINE NE .. IERRY 
"R.I"RS. JERRY LOONEY "R.IHRS. DANNY JOE "CNEAL , "R.IIIftS. DAVI. U£fIM M£IIHOUIE 
MISS SARAH WALEEN LORANCE, HRS. JA"ES " "CNJEL 
HR. DAN HENRY LOUDER"ILK HR. JOHN ALLEN HCPHERSON " 
HISS CHERYL RENEE LOVE HR. EHMETT ROSS HCREYNOLDS 
HR. JIH"Y DWAN~ LOVE HR.I"RS. JOE E "CREYNOLDS 
HRS. LEONARD G LOVE "ISS KAYLA JAN HCVEY 
HR.I"RS. CHARLES S LOVELL "R. ELVIN CHARLES "EAKES 
"R.I"RS. MILLIA" BRUCE LOIIE HISS DOROTHY EVELYN "EDDERS 
MRS. RICHARD 0 LOIIREY MR. SE~URNE OBEE "EDDERS ' 
HR.IHRS. IIILLI"" PERRY LUCAS HR. RAY FORSYTH ilEDLOCK 
HISS HARY ANGELA LUN~ HRS. PHYLLIS G~IL "ENENDEZ 
HISS RITA LUYE "R .IHRS. DENNIS REED JlERRITT 
"So CLARA LYONS , , "RS. FRAN MESSiCk 
HR.IIIRS. L,. A. LYONS HR. ROGER TRENT HESSICK 
HRS. VAN HABRY HR. WILFRED KI" METHENY 
HR.SIIRS. GEORGE "ACKALL "R.IHRS. GUS HEULI JR 
IIR.&HRS. ROGER "ACKENZjE HR. GENE HEYER 
HR. DAVID DALE "ACKEY MRS. THOHAS A HILIANTA 
HR. HAROLD" "ACKEY HR. BOBBY LEE "ILLER 
HISS L JANE "ACKEY HR. CHARLES ROBIN HILLER 
HR. DANNY DEAN "ADDOX "R.IHRS. JAIIES BERNIE HILLER 
"ISS GLENDA LEE "AHAN HR.'"RS. RICHARD ARDEN "ILLER 
"RS. "ICHAEL "AHANNA HR.'HRS. RICHARD H "ILLER 
HRS. JAMES PAUL "ALLATT , HRS. THOHAS AVON "ILLER 
HR.I"RS. HENRY ANTHONY "A""ARELLIHR. RONALlI ERIC HILLIGAN 
HR. DONNIE "ANGRU" HR.SIIRS. SAHHY HILLIGAN 
HR. GEORGE LEBOURN "ANN HR. EDWARD "ILLS 
HRS. R BERNARD "ANN HR. IIiRS. JAHES W HILLS 
HRS. EARL "ANNING IIR.&IIRS. KENNETH EUGENE "ILLS 
HR.IHRS. DENNIS KARL "ANUEL IIR. LEWIS FINLEY HILLS 
HISS LOIS HAPLE IIR.IIIRS. WILLIAH NORHAN "ILNER 
HR. STEVEN LA"AR "ARDIS HISS LETA "ARIA HILSTEAD 
"R.IHRS. HAT THEil IIILLIAM "ARKLEY HR. ALLAN CHARLES "ITCHELL 
HR.I"RS. ROBERT "ARRS HR. BOBBY MITCHELL 
HR.IHRS. ,THO"AS J "ARSHALL IIR.I"RS. DONALD R "ITCHELL 
HR. BILLY RAY "ARTIN JR IIR. JAHES STEPHEN "ITCHELL 
"R. CHARLES J "ARTIN HR. JAIIES G 1I0FFETT 
HR.IIIRS. CHARLES L MARTIN HR. HINTER MICHAEL HOLELLO 
IIR. EHMETTE LEE "ARTIN HR. EARL HONDAY 
HR.IHRS. JA"ES T "ARTIN IIRS. "IKE HONROE 
HISS LINDA ANN "ARTIN i IIISS HARTA. CAROL HONTGO"ERY 
HR. ROBERT E "ARTIN HRS. MICHAEL G HONTGO"ERY 
HR ._I,HRS. THO"AS HERBERT "ARTIN IIRS. J H ,II00DY , 
HRS. W E "ARTIN HR. JAHES D HOONEYHA" 
HRS. CYNTHIA LYNN "ASHBURN , HR.IHRS. A J HOORE JR 
HRS. CHARLES" "ASON ' HR. ALFRED EUGENE "OORE 
"R.IHRS. HICHAEL' E,VERETT "ASON "RS. BILLY DON HOORE 
IIR. I"RS. "IKE LEE "ASON . IIR .IHRS. BRUT.US HOORE -
"R. JAHES VERNON "ASSEY HRS. CAROLYN "AX·I NE "OORE 
HISS F'EGGY EILEEN "ATTHEWS HR . CHARLES "OORE 
IIR.I"RS. NEAL "AULDIN 'KRS. GARY LEE "OORE 
HISS DEANNE R "AXIIELL HRS .. NOR"AN DAVIS "OORE 
IIR. CECIL RiCHARD "AY JR "R. PAUL KINDALL "OORE 
HRS. JOHN ROBERT "AY HR.IHRS. PAUL II MOORE 
HR. PHILIP AVERY "AYBERRY HR. REGINALD RICKY "OORE 
IIR.IHRS. ALAN II "AYES HISS RITA LOIS "OORE 
HR. DEAN EDMOND "AYFIELD HR.I"RS. THOHAS T. MOORE 
HR. NOEL H "AYfIELD HR.IHRS. BILLY REX HOORER 
"R.IHRS. ROBERT BRIAN "AYHALL ,HRS. KEITH "ORELAND 
HR. ROBERT WAYLAND "AYO II ' "R. NORII GENE "ORGAN 
HRS. RONALD IRA "AYO 
IIR. CLEDDIE IIALLICE HAYS 
HRS. FORTE MAZANTI 
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HR.a"RS. RICHARD R "ORGAN 
MR. XENOPHON MILLIAM MORGAN 
"R. EDDIE GENE "ORPHIS 
"R.I"RS. D S NEIIMAN 
HR.I"RS. SIONG SlEW NG 
HRS. TERRY NICHOL 
"RS. HAZEL NICHOLAS 
HR.I"RS. JIH NICHOLAS 
"RS. JESSIE B. NICHOLS 
"R.I"RS. "ARVINA NIKOLAUS 
"RS. J L NISBETT 
"ISS BETSY A NOLANQ 
HR. PAUL EDMARD NOLES 
HRS. HUBERT NORRIS 
HR. GARY JOHN NORTHAN 
"R.I"RS. FRANK GEORGE NOVAK ~ 
HR.'HRS. 'JERRY D- NUIIUN-JR 
HRS. WILLIA" CHARLES NUNNALLY 
"ISS JANET KAY NUSBAU" 
"ISS JUDY BETH NUSB~" 
HR.I"RS. HANK "ITCHELL OAKES 
"RS. ELIZABETH OBRECHT 
"RS. THO"AS N OBRECHT 
MS. LINDA SUE ODEL~ 
"So JULIA E 000" 
"R.IHRS. IIILLIA" P O.ONNELL 
HR.'MRS. ROBERT K. OGlESBY 
"R.I"RS. "ICHAEL JOHN OKEEF£ 
HR. LARRY REEDER OLDHAN 
"R. TRUIIAN OLBS 
"R.IHRS. LARRY LUDMICK GlSEN 
HS. ELSIE ONEAL 
"R.IHRS. JA"ES- K ORAND 
"R.IHRS. BRETT DAVID ORGAN 
HR.I"RS. JACK L ORR . 
HR. RAYBOURN EUGENE ORR 
HR. WALTER JA"ES ORR 
HR. WILEY POST PARKER 
HR.IHRS. "ICHAEL CRAIG PARKEY 
"R.C"RS. TI" PARKHURST 
HR.I"RS. GEORGE D. PARKS 
HR.IHRS. WAYNE PARKS 
HR. DOUGLAS F PARSONS 
HR.tHRS. RICHARD L PARTEZANA 
HR.INRS. DARCE PASCHALL 
HR. DONALD PAT PATE 
HISS JANICE LEANNE PATE 
HR.'KRS. BILL PATH 
HR. ROBERT EARL PATTERSON 
IIR. WARREN JOHNSON PATTISON JR 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT ERNEST PATTON 
HR.IHRS. GREGORY G PAULEY 
"R. JOHN HOIIARD PAULLIN 
"R.IIIRS. CLARENCE ARTHUR PEARCE 
IIR.IKRS. ROBERT DAVID PEARCE 
KR.IHRS. TODD N PEARCE 
HRS. BARNEY PEARSON 
HR.tHRS. BILLY JACK PEARSON 
HR. JAKES R PEBWORTH 
HISS BETTY LEA PEEBLES 
"R.IHRS. JAHES IRVIN PENTECOST 
"RS. BRENDA LEE PERCIFUL 
"ISS RITA PERKINS 
"R. WILLIAII DAVID PERKINS 
"R.IHRS. JOHNNY LEE ' PERHENTER 
"RS. SAHUEL H PERRIEN 
"RS. L. C. PERRY _ 
"RS. ALAN RICHARD PETERSON 
"IS.S GAIL HARlE PETERSON 
"R. HERBERT L PETERSON 
"R. HORST ALFRED PEtRICH 
"R.IHRS. KURT H. · PETRICH 
NR. JAy ' LESLIE PETTEY 
"R. PHILLIP J PETTEY 
"R.IHRS. JOHN CLARK PETTIT 
"ISS JULlA ROSE PHELPS 
"RS. ARTHUR G PHILLIPS 
"R. 'HRS. AUBREY PHILLIPS 
"R. DWIGHT DEAN PHILLIPS 
"R. ~ENNETH -DALE PHILLIPS 
MR. VAN HERBERT PHILLIPS 
MISS THERESA DALE PICKENS 
"R. WARREN KEITH PICKER 
"R.tHRS. JACK PIERCE 
"RS. PHILLIP PIERCE 
HR.IHRS. JOHN CARL PIERSON 
"R. JEAN ALEXANDER PIGG 
"R.t"RS. HARK LELAND PILLER 
"R. HAROLD W PINKSTON 
"R.IHRS. HENRY EDWARD PIPKIN 
HR.IHRS. DAVID H PITCHFORD 
HR.IHRS. PAUL "ARTIN PITT 
NR. CHARLES N" PITTS 
HISS LUCINDA LEIGH PITTS 
NR. GERALD DIlIGHT PLE"ONS 
"R.IHRS. JOHN WESLEY PLU""ER 
"R. WAYNE PLYLAR 
HR.IHRS. RICHARD II POE _ 
HR.I"RS. RUSSEl ' WAYNE POLK ' 
HR.I"RS. GARY POPE 
HR.IHRS. KEVIN LYNN POPE 
HR.I"RS. DAVID JERO"E PORTER 
HR.IHRS. JERRY DEAN PORTER 
"R.INRS. SCOTT A PORTER 
"RS. HUGH POSTEN 
"5. PEGGY POTEETE 
HR.I"RS. BILL POTTER 
HRS. CLIFFORD POTTER 
HR. PHILIP ROGER 'POTTER 
"ISS DONNA SUE POUNDS 
"R.I"RS. ANDRE II JACK POIIELL 
"R.IHRS. AUBREY DIIAINE POIIELL 
KR.IHRS. GRADY JACKSON POIIELL 
HR. HARVEY EUGENE POIIELL 
"R.I"RS. CARL EUGENE POIIER JR 
"R. GUY ANDREM POIIER 
HRS. CONNIE JO PRATT 
"ISS "ELINDA ANN PREBLE 
"RS. JA"ES L PRESLEY JR 
HRS. LOYD PRESLEY 
"R.IHRS. J LINDBERGH PRESSON 
"RS. C R PR~STON ' 
"R.INRS. DARRELL ROBERT PRICE 
IIR.IHRS. JEFFREY CARL PRICE 
HISS JUDITH LYNN PRIDDY 
IIR.IHRS. AUBREY F PRINCE JR 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT BYRON PRINCE 
HR. DARRELL RAY PRITCHETT 
HR. 0 D PRITCHETT 
HRS. TRAVIS 'N PROCTOR 
DR. WILLIAH H PROCTOR JR 
HRS. HENRY G PRYOR 
HR.IHRS. PAUL "ALCOL" PUCKETT 
"R. HARK STEPHEN PUGH 
"RS. COY E PULLARA 
HRS. A F PUSKA 
"ISS CINDY LYNN PUTNA" 
HRS. J D PUTNA" 
HRS. JOHN K DUAT"AN 
IIRS. TRAVIS D DUINN 
HR.IHRS. JA"ES A RABON JR 
HRS. HOLLY ANNE R,ADE"AKER 
HR.INRS. WALLACE E RAE 
HR. JOEL D RAGLAND 
HRS. CHARLES EDWARD RAGSDALE 
HR. LELAND CORDELL RAGSDALE 
"R. SCOTT SHIELDS RAGSDAlE 
HR.IHRS. IIILLIA" J RA"PTON 
"R. HACK RA"SEY 
• HR. IHRS. ROY RAMSEY 
HR. KENNETH L RANDOLPH 
"RS. FRANK E RANKIN 
HRS. IIILLIAH RANKIN 
HR. GERALD RANSO" 
"RS. GEORGE RASOR 
HR.IHRS. RODNEY L RATLEDGE 
HR. BOB RATTAN 
HR. ELBERT RAY 
HISS BRENDA J REA 
HR. CHESTER REAL 
"ISS HELISSA TERRELL REDDING 
HR.IHRS. ROBERT L REDFORD 
"R.I"RS. GARY DEAN REDINGER 
HR. JACK EDGAR REECE 
"R.I"RS. REED 
HRS. DIANE CREED 
IIRS. GEORGE A REED SR 
HR.I"RS. RONALD L REED 
HRS. JANICE SUE REEDER 
• HR. IHRS. JOHN DOUGLAS REESE 
DR.INRS. RONALD EDIIARD REEVE 
HISS NORHA LOU REEVES 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT L REGIER 
HISS BRENDA SUE REICHENEKER 
HRS. GEORGE GARLAND REID 
"R.IHRS. ROBERT G REID 
HRS. SID REILLY 
HRS. DEBORAH LEIGH REISS 
HR. LAWRENCE HERBERT RENDELL 
NR.IHRS. LARRY HENEll RENFROE" 
HRS. G B REYNOLDS JR 
HR.IHRS. HUOH HARVLEY RHODES JR 
HRS. LYNN A RHODES 
HRS. RITA RHODES 
IIR. CHARLES RICHARD RICE 
HR. DONALD W RICE 
HR.'NRS. CHARLES RAY RICH 
, HR. DAVID MALLACE RICHARDS 
NR.I"RS. CHARLES EUGENE RICHARDSON 
HR. DONALD LEE RICH~RBSON 
HR. HONTY LESTER RICHESIN 
"ISS PATRICIA ANN RICHEY 
"R.IIIRS. PAUL DO~ RICHEY 
HR. CLYDE RICH"OND 
HR.IHRS. LARRY "ARK RICH"OND 
HR. R L RICKARD 
HS. IRENE RICKETTS 
DR. DIXIE RAY RIDINGS 
IIR.INRS. DENNIS DEAN RINE 
HRS. DONNIE RINER 
HISS JOAN "ARIE RITCHIE 
HRS. PATSY JEAN ROACH 
1I0NTEEN ROBERSON 
KR. DAVID BRYAN ROBERTS 
HR. DOUGLAS WAYNE ROBERTS 
"5. JANEAL ANN ROBERTS -
"R. LARRY N ROBERTS 
HR.INRS. ROLAND DELEVAR ROBERTS 
NR .I"RS. RONALD .DWAYNE ROBE~TS 
HRS. THONAS kEiTH' ROBERTS ' 
HRS. WILLIE HAE ROBERTS 
HR.tHRS. WILLIA" T ROBERTSON 
HRS. JANET ROBINSON 
HISS KATHLEEN "ARIE ROBINSON 
HISS LAURIE JEAN ROBINSON 
HR. PETER ROBINSON 
"RS. JENNlFER ROllISON 
KR.IHRg. IAUL ROBISON 
HR. JOHN WESLEY ROCKHOLD III, 
HRS. A G RODGERS 
"RS. JACKIE L RODGERS 
HR . HARRY EDIIARD ROE 
HRS. DONALO DALE ROEHRHAN 
KR • 'NR'S. ROGERS 
HS. CAROLYN SUE ROGERS 
IIRS. HOY WAYNE ROGERS 
HISS PA"ELA DIANE ROGERS 
HR. PAUL E ROGERS 
HR.INRS. SUSAN ANY ROGERS 
nl(~. T J ROGERS 
MR.tIlRS. JACKIE SHANNON ROLAND 
HR.!IIRS. HARK L. ROLANDT 
MR. BRUCE R ROLLINS 




























MISS CATHERINE ROOT 
HR.&MRS. SIDNEY GRAHAH ROPER SR 
MRS. JOHN ROSE 
MRS. LOUIS ALLEN ROSE 
hR.XMRS. MALCOLM F ROSE JR 
MS. HARY ROSE 
Hr<S. NELL ROSE 
HR. IHRS. JOHN R08ERT SLA IS 
HRS. BOBBY R SI1ART 
I1R. NEIl SHART 
MR. ALTON C SI1ITH 
MR.&MRS. BILLY F. SHITH 
MR.1MRS. CHARLES DWIGHT SI1ITH 
I1R.II1RS. CHRIS SHITH 
MRS. RON ROSE MRS. CHRISTOPHER J SHITH 
MR. lMRS. CHARLES EDWARD ROSENBAUI1 MR. DALE SPIITH 
MRS. lOUREN RAY ROSS / MISS DEBORAH GAll SHITH 
MRS. MICHAEL ROUHANA MRS. EUGENE F. SHITH JR 
HR . ROBERT GENE ROUSE MR.IMRS. FRANK SI1ITH 
HR.&HRS. CLARK ALAN ROUSH HR.&PlRS. FRED R SHITH 
nR.&HRS. WELTON H ROY MR. HUBERT SHITH JR 
MR . &MRS. G.R RUB ARTS MR. JACKIE G SHITH 
MRS. ROY L RUCKMAN MISS KIMBERLY KARYL SHITH 
DR.1MRS. CHARLES ERNEST RUDOLPH HISS MARY KATHRYN S"lTH 
MRS. WILLIAH H RUNGE MRS. PAUL E SHITH 
MR.tMRS. RICHARD LUNN RUNIONS MRS. ROBERT A SMITH 
MR.&MRS. CARL RAY RUSSELL SR MRS. ROBERT C SHITH 
MRS. CAROLE DANETTE RUSSELL MR. ROBERT MARTIN SMITH 
MR. CLARENCE RICHARD RUSSELL MRS. SIDNEY FRANK SMITH JR 
MRS. LARRY J RUSSELL MR.&MRS. STANLEY J SHITH 
DR. BARNARD D RYAN MR. STEPHEN GILLIS S"ITH 
MR. JESSIE C SALYER MR.&MRS. S1EVEN LEE SMITH 
MRS. RUSSELL F SAMMIS MR.1MRS. TERRY S SMITH 
MR'. \lIRS. JAHES MALCOU SAI1PSON MRS. THELMA S"ITH 
MR. JARRELL H SAMS MRS . THOMAS DOUGLAS SMITH 
MR.1HRS. DONALD E SANDERS MR. WILLIAH ROBERT SMITH 
DR. JOHN K SANDERS MR.&HRS. WILLIAH STEPHE~SHITH 
HR. LEON B SANDERSON HR.&MRS. DENNIS CRAIG SNIDER 
HR.&HRS. STANLEY RAY SANDERSON HR. JAHES C SORRELLS 
HR.&HRS. JAHES A. SARGENT MR.IHRS. JOHN SOTAK 
MR.&HRS. DAVID EDWARD SATTERFIELD MR.&HRS. CURTIS WAYNE SPARKS 
HR. C. J. SATTERWHITE HR. JACK L SPATES 
HR.&HRS. THOI1AS II SAWYER Hr. DANIEL CONRAD SPENCER 
MR.&MRS. WYATT SAWYER HRS. KATIE SPRINGER 
HR. STANLEY EDGAR SAYERS HR. BRETT AUSTIN SPRUCE 
HS. HILDRED L SAZAHA MR.&HRS. JRUN SREERUKSAR 
HR. C W SCHAEFER MRS . F L STAGGS 
HR. CARL SCHAEFER I1R.iHRS . LARRY HELVIN STALLEY 
HRS. FRED H SCHAFfER HR. ROB£RT WARD STALLINGS 
HI SS KAREN L SCHARNAG£L . HRS. lIONALD R STANLEY 
HISS LORI ANNE SCHLOFFHAN HR. JOHN RANDAL STANLEY 
MR.&MRS. PAUL LAWRENCE SCHLOSSER HR. KENNETH A STANLEY 
HR. ALEC HICHBORN SCHHIDT ttR.&HRS. LARRY THO"AS STANLEY 
HRS. ELDON R SCHNAKENBERG MR. HARK R STANLEY 
HISS CATHERINE "ARIE SCHOFIELD HR.&MRS. CARL DONALD STARK 
MS. MARGARET A SCHOOLFIELD HR. HARCUS STARNES 
HR.\HRS. RUSSELL EARL SCHRA"H HR. nANNY LEE ST~RR 
HRS. GEORGE \I SCMRAUDT l'IF:. 'MRS. LAWRENCE F STATLER 
HRS. DONALD ESCOTT ttR. DANIEL E STEELE ' 
HR.IHRS. DONALD WAYNE SCOTT HR.&HRS. ROSCOE STEGALL 
HS. HABEL W SCOTT MRS. EDWARD STEPHENS 
DR.'HRS. ROBERT L SCOTT MRS. JOE S STEPHENS 
HISS SHAROM ROSE SCOTT HR.aHRS. ROY L STEPHENSON 
HR. IIfRS. RONALD " SEAL •. , HR. E N I CI( STEVENS JR 
HS. DAMMA C SEALE HRS. JAMES E STEVENS 
"R.IMRS. CLIFFORD I. ~~. BEAWtL I1R.&HRS. BARRY STEWART 
HR. 'HRS. EHIL 1tAItC . .:<- HR. '"RS. FINIS STEWART 
HRS. HARVELL B SE~ ~~< I1R.'"RS. TONY LEE STEWART 
HISS LISA ELLEN SE* .,j:' HRS. CHARLES C STILBER SR 
". KILTON '" "'W' MR. TE.".CE • STINE MR. ROBERT EARL D HR. JOHN HARK STINNETT 
HR.&HRS. JA"ES C • JR HRS DENNIS R STOAKES HR. IHRS. CHARlES i . 
HR. SAil SHANNON •. -". ' "R.IHRS. WILLIS STOGSDILL 
HR.IMRS. DAVID A SWJ • . ,' HRS. EDWARD DEAN STONE 
• HR. JA"ES TRUNAN STONE 
HRS. RUSSELL SHARE~ :C;':" HR.'HRS. "ICHAEL HENRY STONE 
HISS LAUREN S SHA~ . " HRS. PEGGY STONE 
HR.'"RS. DOUGLAS I ;. ~~. HRS. LEONARD W STONEI1AN 
HR. '"RS. PATRICK ,. ,. HE HR .I"RS. KENNETH STORY 
HRS. LINDA L SMEL,i .~)r;: HR. THOHAS EUGENE STOUGH 
I1R.IHRS. LARRY ~KL~l~ 





HR. HERBERT R 
HR. AUBREY 
HRS. JIH D 
I1R.lltRS. OTT F 
HR.'"RS. PAUL K 
HISS SHEILA .IIARIE ; 
HRS. DAVID SHOCKLEY 
HR. CALVIN C SHOWALTER 
DR.I"RS. VERNIE KENNETH SHRABLE 
HR. VERNON GUY SHUFFETT III ' 
MR.aHRS. ROGER DA~E SHUFFIELD 
HR.aHRS. RONALD D SHULTZ . J 
HR. D II SHUHATE . 
HRS. ROBERT HAXEY SILVEY 
HRS. ROBERT SI"ERS 
HR. JAHES JACKSON SI"HONS 
HR. KENNETH WILLIA"S SIM"ONS 
HR.IMRS. KURT 8ARRY SII1110NS 
HR.'"RS. VIRGIL L SII1HONS JR 
HR. WILLIA" 8 SI""0N8 
DR. T EHERSON SIHPKINS 
HR.IHRS. DALE WILSON SI"PSON 
HR. DAVID LYNN SIMPSON 
HR. DEORSAY ALFRED SIHPSON III 
I1ISS EDITH HELINDA SIMPSON 
HR. KEITH SIHS 
HR. RICHARD C SIMS JR 
HR.IHRS. FREDERICK D. 
HRS. DOUGLAS II StPE 
MR.aHRS. B. L. SISK 
HR.aHRS. BILL SIVIA 




HS. CARHEN STOVER 
HR. WAYNE NARVIN STOVER 
MRS. W R STOWERS 
HR. RICHARD S STRAKER 
HR.II1RS. FRED HUBERT STRASSER 
HRS. VELHA B STRICKLAND 
HISS BETTY FRANCES STROUP 
HRS. VERNON SUBLETT 
HR.IHRS. JOHNNY WAYNE SULLIVAN 
HRS. "AX IVERSON SU"MERlIN 
DR. WILLIAH R08ERT SU""ITT 
I1R. ARTHUR " SUTHERLAND 
HR.II1RS. PAUL SUTTON 
HRS. KENNY R SWAIN 
HISS JULIE LYNN SWAN 
DR.'HRS. AXEL W SWANG 
HRS. GERALD SWILLEY 
HISS H~~EN. SWI,ND~E 
HRS. HERB SWINNEY 
HR.IHRS. CHARLES R SWITZER 
HR.IMRS. PAUL DENNIS SY"ANOWITI 
HISS KIll DENISE TACKETT 
HR.'HRS. TONNY LEE TACKETT 
HRS. JAI1ES H TALBERT 
HRS. DON A TASSIN ' 
"RS. CAlZY CLIFFORD TATUI1 JR 
HR. A HEBER TAYLOR 
HR. BRENT R TAYLOR 
HR. DONALD ROSS TAYLOR 
HISS DORRIS L TAYLOR 
MRS. EARL TAYLOR 
DR. ELLIS TRICE TAYLOR 
HR.IHRS. JERRY LEE TAYLOR 
I1R.'"RS. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOR 
MRS. ROBERT L TAYLOR 
HR. STANLEY CARL TAYLOR 
HR. KENNETH PAT TEAGUE 
HRS. 808BY G TEFERTllLER 
HR.'"RS. CECIL L TEFFERTILlER 
HR.IHRS. C H TE"PLE 
I1R.IHRS. GEORGE A. TERRY 
HR.'HRS. W. CLAUD TERRY JR 
HR. LACONIA 0 THERRIO 
HR.&HRS. JACK THOHAS 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH EUGENE THO"AS 
HRS. LARRY THO HAS 
I1RS. FRANK THOI1ASON 
HR.'HRS. LARRY KENT THOHASON 
HRS. CURTIS THOHASSON 
HISS CAROL ANN THOHPSON 
HISS CATHERINE ADELE THOHPSON 
HRS. GAYLOR REX THOHPSON 
HR.aHRS. HOHER THO"PSON 
HS. JUDY THOMPSON 
HR. ROGER DALE THO"PSON 
HR.'MRS. TED STEVEN THOHPSON 
HRS. VELHA THOMPSON 
HISS DEBORAH ANN THORNELL 
HRS. JQHN P THORNTON 
DR.'"RS. JOHN THOHAS THORNTON J' 
HRS.· R'OBERT W THREET 
HRS. DARRELL THROCKHORTON 
HRS. HAROLD THURHAN 
HR. DAVID HERON TIDWELL 
HR.IHRS. CECIL RAY TILLEY 
HR. CRAWFORD BROOKS TILL"AN ' 
HR.'MRS. VERNON TINES 
MISS DOROTHY TISDALE 
HRS. JOE TITSWORTH 
HR. LARRY JOE TITTLE 
HR. EDGAR DELL TODD JR 
HR.&HRS. JESSE RAY TOLAND JR 
HR.IMRS. WILLIAH L TOLAR i 
HR.1HRS. ROBERT B TOLLEY 
HR. C ROLAND TOI1LINSON 
HR. JOSEPH A TO"LINSON JR 
HS. LOLA JANE TOHLINSON 
"R.IHRS. JOHN EL"ER TOOKE 
HR. JOHN ROBERT TORRICE 
"R . 'HRS. HERBERT RYAN TOUCHTON 
HR. THOHAS L TOWELL 
HISS SARAH LYNN ' TOWNSLEY 
HR.'HRS. ROBERT C TRAI1I1ELL 
HR. STEPHEN RANDALL .TRIPLETT 
I1R.'HRS. "ARK RANDALL TROTTER 
HRS. G H TROUSDALE 
NR. WILLIA" ED WALSTON 
HRS. DAVl[l H WALTERS 
I1R.'HRS. RANDt WALTERS 
HRS. E. D. WALTON 
MRS. JOHN C WALTON 
HRS. CYNTHIA DEAN WAlVOORD 
HRS. JANA KAY WARD 
HR.IHRS. H D WARD 
HR.IHRS. RONNIE FRANKLIN WARD 
HRS. JOHN T TROUT HISS GLORIA ANN WARE 
HR.'"RS • . ROBERT SCOTT tROUT HR. KENNETH RILEY WARE 
HISS HARY FRANCES TROY HR.IHRS. CHARLES F WARLICK JR 
"RS. CAROLYN TRUSTY HRS. OLIN WARHACK 
HR. C " TUCKER HRS. LUCY WARNOCK 
HR.IHRS. JOHN. R08ERT TUCKER HRS. RICHARD WARNOCK 
HR.'"RS • . PAUL N TUCKER HR.'"RS. WILLIAH S WARR 
HR. JOI1IY GAYlON TUCKER i\ HRS . C 8 WARAEN 
HR ~lHRS. WILLIAM DE'NIS tuCKE~ HR.IHRS. CHARLES BEVERLY ~ATERS 
HIS9 SYLlIIA lENORE tUGGLE HR.1HRS. GENE ALLAN WATERS 
HR. DANIEL CLIFTON TULLOS I1R. 'HRS. BARRY JAHES WATKINS 
IfIl-:JfOlIIIRo:,rULp HRS. BILLY DON WATKINS 
HR. DALE ALA~ TURNER HISS VICKY FAY WATKINS 
"R.IHRS. KENNETH B TURNER HR. JOHN HARK WATSON 
DR.!JAI1ES WESLEY TUTTLETON ~ MRS. JOHN R WATSON 
MISs, PA"ELA ItARGO HER HISS LOUANNE WATSON 
HR.I"RS. 6RANVILLE-~ TYLER I1RS. HOPE WATTS 
HR. WILLIA" ANDREW TYLER , HFe.&HRS. TIM L WAUGH 
HR. ROBERT EVAN ULREY HR. DELANE WAY 
HR.IHRS. JO ANN UMPHRESS HRS. WALTER LEE WEAR 
HR. CHARLES ROBERT UNDERWOOD HRS. LEWIS K WELCH 
HR.&"RS. LAWRENCE EUGENE UNDERWOOIHR.IHRS. LUTHER WELCH 
HR. LEE CARLTON UNDERWOOD JR "Fe.II1RS. JACK G WELDON 
HR. RALPH DAVID UNDERWOOD HISS BETH ANN WELLS 
HR. ROBERT USREY HR.IHRS. GUY R WELLS 
HRS. NEIL ARIE VAN AELST HISS JEANNIE LOU WELLS 
DR. THOHAS S VAN DUYN MS. LOUISE WELLS 
HR •. 'HRS; DANIEL VAN HECKE 
HR. DEE VAN WINKLE -
HR. HICHAEL DAVID VANAHAN 
MR.IHRS. GENE VANCE 
I1RS. WILLIAH VATH 
HR.'HRS. WH DAVID VAUGHAN 
HR.eHRS. WILLIAH E VAUGHT 
HR . DAVI[I NICHOLS VEHON 
HRS. ROONEY D VEITSCHEGGER 
MR . 1HRS. TIMOTHY LEE VICK 
MR.1HRS. DALE WELSH 
HRS. DAVID A WESELIUS 
HISS DOROTHY NELL WEST 
HR. LLOYD THOMAS WESTBROOK 
HR. ItICHAEL WAYNE WESTERFIELD 
HR. JOHNNY HOWARD WESTERHOLH 
HR.IHRS. KENNETH WESTNORELAND 
HRS. LYLE WHEATCROFT 
"R.'HRS. DONALD ARTHUR WHEELER 
DR. GENERAL JACKSON WHEELER 
HR . LLOYD EUGENE WHEELER MR. LELAND PAUL VICKERS 
DR . 'JH:N H VINCENT ' , 
MR. LOWELL DEWAYNE'viNES 
MS KATHRYN VIRGIN 
. 'i "R. '"RS. RONALD A WHE~LER 
HRS. WAYNE WHEELER 
HR.IHRS. CARROLL W VOIGTS 
MR. NICK W VOLLHAN 
HR. WI1'LIAH :SCOTT \/REDlNGBURGH' 
MRS. VADA WADDILL 
HR. [I,WID LOWELL WADE 
MR. JAHES L WADE 
HR. LARRY ALLEN WADE 
MR. ~!CHAEL R WADE 
MRS. WILLIAIt L WAITES 
HR , ItlF:S. JOE R WALDROP 
HR . SHRS. HICHAEL JAHES WALDRUH 
HIS~ ELLEN RUTH WALKER 
DR.&HRS. HAROLD ALLEN WALKER 
~lSS HARY KATHERINE WALKER 
HR.&MRS. RICHARD ARCHIE WALKER 
HRS. WIHON B WALKER 
HR.iHRS. H. A. WALLACE 
MRS. LOUISE K. WALLACE 
HS. HARTHA C, W.ALLACE 
HRS. DONALD WALLING 
hR.&HRS. TERRY C WALLIS 
HR.'HRS. ~ICH~EL WALLS . 
I1R .IHRS. JAHES LESLIE WHITE 
HR. LONNIE DOUGLAS WHITE 
HRS. PERRY WHiTE 
HRS. RICHARD E WHITEHURST ' 
HR.'"RS. WARREN TROUT WHITELAW 
HR.IHRS. JAI1ES O. WHITFIELD 
HRS. ROY WHITFIELD 
HR. JERRY ROBERT WHITMIRE 
~RS. GARY Fe WHITTINGTON 
I1R.'NRS. JERRY EDUARD WHITWORTH 
HR.'HRS. SCOTT WHORTON 
HRS. HILT WICKLES 
HRS. RONALD D WIGGINTON 
I1R.IHRS. ANTHONY D WILBANKS 
HRS. JAI1ES WILBORN 
DR.'HRS. W H WILBORN 
HR.'HRS. BEN HIGHT WILES 
HR. KENNETH' D WILES 
HRS. RONALD H WILEY 
HISS DIANE WILKERSON 
HR. PHILIP LAYTON WILKERSON 
HISS SHIRLEY DENISE WILKERSON 
"R. MYNATT WAYNE WILKINSON 
HRS. OLENN P WILLEFORD 
HR. E E WILLETT 
HR. EDWARD CHANE WILLETT 
HISS AVA NELL WILLIAHS 
HR.&HRS. DAVID L WILLIAHS 
HR.IHRS. GARY WILLIAI1S 
HR.IHRS. JAHES LARRY WILLIAI1S 
HRS. HICHAEL WILLIA"S 
HR. NELLIS J WILLIA"S 
HISS RUTH ELIZABETH WILLIAI1S 
"R. JA"ES E WILLJAI1S0N 
HISS KATHERINE Y WILLIS 
HR.IHRS. NEIL WILLOUGHBY 
"R. P 0 WILHETH 
I1R.IHRS. CECIL PAUL WILSON 
HRS. FAY A WILSON 
HR.SHAS. H.F. WILSON 
HR. HAROLD LEON WILSON 
HR.'HRS. JOHN HALDANE WILSON 
HR.I"RS. LARRY LESTER WILSON 
HRS. NANeI JO WILSON 
HR. RAHON F WILSON 
HR. TIHOTHY WAYNE WILSON 
HR. WELDIN LYNN WII1BERLEY 
HR.'"RS. JACQUE WINO 
MISS TEENA KAY WINTERS 
HR.'HRS. WILLIAM JOSEPH WISEHAN 
HR. ROBERT ALVIN WISENER 
HRS. JAI1ES S WOJCIK 
HR.'"RS. DAVID LAWRENCE WOLFE 
HR. LEE ROY WOHACK 
HR. WATSON ORVILLE WOMACK 
HR.II1RS. DAVID SCOTT WOOD 
I1RS. HELEESE WOODRUFF 
HR. SAHUEL J WOODRUFF 
HRS. J RAYHOND WOODS 
HISS PATRICIA L WOODS 
HR.IHRS. SAHUEL WOODS 
HR.'HRS. JOE H WOOTON 
MRS. J W WORLEY 
HR.IHRS. DONALD HARK WORTEN 
HR.IMRS. ALLEN DOYAL WRIGHT 
HRS. ANDY WRIGHT 
"R. BILL WRIGHT 
HR.IHRS. 8ILLY STEVEN WRIGHT 
HR.IHRS. JAI1ES M WRIGHT 
HISS PATRICIA ANN WRIGHT 
HR. W F WRIGHT 
HISS HELYSSA "NN WYATT 
MRS. WALLACE WYATT 
HR. WALLACE WAYNE WYATT 
HR. HAL GENE YATES 
HR.&HRS. HICHAEL ADRIAN YATES 
HISS TRELLA HARlE YATES 
HISS' INDA NILE YEARWOOD 
HR.IHRS. WILLIAH HERBERT -TICK 
HRS. ARDELLE YINGLING 
MRS. EDNA YINGLING 
HR. 'HRS. JAHES DEWITT YINGLIHG 
I1R.IHRS. DALE EUGENE YODER 
MR.'ltRS. ROBERT H YORK 
H~. H B YOUNG 
MISS JANE ALLEN YOUNG 
HISS JANE ELLA YOUNG 
HR.1HRS. LYNN YOUNG 
MISS HATTJE LOUISE YOUNG 
MRS. RO~ERT E YOUNG JR 
HF: . lMRS. JAHES E YOUNGBLOOD 
MR.&HRS. ROBERT DALE YOUNGER 
MR. TIMOTHY WAYNE YOUREE 
MISS PAHELA KAY ZAPALAC 




Harding University admits students of any race, .color, and national or ethnic origin. Also, in 
compliance with Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, and section 504 of the Re-
habilitation Act of 1973, Harding University does not discriminate on the basis of sex or handicap 
in its educational program, activities, or employment except where necessitated by specific re-
ligious tenets held by the institution and its controlling body. 
Bisons Honored , in ~Spring Sports Competition 
Gibbo.,s, Smith Named 
AII-AIC, All-District 
Two Harding University basket-
bailers, Allen Gibbons and' Hubie 
Smith, have been named to the 1983 
All-Arkansas Intercollegiate Con-
ference team, according to com-
Ipissioner Harry T. Hall. 
Both athletes have already been 
named to the NAIA District 17 all-star 
unit. 
Gibbons, a 6-9, 188 lb. junior from 
North Little Rock, was one of only two 
selections chosen unanimously to the 
ll-man team. The Bison center paced 
the AIC in scoring throughout the 
season and completed the year with a 
league leading 19.3 points per game. 
He finished as the number two 
rebounder in the cQnference averaging 
9.0 rebounds per game. His 539 points 
and 251 rebounds were tops in the 
conference. ' 
Gibbons led the 'Bisons in every 
statistical category excluding free 
throw percentage and assists. An AII-
AIC honorable mention selection in 
1982, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
A.C. Gibbons of North Little Rock. 
Smith fmished the season as the 
third leading scorer in the AIC. A 6-1, 
182 lb. senior from Memphis, Smith 
averaged 16.1 points per game for his 
most productive season of his collegiate 
career: He fmished fifth in the con-
ference in assists (3.7 per game) and 
third in free throw percentage (.836). 
To cap off his career, Smith moved 
. into fifth place on the all-time Harding 
scoring list with 1,382 points. He is the 
school's all-time assist leader with S40 
and holds the single season assist 
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record of 209, set during the 1980-81 
season. 
A two-time AIC honorable mention 
honoree, Smith is also a three time All: 
AIC performer in golf. A physical 
education major, he is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Raymond Pipkin of Mem-
phis. 
Swimmers Make AII-AIC 
Harding University placed ' two 
swimmers on the 1983 All-Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference Swimming 
and Diving team, it was announced by 
league commissioner Harry T. Hall. 
Richard Denney, a junior from Rock 
Island, Ill. and Gano Butcher, a fresh-
man from Newberg, Ore., were named 
to the prestigious squad. In all, 20 
swimmers and divers from the 10 
conference schools were selected for the 
team. 
Denney qualified for the NAIA 
National meet by bettering the national 
standard in the SO-yard freestyle at the 
AIC championships in February. In 
that meet, he established four in-
dividual school records and was part of 
a record school relay performance. 
Butcher also qualified for the 
national meet, bettering the mark in 
the 200 backstroke. He set three school 
records in individual events and was 
also part of the relay record per-
formance in the AIC meet. 
Butcher and Denney are the first 
Harding athletes to qualify for the 
swimming events in the national NAIA 
championship meet. 
McCoy Is AU-American 
Texarkana's Tony 
McCoy of Harding 
University 
All-America 
tinction as he 
ished fourth in the 
6O-yard dash at 
National Associa-, ) 
tion of Intercolle- . MC<;o~ 
giate Athletics Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, Feb. 26 in Kansas 
City, Mo. 
The 5-7 senior sprinter clocked the 
distance in 6.39 seconds, the best 
performance of his career. He had 
earlier won the event in the Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference Indoor 
Invitational with a time of 6.44 
seconds. 
A physical education major, McCoy 
started two years at tailback for the 
Bison football team and was an All-
AIC selection in 1982. A 1979 graduate 
of Liberty-Eyleau High School, he is 
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